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High Ranks for Those Adopting Good Manners 
 

Hadhrat Abu Umama (رضی ہللا تعالی عنہ) narrates that the beloved Messenger (صلی ہللا علیہ وسلم) said, ‘I 
guarantee a home, close to the paradise, for him who despite being on the right, leaves the dispute and 
I guarantee a home, in the centre of the paradise, for him who never lies even in the jokes and I 
guarantee a grand home, in the best part of the paradise, for him who adopts the best of manners.’ 

Hadhrat Abu Darda (رضی ہللا تعالی عنہ) says that he heard the Beloved Messenger (صلی ہللا علیہ وسلم) 
saying that whosoever is troubled by his Muslim brother and then he forgives him has his rank raised by 
one degree by the Allah Almighty and is forgiven one of his sins too (Tirmidhi). Hadhrat Abu Huraira 

 said, ‘Once the Prophet (صلی ہللا علیہ وسلم) narrates that the beloved Prophet (رضی ہللا تعالی عنہ)

 Moses (علیہ السالم) requested the Allah Almighty to reveal upon him who was the most respectable near 
Him from the creations? Allah Almighty replied, ‘He, who is capable of taking revenge but still forgives 

it.’ (Baihaqi). Hadhrat Abdullah bin Umar ( مارضی ہللا تعالی عنہ ) narrates that the beloved Messenger 
(Peace be upon him) said that the best drench a person can have is the drench of his anger for Allah’s 
Sake. (Musnad Ahmed) 

 

Whispers of the Heart (By the Editor’s Pen-My Observations and 

Thoughts)    My Three Requests: 
 
After spending 25 youthful years of his life in earning Riyals in Saudi Arabia, he earned millions until he 
became known as a wealthy person. Then he tried to settle his children in Pakistan and thought of 
making them good businessperson. He sent them 3 million rupees at the time when a person having just 
thirty thousand was considered as wealthy. His money making cost him deprival of three things, firstly, 
he lost his parents’ prayers whom he had to leave while he was quite young and needed them in every 
second and every instant of his life and these were their prayers which made it easy for him to step up 
the ladder of prosperity and comfort. He would phone them occasionally but then there came a time 
when he could not spare the time to have a brief chat with his old and feeble parents. Then they died 
and it was so unfortunate that even he could not even attend their funerals too. The second loss that he 
had to bear were the sighs of his young wife, whose youthful wishes, emotions and hopes could not get 
fulfilled and she spent a stressful life while he was thinking about just one thing that he has to become 
wealthy and accumulate wealth. He would visit his family for a few weeks after a couple of years but 
instead of those days becoming full of happiness and joyful, they would become filled with conflicts and 
suspicions and the whole time would pass filled with hatred, confusions and separation and then he 
would return back to his work place abroad. His wife’s sighs of loneliness would ruin his peace of mind 
as well as his future while he was thinking that he was heading towards prosperity. Dear readers! Just 
remember that there would only be few wives, who would curse their husbands, but the majority does 
not even do so rather they spend their life with the sighs of grief. Also, be mindful that the sighs of grief 
are worse than the curse and their impact sometimes stays there for even the generations. The same 
case was his as he was continuously receiving his wife’s sighs and these would make him even more 
tangled up but his only passion was just making money and then accumulate it as much as possible.  The 

Make your food tasty and blessed:  While cooking the food, recite ُ فِع  َنا  times. It will 41 َیا

make the food both delicious and abundant for all tried and tested.  
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third loss that he had to bear was that about his children’s upbringing.  The role of a wife is just like a 
builder for the generations while the husbands shields them like an umbrella from all the external 
challenges. When there is no shield, then even the builder loses its significance and the children without 
the father are quite seldom groomed as good mannered and civilized, otherwise most of them would 
stay away from all sorts of gentleness and would adopt a shameless and rebellious life and adopt the 
worst form of life. All these three factors became the core reason of his destruction i.e. being deprived 
of his parents’ prayers, the sighs of his wife and the deficiency in grooming his children and this 
deficiency intensified with each passing day. Whatever he earned, he would send it to his children who 
would get the huge monies with any effort and being grateful. They were also remained deprived of the 
closeness to their father and where there is no closeness there is no care for the hard-earned money of 
their father. The abundance of wealth without any fear of being questioned while full of youthful 
emotions coupled with inexperience resulted into a complete ruin of everything. That unlucky person is 
still living baway from home for the last 35 years of his life. He earned huge monies daring the 25 years 
but could save nothing and he is spending rest of his life as a watchman and earning a handful amount 
of money. Now his eyes always remain full of tears over the sorrow of his past life that his children 
turned out to be disobedient and ungrateful but he has forgotten his own behaviour with his parents. 
Always remember that you will reap only what you sow and this principle stands here since ever except 
that if Allah Almighty forgives any one and shows His Mercy on to someone but these are just 
exceptions, this system of reward and punishment will stay here forever. I would just like to request 
those overseas earners who have gathered huge piles of dollars, pounds and dirhams to take care of 
these three things at least. It is not disliked to earn the halal sustenance and to yearn for the rizq-e-halal 
neither i would prohibit them but if there’s any compromise on any of these three things,  then please 
return back to your home. The worthless money that you will earn in your homeland is far better than 
those millions and billions, which end up in trouble and destruction, Dear readers, I sometimes write on 
this topic and remind you that the wealth is not the only thing that improves your generations. There 
are some other things too, which are a wealth in themselves. All my overseas brothers, who have gone 
abroad please remember these three factors and my requests,. Although there may be some of them, 
who would still ignore my call but these are the harsh facts which everyone has to face in their lifetime. 
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Extract From the Weekly Sermon of Spirituality and Peace by Shaykhul Wazaif Hadhrat Hakeem Tariq 
Mahmood Majzoobi Chughtai (Hafizahullah Ta’ala) 

Why We Came To This World? 
 
Who is successful? 
 Once a woman came to a Godly man and requested him to teach her how to remember Allah. The 
Godly man said it was very easy for her to learn it. Then he added that when she sent her children to 
school or college then would she becomes forgetful of them or keeps them in her mind. She said that 
she keeps on thinking about them that they would be studying then or playing in the playground and 
she becomes concerned if they might hurt themselves after falling in the playground. If the kid is young 
then she remains concerned about their hunger, thirst and toilet needs and she always kept on thinking 
about them. The saint replied to the woman,’ I have taught you remember the name of Allah and from 
today, your heart will be yearning for the remembrance of Allah like it is for your children whom you 
have sent to the school.’ therefore, whosoever finds his heart overwhelmed with the remembrance of 
Allah, will always be successful. 
 
 
Those who find the closeness to Allah Almighty:  
 Such a person would apparently living in this world but his heart would always be yearning towards the 
Allah Almighty like a mother has her heart attached to his young kids and even if the kids are away she is 
always thinking about them. We have not seen the Almighty but he is with us all the times. Similarly, 
while our kids are away from us, but they are still with us although apparently away from us. The 
mother is kissing them in his mind, hugging them, bathing them, feeding them, calling them, clothing 
them. Similarly, the passion of Allah’s Love becomes so strong that when a person after working hard for 
it in contemplation and meditation yearn for the Allah Almighty, he finds himself close to the Almighty. 
 
The Necessities of Life and Allowable & Disallowed Means:  
Now as everyone is bound to fulfill some needs of life like eating, drinking or wearing suitable clothes 
and the whole system is there to help him out. Now again there is a test when Allah Almighty leaves it to 
decide for a person to choose allowed or disallowed means. The Allah Almighty gave them a choice 
about both allowable and disallowed means. The disallowed means may seem to be glittering and more 
comfortable while the allowable means may appear as harsh and difficult but Allah Almighty gave the 
choice to adopt any of them for a short while although this power is quite limited too. 
 
 
Every rise has a fall:  
I would like you to think about a harsh reality. A man gets expertise in his own chosen field until he 
becomes an expert of it. His expertise booms up to such an extent that he becomes the best in his field. 
When his capabilities and expertise reach their apex, he gets a knock on his door by the angle of death 
so that he may never be able to claim that he has become almighty now. Then the expert along with his 

An everlasting mercy shedding cloud: it is nice to remain happy but it is wonderful to 
remain happy in the happiness of others and knowledge is an everlasting cloud, which 
showers unending blessings.  
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expertise perishes and there comes his successor who again goes through the same stages until he 
reaches the apex and he becomes known as ‘The Master’. Then this rise leads him to a fall when he too 
gets a knock on his door by the death angel and this continues endlessly. 
 
Have we come to the world for this?  
This is a matter of  concern for us that have we come here to bear our children, earn money and groom 
them, get the best car and best part of the land and then perish on a doomed day? Why we are here? 
There is a hidden message here for me as well as you as we are no more than a beggar to Almighty and 
we should ponder about the fact that why we are here and what is our purpose of life? 
 
Is there any difference between the lives of a believer and a non-believer?   
If you ask a non-believer the purpose of his life, he would say that he came into this world to grow up 
playing.  Then he was asked to adopt a profession by his parents or study in a certain field, then they 
made him do a business, then they got him married and bore children, then he turned old and died and 
that was it. A believer should think if his day and night should be spent in a similar way. If so then there 
would not be any difference between a believer’s and a non-believer’s life. If a non-believer and a 
believer start thinking how to spend the day in a similar way, then where would come the difference 
between them. 
 
How a Muslim would be distinguished from a non-believer? 
 It is said that when a believer wakes up and he is just thinking about the worldly things, wealth and 
means to get it, then an angel to his right ear urges him to contemplate about Allah and how to seek His 
Pleasure. At the same time a devil also comes to the left ear of the person and urges him not to think 
about Allah or care for His Pleasure and diverts his attention to the worldly pleasures and money. The 
believer is not able to hear the voice of both although both of them fulfil their duty every morning. (To 
be concluded). 
 

Those who benefitted from the sermon: 
Respected Hadhrat Hakeem Sahib, Assalalm-o-Alaikam!  
We are a regular Ubqari reader and we also gift it to our relatives every month. This magazine has 

produced so many changes in us especially the condition of our hearts has been revolutionized after 

listening to your sermons. Now we all pray for you. We were in the darkness of ignorance before but 

now we have got the light of awareness. I was personally affected by sleeplessness for the last 30 years 

and I had to spend most of my nights sleeplessly. Then I started listening to your sermons. Your sermons 

produced a wonderful tranquility in my mind and then I started falling asleep while listening to your 

sermons. Previously I could never sleep without taking the sleeping pills but now I enjoy a peaceful and 

sound sleep without using any medicine. Due to your sermons, our home has regained peace and our 

numerous financial and business problems have been solved due to its blessings. My every family 

member loves you and offer thanks to ALLAH, if we didn’t get Ubqari and you’re Dars we don’t know 

where we would have been, this REHMAN make us find you this is all his blessing, whereas we were not 

able. (Mother Naseem Akhter) 
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Crossing the river without the boat: 
 Qais bin hajaj heard this from someone and quoted that when Hazrat Umar ہللا عنہ رضی   conquered 

Egypt, the people of Egypt came to him in the month of “bona”. Bona is an Arabic name of a month. 

They told him that we have a practice for the Nile River. Without which the water in the river does not 

stay. Hazrat Umar رضی ہللا عنہ asked,”what is that” they said that every 12th night of the month, we give 

an unmarried girl to the river. The girl should be the only daughter of her parents. We make her parents 

agree to do so. We decorate the girl with good clothes and jewellery. They send her in the river. Hazrat 

ibn Al Aaz رضی ہللا عنہ   replied to them that this practice is not from Islam so should not be followed. 

Three months passed and the water in the river stopped flowing. The people of Egypt decided to 

migrate. Hazrat ibn Al Aaz رضی ہللا عنہ   wrote the whole condition to hazrat Umar.                         

Hazrat Umarرضی ہللا عنہ said that this is true that this is not a practice in Islam and should not be 

followed.  He wrote a chit and instructed hazrat ibn al aaz  .to throw it in the river nile  رضی ہللا عنہ 

Hazrat Umar رضی ہللا عنہ wrote in the chit, “from Umar, the person from ALLAH سبحانہ تعالی to the river 

Nile. If you were flowing on your own, then you are free not to flow. But if you were flowing on the 

order of ALLAH سبحانہ تعالی, then I ask ALLAH سبحانہ تعالی to order you to flow.” 

Hazrat ibn Al Aas رضی ہللا عنہ throw the letter in the river on a day before the people used to throw the 

girl in the river. People of the Egypt decided to leave because their income was related to the water of 

Nile which was being affected. In the morning they all were surprised to see that ALLAH سبحانہ تعالی 

increased the water of river Nile and the water was flowing as usual. Since that day, the water of river 

Nile never died. 

Hazrat Abu Huraira صلی ہللا علیہ  reported to have said that when Prophet Muhammad رضی ہللا عنہ 

sends hazrat Alaa bin Hazramiوسلم  to Tahreen, I also followed him and noticed three things  رضی ہللا عنہ 

in him. I don’t know which one is stranger. When we reached near to the sea he said, take ALLAH  سبحانہ

 name and jumped.  We realized the shore safely but سنحنہ تعالی names and jump. So we took ALLAH تعالی

we didn’t get wet. According to one narration, Hazrat Alaa رضی ہللا عنہ   asked the Muslims to go to 

darain so that they can have war against their enemies. Muslims prepared themselves. When they 

reached the sea so that they can get in to the ship, they realized that the destination is far and cannot 

reach in the ship. They jumped into the sea with their horse and they were saying  

ُ ِکْیم  حا َُیا ْْیا اِِحِ اُالر ا
ااْرَحا َُُیا را َُیا ُااْنتا

ا ُِاْل  ُِاٰلہا اِم۔ْلا ْکرا اْْلِ ِلُوا
االا
ْ
ااْل ذا َُُیا قای  وم  َُیا ْی  ُم  َُیا حا   َُیا د  ا َصا َُیا د  ااحا َُیا کاِرْیم  َا َیا ّب ا  

They all jumped into the sea and ALLAH سبحانہ تعالی helped them to reach their destination. They were 

running over the sea as if they are running on soft sand. They reached their destination and defeated 

their enemies. When they reached back, they were travelling in a jungle. 

They felt thirsty. They prayed 2 rakat nafal, As soon as they finished praying, they found water in the 

form of a shadow from which they drank water and also let their camels drink water. 

Cure for Gonorrhoea: in case of urine irritation and gonorrhea use extract of maghaz almond 2 tolla 

daily in the morning and evening is benefit. From this sore of urinary bladder will also be cure and 

also good for diarrhea and qoling. 
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Drink 3 Sip And Live Freely: 
Respected Hakeem Sahib, Assalamo Alikum!  I am reading Ubqari regularly from many months. I had 

written a letter to you regarding my problems. You advised some amal which we followed and have 

received very good results. One of the amal that you have reported us was drinking the last three sips of 

Ablution water. First sip with ہللا شافی, second sip with ہللا کافی, third sip with ہللا معافی. Try to drink this 

water while you are standing. Many of my problems have been solved due to this amal. We thank you 

for giving us this amal due to which we solved our problems 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For get rid of constipation and Hemorrhoids: Respected Hakeem Sahib, Assalamo Alikum! Once in 

monthly Ubqari magazine a prescription published about constipation and Hemorrhoids, I had given 

the same prescription to one of my relative having the same problem, she used it for some times. 

After some time she told me that when she used it she felt that she had not this problem ever. I was 

pleased to listen that I cannot explain you, Jazakallah. People are getting benefit from your 

prescriptions,  Ubqari magazine is giving too much information.  

Prescription: ispagol whole and mustard seed equal in weight mix and take one tea spoon daily in 

morning and evening.  (Robina Naz, Sahiwal) 
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Massage is the easiest treatment for many problems of Kids:   
(Prof. Amaima Imtiaz) 

Children’s skin and hair needs special care so that along with their overall health, their skin and hair can 

also be healthy. But most of the mother lack information in this, there are so many articles and book 

written on healthy skin for ladies, likewise there should be articles written on skin of children. This is the 

reason we are giving some useful tips on the health of skin and hair of kids. Whenever a child is born in a 

family, other ladies of family and neighbor would give many advises. Mother usually get confused on 

these advises. Now a days a child will get massage only for few days where as this should continue even 

when the child is growing. Skin is the most delicate part of the body. Children’s skin is more sensitive so 

they should be taken extra care from the beginning. This way when children grow up, they realize the 

benefit of skin care and get use of it. Some problems arise in childhood and if left unattended, they grow 

as permanent problems. For example, the closed pores etc. are such problems which can be taken care 

in the beginning. 

Skin care:Continue skin massage of children for many years. If possible continue this even after they 

start going to school. Try to involve children in talks while doing the massage so that they don’t resist 

much. The fact is that the mother and child also develop love between them by spending time with each 

other. Once the child is growing, you can make him sit and give him a toy to play while you massage 

him. This way you can examine the body of your kids. Take them to the doctor if you find any cyst, 

growth or similar things on the body of your child. One important thing to keep in mind is to take care of 

the privacy of your child, never massage your child in front of others. There are many baby oils available 

in the market. You may choose any which is not causing any types of allergic to your kids. You can also 

add few pieces of saffron to increase the efficiency. Your child needs to take bath regularly during 

summer as the sweat can cause closing of pores resulting in skin problems. Make sure that the water is 

normal. You can massage vegetable extracts to tomato, carrot and banana once a week. You can also 

use yoghurt for massaging during summer. Similarly, make children use hat and glasses while going out 

in summer. 

Hair care:Massage oil on the hair of your children regularly keep your child busy during the massage of hair. There 

is variety of hair oil available in the market. Children feel relaxed while having massage and they get used to fit. 

You should use fragrance free oil which is pure. Brush their hair at least two times daily. If the hairs are tingled, 

separate them in parts and brush them. Use hair mask for shinny hair and healthy hair. Add Alma and henna 

powder to the oil and apply on hair at least for 10 mints. If your child hairs are dry, then apply oil on their hair with 

hair mask after that make a habit of trimming their hair regularly. Use caps while going out of home. Avoid using 

chemical products for children as it will damage their hairs.   Do not use hair dryer to dry their hair, however if it is 

winter and you are required to use hair dryer, you need to ensure that it is set to low setting and is kept at enough 

distance from hair. Do not comb wet hair as it results in breakage of hair. Healthy hair has an impact on the 

personality of the individual. You can follow the above mentioned tips for your kids, however if your kids skin is 

sensitive then you should contact the doctor. 

Everyone is kind: this is my own experienced, whenever visiting any person do 

recites Surah Muzammil once, then the cruel person become kind to him. 
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An easy way to protect oneself from all sorts of problems, pain, theft or 

murder (Z,K) 
 I get to travel a lot and from the time being I have started to recite surah Kahf in my journey, I have 

experienced a few unusual events as well as a sense of protection from all sorts of difficulties. 

Therefore, I mount the coach 10 minutes before its departure and after reciting surah kahf; blow three 

times in the entire coach, believing that as Allah protected the shaba-e-kahf, he will also protect me 

from all the problems I may face in my journey. Hence I feel relaxed after reciting the surah. I am always 

busy in home, being in a hurry to complete all my chores. Bearing this exhaustion, I sit on the coach and 

recite the surahs which are my ticket to a deep sleep. The coach stops at several points during the 

journey but I continue to sleep non-stop. 

It was the same today. However, chaos erupted at one point and I awoke to the sound of death threats 

being ensued back and forth. My coach was at a standstill and the driver was missing from his seat. The 

driver of the other coach was speaking to him in a very rude manner. It was just my luck that my coach 

driver had a patient attitude and after apologizing he came back to the coach. The rest of the people 

followed. The driver had just started the coach when all of the sudden the other driver moved his coach 

so close to ours so that we may collide and hence damage our coach. This scene was very horrifying for 

me to see. 

 

I was worrying as well as crying while desperately praying for our safety. As the seconds passed, I felt as 

if the angels steered our coach away from danger something that would have been hard to avoid had 

there been a human in charge of our fate. I kept thinking that if someone had recited surah Kahf in the 

other coach this event would never have happened. All those people who are drivers or pilots or train 

drivers; they should recite surah Kahf before settling in their seats. This will help them in overcoming 

any difficulties in their journey. We must not wait to find any free time to recite the surah but do so and 

you will see that there will be a blessing in the time. 

I advise all the people to recite this surah before driving and Insha’Allah you will see its wonder and 

benefits which you may write about and send to Ubqari thus encouraging others to follow this advice. 

You will also be rewarded for this. Reciting this surah not only solves your problems but also adds a 

blessing in time. I pray that Allah helps the readers to follow my advice. (Ameen) 

Second incident: I had to travel today as well. Because I had a lot of work to do at home, I was a bit late 

to arrive at the bus stop. Once I found my seat, I immediately recited surah kahf. I had only recited four 

ruquh when the bus was bombarded with the oncoming passengers which formed a human wall 

between the seats. The windows of the bus were covered with thick curtains which prevented me from 

seeing the words in the Quran. I closed the Quran. As soon as I did that I felt as if the bus was starting to 

turn upside down. Realizing that I had stopped reciting the surah and was depleted of Allah's protection 

I swiftly pushed aside the curtains and began to recite once again. Just like that the bus became steady 

and after completing the surah the rest of my journey was smooth. When I stopped reciting surah kahf 

Who is poor? He is poor who has no good deeds with him. Whatever the involvement, 
whenever the call to prayer is heard, leave everything to stand in prayer. 
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the angles were unhappy and therefore did not allow me their help anymore. I felt really happy to know 

that only if i read the then surah then the angels will stay with me. 

 

Islam And Etiquettes   (Ibn Zaib Bukhari) 

Part 100 

The kind attitude of the Prophet Muhammad ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص       with non-Muslims: 

We just learnt in the previous editions of this column about the generous attitude of our Prophet 

Muhammad ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص       with others, now let’s read some incidents of his benevolent nature towards 

animals. 

Fear Allah when handling the animals: 

The prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص passed by a camel which was so weak his stomach was sunken to his back. The 

prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلصsaid: "In the matter of these animals, who cannot talk, you should fear Allah. When the 

animals are better then you should ride them and while they remain in good health you should release 

them. (Abu Daaud)  

Hazrat Umar  رضی ہللا عنہ said the Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص said that once a woman went to hell because of a mere 

cat because she tied up the cat and neither gave it food nor released her so she could at least eat on her 

own. (Bukhari, Muslim) 

Marks and spots on the face and for the hair: 
Honourable Hakeem Sahab, Assalam o Alaikum! I am writing this letter for the first time. We have been 

reading the Ubqari magazine for almost two years. It is a very informative magazine that is why I am 

writing some advice for my fellow readers. These are things that I have gone through myself and by 

sharing them, I wish that it helps others and me as well and becomes a source of reward in this world 

and the hereafter.  

Marks and spots on the face: Massage aloe Vera on your face for 10 to 15 min in the morning and eat 

one inch of its piece with water. This will remove any dark spots on your face and make it bright.  

For the hair: ھوالشافی: Rheta, amla, seka kae, all three in Quantity of 50 gm. 
 methi daana, kalwangi, both one spoon. 
Neem and bayri leaves altogether equaling one fist. 
Soak all these things in 6 kilos of water for one week. 
On the last day of the week heat the mixture on low heat for 4 to 5 hours. 
After the mixture cools down, filter it and store it in bottles. 
Use this mixture every other day and wash with water after 2 to 3 hours. 
Use this only in summers. In winters, use ‘tib e nabawi’ hair oil and use wooden comb.  
You will see the length and shine of your hair by yourself. (bandi khuda, multan). 
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Easy tips for relief from mental and physical exhaustion: 
 (Mrs Farhan Asghar, Islamabad)  

It is possible that you came across such people that always appear to be on the move and who rarely 

look tired or exhausted.  And at the same time, sometimes we also get to encounter such people that 

appear tired no matter what time of day it is. They seldom look fresh and instead have an aura of low 

energy.  So what is the cause behind such drastically different personalities? And can this tiredness that 

differentiates between the two groups be cured or not? Let me tell you some ways in which you can 

maintain your energy throughout the day and appear fresh. 

In our society, the complaint of being tired is quite common. Kids complain of being tired after playing 

only a little. Housewives tire out after household chores and men complain of being exhausted after 

commute and work problems.  Although it seems only reasonable that one tires out after some exertion 

but sometimes people get weary after only thinking of doing any work.  

Exertion can be of two types: mental and physical. Physical fatigue however can be cured far easily then 

mental fatigue.   

Some of the very common causes of fatigue:  

Many western countries including America are hosts to such research that investigates the increasingly 

growing trend of complaints about fatigue. Scientists have taken research samples from people of 

different professions. They unanimously agree that our bodies are designed to handle exhaustion up to 

certain limit. Every person cannot pick 120 kg of weight and this shows that physical fatigue is 

understandable but what appears to be the issue is that these days people tire out even if their work is 

not as physically engaging. Scientists conclude that the emotion of hatred, sharp bright light, closed 

rooms, difficult routes of commute, the fear of failure, hunger and thirst, burden of responsibilities, and 

excess of sleep.  

A lifestyle governed by routine:  

Scientists have concluded that people who have a very rigid routine that has been set for ages are more 

likely to tire out than those who deal with a variety of chores throughout the day. For example, if each 

day your work involves sitting in front of a computer then doing this everyday becomes a tiring 

prospect.  It is important that you don’t sit for very long intervals at the same spot and in the same 

posture. Take breaks and don’t rely on others for small chores. Don’t use such diet that involves nicotine 

or caffeine as well as replace sodas with water. 

 

If some burnt skin is treated with some paste of potatoes or if a slice of potato is placed 

on it, then the pain lessens. The burn then doesn’t get filled with liquid and it 

deteriorates quickly.  
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The work conditions and environment:   

Performance and the work environment are closely related and are in fact directly proportional. Good 

work conditions without doubt cultivate increased performance.  Many a times workplace atmosphere 

however isn’t favourable so what matters is that one makes an effort to adjust in it. If the conditions are 

so extreme for example the boss is extremely unapproachable and unjust then opting for a different 

workplace should be considered. You must cultivate the understanding to deal with different people so 

that your image is not affected negatively and you don’t lose much too. Similarly household atmosphere 

should be maintained similarly as well. 

Think positive:  

 It has been investigated that people that think positively and rarely dwell on the negativities of others 

or life in general are more likely to remain calm and fresh. These sorts of people are more concerned 

about what they can do to make things better rather than concentrate solely on what went wrong and 

why. Such people are more efficient in dealing with others in comparison to those that only worry and 

think that things will always go wrong.  

Make a schedule for sleep and rest:  

 You must have noticed that sometimes even if you have been home all day you still feel tired in the 

same way that you feel tired after a day at work. Here what matters is that you must not spend your 

free time in a very lazy manner and sleep in excess. This undue rest creates a feeling of lethargy which 

we label as being tired.  

Hence make an effort and strike a good balance in your lifestyle between work and free time.  
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A little care! Spend a comfortable monsoon season:  
(Adnaan kambo, Abbotabad) 

The season of August requires a little extra care since it brings about an incredibly sunny and humid 

weather. In this month, the health of the human body remains in direct clash with bees and mosquitos 

which are rampant and on the lookout in the season of monsoon. For protection against these 

adversaries, cleanliness of streets is especially important. Any rainwater that starts to collect on the 

roads should be taken care of through some form of drainage otherwise mosquitos will find a new 

home. The humid weather in July and August increases sweat as well as the daily intake of water rises. 

In such conditions, one must make an effort to drink boiled water since bottled water cannot be trusted.  

Although hunger lessens in this weather, fresh and appropriate diet must be opted for.  And this is 

because lack of proper nutrition can lead to weakness and decreased immunity against virus and 

bacteria. Fresh fruits should be preferred and over ripened fruits discarded. Mangoes for example are 

quite popular in this season but they should be eaten with care after being washed. A few jaaman could 

be eaten or half a glass of water and milk could be taken after eating a mango.  In this manner proper 

nutrition to the body would be ensured. 

In this season, the complaint of hepatitis also increases so extra care must be taken. Any fruits that are 

cut and set aside without being covered should not be eaten.  Along with this fresh and hot food should 

be preferred.  And if some sort of chutney comprising of lemon, vinegar, tamarind, plum, or neem. In 

some good form of vinegar, add some onion, ginger, garlic, dry grapes, dates, and some leaves of neem 

along with some salt and use this after magrib prayer dinner. By using this, you will be safe from 

indigestion and vomiting. If your health is right, then everything washed with rain will look all the 

brighter.  Use a good antiseptic soap for bath once a day and wear cotton garments. In the morning, 

protect yourself against bees and in the evening, protect yourself from mosquitoes.  

Little children, bathing and seasonal care: 

This season is pretty difficult and especially for little children requires a whole lot of care. Avoid pouring 

water into the mouth and ears of the child while bathing him or her since it later leads to some form of 

infection. After bathing them, clean the underside of the child’s legs, armpits and the back of ears. For 

good measure, sprinkle some powder on such locations.  Such care is necessary because the season of 

august causes itchy skin and little pimples caused by the heat. 

Information about diet: 

Intake of goat meat cooked with vegetables is preferable. Before cooking vegetables, wash them 

thoroughly. 

The cure for spiritual problems:  The person who makes a habit of reciting “ُ ْوس 
ق د    ”َیا

170 times in the early evening before the sun sets would be able to cure his heart of 

all spiritual ailments. 
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 In pulses, try and avoid whole mong, mash and masoor.  If these pulses are to be used then add white 

cummin and black pepper. Avoid watermelon and phoot. Methi and items that are not readily digested 

should be taken less.  Sherbet, lemonade and drinks with lemon should be taken more. With any meal, 

use of vinegar with onions should be taken so that digestive system remains healthy.  Wear such 

garments that allow the sweat to be absorbed so that the skin remains cold. Change clothes once a day 

at least.  Water in which neem has been heated for some time should be used for drinking after cooling 

it down. This water helps prevent itchy skin and pimples due to humid weather.  

Malaria is the sort of disease that is caused by a specific species of mosquitoes. It begins with a body 

ache along with a lethargic condition, feeling cold all over, and the body and head being warm. 

Cure: take some fresh leaves of origan with the amount being 12 gm along with black pepper 3 gm. 

Mash these two and make little tablets. In the morning and evening, give one tablet with water. After 

the fever has lessened, make the patient drink boiled milk after cooling it down, after adding some 

carbonated drink in it. Give the patient light diet mostly consisting of moong ki daal and rice in a watery 

form as well as cereal, gravy and chappati. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is life! Just think. 

Just think about this interval of time that we call life which begins in our infancy with the call 

to prayer in our ears and ends on our deathbed with the namaz e jannaza.  The call to prayer 

that was first whispered in our ears was answered in the namaz after our death and what 

happened in between is merely a countdown. (S,M) 

Hatred from popularity:  Hazrat Ayub bin abbi tayimi sakhtayani ہیعل ی  تعال ہللا ۃرحم  was a 

popular tabae and he was popular due to his knowledge, character and worship of Allah 

although he had a severe dislike for any popularity. He opted for lesser known paths instead 

of the paths that were populated so as to avoid being in the eyes of people. However if any 

people came across him and recognized him then, he would be the first one to say salaam. 

The people would then reply a lot more enthusiastically and would add some additional things 

with these greetings in honour of him.  Hazrat Ayub bin abbi tayimi sakhtayani  علیہ ہللا رحمۃ   

would then address Allah سبحانہ تعالیand would say that, “oh Lord, you know that I don’t want 

this”. He would then repeat this saying a lot many times.  

Chosen: saanwal chugtai, rangho chugtai, amma zaibo chugtai, bho ral chugtai, Ahmed pur 

sharkia. 
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The easy amal (practice) of Ziquad! What you want you get it 

(InshaAllah): 
Following practices are experienced and narrated by saints and pious scholars, purpose behind 

posting this to divert creation from different innovative practices towards supplication and optional 

approved prayers. 

Ziquad is the 11th month of Islamic calendar, it’s very honourable and blessed month,Arab used to stop 

wars in it and preferred staying at home . Prophet ( ہللا علیہ وسلم صلی ) said Ziquad is quite honourable 

month and worship in it is very acceptable.  

Moon of Ziquad:  

When you have sighted moon of Ziquad do the following things. 

اِمُفا ْغِفْرُلاُ ارا
ْ
ُاْل ُّباْیِتکا  ِ

ا
ھ ْوِرح ُش  ھا ُِِمْ ط  ُااْوسا اِمُوا ارا

ْ
ْھِرُاْل ُشا ُِِمْ

 
ل ُااو ا ْھر 
اُالش ا ُٰھذا ھ م ا

ُاالل ٰ اِمَُیا اْْلاْقدا ُوا َ اواِِصْ ُِِبل ُاُِخْذَنا ا و ُت  ْلا ِمُوا َثا اْْلٰ ُوا ُاْلماعا ِِصْ ِْیعا َا َُجا

ُ اْْلِْکرا ِلُوا
االا
ْ
اِم۔ذاااْل   

First night: Offer thirty rakaat optional salah in a manner that in every 2 rakat, recite surah ZILZAL after 

surah Fateha, and after salam recite surah NABA([ُنب ء  moreover offer 4 rakat after isha ,(معُیتس ءُلون[سورہو

prayer in a way that in every rakat recite surah ikhlas 33 times after surah Fateha and ask forgiveness 

from ALLAH Almighty with humbleness and referent to Allah, Insha’Allah Allah will forgive and accept 

your repentance. 

Optional fast: whoever fasts on Monday will be rewarded great. 

Friday Optional Prayer: on every Friday after Friday prayers offer 4 rakat in a manner that in every rakat 

recite Surah Ikhlas 21 times after Surah Fateha,InshaAllah will be credited great. 

2 rakat optional prayers: after isha in ziquad,offer 2 rakat in a mannar that recite three times surah 

Ikhlas after surah fateha and pray to Allah you will be rewarded umrah reward every time. 

For high status in Allah’s Court: whoever wants that his status must raised in the court of Allah Almighty 

and Allah shower on him his special blessings , so he must offer on 9th ziquad after isha prayers 2 rakat in 

amannerthat he recites one time surah Muzammil after surah Fateha and recite surah yaseen after 

salah. 

Thursday’s Night: Whoever offer 100 rakat optional prayer every Thursday night in a mann er that in 

every rakat he recites 10 times surah IKHLAS after surah Fateha. 

Last day: whoever offers on the last day at the time of zuhar 2 rakat in a manner that he recites 100 

times sural ALQADAR after surah Fateha and after salah he recites 11 times durood sharif. 

Stay away from back biting, allegation and don’t take it with loud voice, it indicates 
pride and disturb others 
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 ْوُ
ْ
ِنُاْل ْعدا ٍدُما ام ا ُُم  َنا ْوْلا ُما ُوا ِی ِدَنا ُٰاِلُسا ٰ ُلَعا ٍدُو ا ام ا ُُم  َنا ْوْلا ما ُوا ِی ِدَُنا ُسا ٰ ُلَعا ِل  ُصا ھ م ا

لِ ْمُاالل ٰ سا ِرْکُوا ُِبا ُااْْصا ّبِٖہُوا ِمُوا را
ا
اْلک ِدُوا  

 Then recites 15 times surah Fateha and supplicates Allah Almighty in prostration those will be 

answerable Insha’Allah. 

Monthly Spiritual Gathering 
 
The spiritual gathering is not a collective event that takes place at the center of peace and spirituality. 
Everyone should perform it by staying on their own place. 

 
This month’s spiritual gathering will take place on Tuesday, 10th August, between10:00 to 11:21 am, on 
Wednesday, 19th August from 2:35 to 4:19pm. On Sunday, 30th August, at night between Asar to 

Maghrib, recite ٍُءُقاِدْی ْ َُشا ُک  ِ ٰ ُہللااُلَعا  Perform this dhikr like a beggar, with the sincerity of the heart, with .ِان ا

concentration and certainty in belief that my Lord is listening to my prayers and is accepting them 100 
percent. Keep a glass of water in front and recite with this imagination that a light yellow light is falling 
from the sky on your heart like a light rain and that heart is gaining peace and problems are getting 

solved at once. After completion of the time with the sincerity of heart and soull pray for the whole 
ummah, Muslims, non-Muslims, for their faith, pray for peace in the whole world, pray for yourself and 
your relatives. Pray with complete certainty of faith. To accept every legitimate prayer is a responsibility 
of Allah Almighty. After the prayer make dum on water 3 times and drink it. You can give it to your 
family members to drink too.Kindly give 11 rupees in charity after every gathering.Note: If the time of 
prayer comes between the spiritual gatherings then please offer the prayer first. The remaining time 
should be completed after the prayers. If you want to do this wazifa on this time daily then you have 
permission for that. You can make it a routine if you want to do it permanently. The recitation of every 
month is different, and it happens by setting a specific time. Many people’s desires were fulfilled. 
Impossible became possible. Then people wrote letters upon fulfillment of their desires. You should also 
write upon fulfillment of your desire.Editor: Hakeem Tariq Mehmood Chughtai 
 
Beneficiaries of the Spiritual Gathering:Respected Hakeem Sahib, Assalam-o-alaikum! I am reading the 
monthly Ubqari magazine regularly for the past two years. I get more and more benefit from it. My 
husband had some business problems due to which he was very upset, for this problem I started 
spiritual gathering in my home and after that I supplicate a lot. After supplication braise on water and 
drank myself and give it to my children and husband and said that to my husband sprinkled this water in 
your shop. I have just doing it for 3 months I was amazed, my children continuously he was ill and he got 
cured. We get blessing in our home and business problems of my husband have been solved. 
Alhamdolillah my husband is doing spiritual gathering with me every month and get more benefits. 
(Mrs. Kamran, Lahore) 
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Authentic spiritual wazaif of Hazrat Shah Turat Faqeer رحمۃ ہللا علیہ: 

If two persons or two brothers or sisters are annoyed and don’t talk with each other ,take one 

pomegranate, peel it and put its seeds aside in vessel then blow 26 times Surah Tariq  (chapter 30) and 

make them to eat . Insha’Allah quarrels and inter family disputes will be solved. 

For fulfillment of every wish: 

 If a person needs success in any task or he has any need not fulfilled yet ,for this he must recite 7 times 

surah yaseen after  afteisha prayers, after completing 1 time he must do dua.inshaAllah his need will be 

fulfilled in few days. 

For every type of success: 

 If a school or university or college student recites 16 times surah Ikhlas for success in exams, Insha’Allah 

he will get success in exam, also applicable for jobs and applying abroad. 

Remedy for delayed marriages:   

If the marriage of a girl or boy is not being solemnized and they are getting older, or whenever a 

proposal comes they face refusal, firstly proposals don’t come and if then no reply from opposite side, in 

this situation recite surah teen 60 time after fajar prayes for 40 days ,your problem will be solved. 

For the safety from jealous people:  

if the people make you victim of jealousy ,hoot and disturb you in different ways , to minimize this recite 

daily after fajar and maghrib 21 times surah Falaq and surah Naas, Insha’Allah these people will leave 

their wicked activities. 

Note: do this practice for valid reasons and if you do to harm others for no reason then you will be 

harmed. 

For safe journey and safe arrival:  

if a person is going far or near with the intension of journey and he wants that journey safe from any 

accident and bandits and he wished for safe arrival as well, for achieving these benefits he must recite 5 

times ayatul kursi before stepping out .Insha’Allah he will enjoy the safe journey . 

For the removal of rivalries:  

If two persons or two brothers or sisters are annoyed and don’t talk with each other ,take one 

pomegranate, peel it and put its seeds aside in vessel then blow 26 times Surah Tariq  (chapter 30) and 

make them to eat . Insha’Allah quarrels and inter family disputes will be solved. 

Safraa, indigestion can be cured by drinking mixture of lemon juice and ginger juice /extract 

and by smelling mixture of ginger extract and milk, headache can be cured. 
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Elimination of quarrels: if the people of the particular home used to quarrel a lot and love and affection 

has no more place in that house, for this recite 11 times durood sharif before and after, in between 

recite 11 times ‘  
ْودُ  د  وا  and blow on sugar then use it in making tea or sweet and serve it to them and ’      َیا

ignite some part of it. Insha’Allah love and affection will be created. 

For developing love between spouses:  

if there is misunderstanding between spouses, they keep debating each other, for this take their 

unwashed clothes pieces, then blow 40 times ُاِم ْکرا اْْلِ ِلُوا
ا
اال
ْ
ذاااْل  then prepare a lamp with castor oil and, َیا

ignite these pieces jointly .Insha’Allah this upset situation will be over. 

For half and full headache:  

If a person is suffering from half or full headache then recite 3 or 7 times keeping hands on the head of 

that person and na mehrah will recite from behind the curtain and the patient will place his hand on his 

head. 

ُ کاۃ  ا ٗہَُبا ِذْیُاْْس 
ِء۔ُبِْسِمُہللاُِال ا

ٓ
ما  الس ا ُاْْلاْرِضُوا ِب  ِء۔ُبِْسِمُہللاُِرا

ٓ
ُاْْلاْْسا  ْْیِ ُُبِْسِمُہللاُِخا عا ُما یاض    ِذْیُُْلا

۔ُُبِْسِمُہللاُِال ا ء 
ٓ
ِذْیُّبِیاِدٖہُِشفا 

ء ۔ُُبِْسِمُہللاُِال ا
ٓ
ِشفا  و ا

۔ ُاْلعالِْیم  ِمْیع  الس ا ھ وا ِءُوا
ٓ
ما  ُِِفُالس ا ْلا ُِِفُاْْلاْرِضُوا ء  ْ  اْْسِٖہَُشا

For debits fulfillment:  

To get rid of debits Prophet ( ہللا علیہ وسلم صلی ) taught us this dua. Recite this dua 100 times after every 

salah. Insha’Allah your debits will be paid. 

۔ اکا ْنُِسوا ُعا ا ْضِلکا ُِّبفا ِِنْ َِ ااْغ ُوا اِمکا را ُحا ْ َُعا ِلکا
ا
ُِِباال ُاْکِفِِنْ ھ م ا

 االل ٰ

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mother’s problem solved now: Respected hazrat Hakeem Sahib, Assalamo Alikum! 

MashaAllah Ubqari is a good magazine; Allah gives reward and success to you. We all 

are praying for you every time. I am writing to any magazine is first time. I am telling a 

method which is benefit for those mothers whom children are not drinking milk.  

Method: take white sesame seed and half of it almond, koza misri, saunf (fennel fry) 

and blend it and give one spoon daily morning and evening. From sesame seed calcium 

deficiency will be removed which we are getting from milk. (Shiza Tariq, Faisalabad)     
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Eat pears or frooto and get coolness in humid weather:  

Due to intense heat, in rainy season usually, we feel nausea, vomiting, if not controlled then it leads to 

diarrhea, in this situation usage of frooto is quite beneficial, it rectify the complication of digestion and 

strengthen it. 

Frooto belongs to citrus family but it is different from others due to its advantages and taste. We can 

see it in the market before rainy season, its benefits can be judged in rainy season, after rainy season 

when so many diseases spread throughout like fever, in this situation frooto is the best gift from ALLAH 

ALMIGHTY. It is nourishing fruit beneficial for hot tempered people, helps in removal of mucous, it is not 

suitable for cold tempered people, and for this black pepper and cumin powder is suitable. It will give 

relief from the feeling of thirst and stop lip dryness and cracking. 

It stops indigestion and high BP and normalize the body temperature. It is quite beneficial for throat 

infections.  

Pear full of starch and energy:  

It improves efficiency of digestive system and controls obesity along with BP. Pear is not less in 

advantages than mango and banana, especially in taste and nutrition, especially when eaten in summer 

season. You will feel special coolness and sweetness along with mind relaxation. 

Shape of pear resembles with the shape of heart a lot, that’s why it strengthens heart. According to the 

suggestion of doctors of east and west, pear is very beneficial for stomach, liver and brain. Stomach 

strengthens by eating it. Blood gets thick and body parts get strong and obesity decreases along with BP. 

According to some experts pear due to its coolness and juiciness is beneficial for nourishing minds. It is 

rich in glucose like other fruits, it strengthen blood and minimize tiredness. In summer due to its intense 

heat we feel palpitation, upset stomach, anal smelling. In this condition use of pear is good and effective 

because it strengthens heart, rectifies stomach and heals swelling. 

According to authentic doctors if pear is used with sufoof it increases its efficiency. it can be made at 

home easily, for this take black cumin ,black balalya, black salt ,pure ajwain, saunf (aniseed), aamla, 

turmeric powder table salt equally , and whenever you eat pear , have 2 gm this sufoof , by this you will 

gain full nutrition of pear . pear can be used for constipation, for this it has been suggested eat it along 

with skin and drink a glass of water for constipation, eating of 2 or 3 pears is beneficial, other than this 

the people who complain frequent constipation, indigestion they have suggested that they must eat 

chat of pear with lemon and salt between 3-5 am and this will improve their digestive system, for 

disorders of urinary bladder it is very effective. The specialty of this chat is according to the chemical 

For Headache: if you are having headache, so write 3 times ُِحْیِم ِنُالر ا ِْحٰ  with fore   بِْسِمُہللاُِالر ا

finger. You will cure, whenever I wrote on my head and others he get cured. 
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research that in pears maximum starch is present, lots of starch produce constipation it sticks on the 

wall of intestine due to which lemon and salt make the optimize its harmfulness of this chat. For 

vomiting and diarrhea pear juice is used. To method to make pear juice is grind pear and sieve its juice 

from any cloth piece, then cooked well, when it becomes thick it is ready to use suitable amount for 

diarrhea. In western countries it is used as a tonic for skin and fitness. Women having dry and rough skin 

they are specially use it. Like apple pear marmalades is used for heart corroboration and perplexity. 

Healing With Meditation 

When the wonders of meditation will reveal upon you, then a world of wonder and 100% cure of 

problems will astonish you. While meditation has remained a source of spiritual enhancement and 

absolution of worldly problems since ever, modern science has also endorsed it’s a cure for illnesses and 

diseases. After thousands of experiences” healing with meditation” is offered for the readers of Ubqari. 

While going to sleep, it is much better to perform ablution and to be clean and pure, otherwise in any 

situation, sit on the bed for ten minutes and recite  ام اد ُُم  ٰ ُہللا ُلَعا
ّل ا صا innumerable times. Recite Durood 

Sharif 3 times before beginning and end and lie down on the bed. By keeping in mind the problem or 

illness that affects you, and you want it to end, imagine that from the sky a golden light is entering into 

my whole body through my head and is terminating my illness or solving my problem. And by the 

blessing of this wazifa I have been redeemed of this problem completely. So much so that by persistent 

repetition of this imagination you go to sleep. In the beginning you will find it difficult to stretch this 

imagination. But after a while when the 

 Wonders of meditation will be revealed to you, the unique world of wonders and 100% cure of the 

problems will astonish you. Do not forget to write to us about your feelings, benefits and unique 

experiences after meditation. 

Beneficiaries of Meditation 

Respected hakeem sahib, Assalam-o-alaikum! I am fond of Ubqari magazine specially the meditation for 

the solution of the problems. I have a marriage hall, which was running good but some months before 

there was another marriage hall open to the next bus stop and they propagate about us that we are 

doing some black magic, due to which my business going down and down. For the solution of this 

problem I started Ubqari magazine meditation. One day on Sunday after Isha I did meditation I was in 

that posiyion I felt that I am at Prophet’s (PBUH) rauza the cover sheet of that rauza is green in colour 

and the border is of red in colour. When I was going inside I was worried that there will not be any 

misbehave and I am moving with the wall and I cleaned the place and then move towards the basement 

and with this I was thinking of all my illness and I am asking of happiness and I saw an old man inside 

who has white cover sheet on him and he is wearing it. When I saw your face it was very white and the 

beard is also white like light (nor) is coming. In my rocking a lot of sustenance is coming in which it is full 

of it and when I said for the supplication of marriage hall he said put it into the hall. Then I slept and I 

woke up at Fajr time. (M.S.I) 
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Physical and Spiritual Queries of Readers’ Answers by Readers Only:            
My Three Problems:  

Respected Readers Assalamo Alikum! I am 17 years of age and my height is 5 feet 7 inches, I have few 

problems and I request you to advice me with best solution. I have less feminist and for this issue I am 

criticized most of the time. Besides this, I have hair like men on legs, back and abdomen due to which 

people doubt on my feminist. And there is also issue of thin hair on my face. Readers! Kindly advise me 

any solution for these issues. (J,R- Bahawalpur) 

Answer: Use this prescription, InshAllah your health will improve by using this. Huwalshafi: Maghaz 

Badaam (Almonds) Shireen 8 pieces, Kishmish Umda 12 grams. Soak in water for a night. Take them with 

milk in morning and chew well. It is a very good prescription. When your health will be fine, your beauty 

will enhance. For legs, back and abdominal hair, use Ubqari’s Harmoes Shifa with consistency for some 

time. For thin hair of face take wheat flour dough and rub on face in circles for few days with 

consistency. (Muhammad Ikram, Rawalpindi) 

Eyes Allergy:  

My daughter is suffering from eyes allergy since the age of 5 years and now she is 14 years old. We went 

for so many treatments and showed her to known doctors and used many medicines but all in vein. Her 

eyes remain red all the time and there is itching in them. In winter season, she gets relief up to 70 

percent but with the start of summer, the eyes become red again. (Shah Zeb, Jehangira Dobandi) 

Answer: respected, it feels that your daughter is also suffering from cleanliness of intestines besides 

suffering from eyes allergy. It is possible that she suffers from constipation. You should use this medicine 

for your daughter. 

Huwalshafi: Gul Mandi 5 grams, Shahtara 5 grams, Methi seeda 6 grams, badiyan 6 gram. Take these 

herbs and boil well in 2 cups of water and drink after staining them. Continue the same medicine for 15 

to 20 days. Take pure rose water and put 2 drops in eyes at night daily and leave the use of red chilli, it 

will benefit. (Majid Zahur, Lahore). 

I cannot speak: 

I have a long term and complicated problem which is not being resolves and this problem are connected 

to my speaking ability. I cannot speak properly. There are few hurdles in my speaking, my tongue 

doesn’t move, how can I speak. Suggest me some spiritual solution that I could speak. (Ghulam Qadir, 

Khanewal) 

Peaceful Heart: don’t laugh much, the heart which is connected to fear of 

Allah, is always very peaceful. (Kaleem Ullah Sheikh, Pahaar Pur) 
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Answer: Respected Brother! Recite this Ayat all the time without counting, InshAllah in some time, Allah 

Almighty will bestow you with speaking power and you will be fine completely. (Shaista Shahbaz, 

Multan) 

ُ ب ِ ْحُُرا ُُاْْشا ْدِرُُِلْ ُُْیُصا اُُوا ُی ْ ِ ُُس  اْحل ْلُُُْیُااْمِرُُِلْ ُُوا ُُۃُ ع ْقدا ْ ِ ِسا ِنُُِْم 
ْوایاُُل  ھ  ُُْفقا (52ُٰطٰہُ)ُقاْوِلْ  

Nonstop menstruation for 9 years: 

I am 42 years of age and I am having menstruation nonstop for 9 years, it gets improve when I take 

medicine but then the situation continues as I do not take medicine. I took many treatments, did 

ultrasound and I was told that my womb has been enlarged and it should be removed through surgery. I 

can’t go for surgery. Readers! Please suggest me any solution for this problem. (N) 

Answer: you should get “Resha Anjbar” from a good herbal medical store. Boil 6 grams of this herb in 

water and drink after staining it and it will resolve the issue of over menstruation. Besides this, use 

Ubqari’s Akseer al Badan and Poshida Course according to the given method. (Almas, Haiderabad) 

Psoraisis on Feet: 

Respected Readers! I am having psoriases on my leg joints and feet. I have used so many medicines but 

the itching is still there. (Muhammad Aasaam, Kalar Saidaan) 

Answer: You should use Ubqari’s Khoon Safa and Thandi Murad and apply Hamdard Dawakhana’s 

Haknol on the affected part. The problem will be resolved in few days. (Adnan, Kasoor) 

Daughter do not Take Milk:  

Readers Assalamoalaikum! My daughter is 2 and a half years old who drinks milk rarely. Kindly tell me 

any Wazifa that she should take milk easily. The other problem is that my sister is having flu for many 

years. Her nostril remains blocked and she breathes from mouth. Suggest any remedy or medicine so 

that she could become completely fine. (F, Kohat) 

Answer:  mother should take her milk in a spoon and recite ُِحْیٍم ُر ا ب ٍ
ُر ا ْ ُِِم  ُقاْوْل  لٰم   times and blow on it 101سا

and open the mouth of daughter and put the milk in her mouth when the milk will go inside her than the 

mother should put her breast in the daughter’s mouth, repeat this 3 to 4 times in a day and the girl will 

start taking milk. (Ayesha Naz, Lahore) 

Ask your sister to use Naak Shifa of Ubqari 5 times a day. (Shehryar Multan) 

Weak eye sight of children: 

Respected Readers Assalamoalaikum! I have two kids aged 7 and 9. Both have weak eye sight and they 

feel difficulty in studies and reciting Quran. Kindly tell any Wazifa or prescription that will improve the 

eye sight. Do reply this query as we are worried due to the weak eye sight. (Naila Ahmed, Rawalpindi). 
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Answer: respected sister! Be hopeful to Allah Almighty and follow these Aamal for few days InshAllah, 

the eye sight of your children will get improve. 1. You or your kids after every prayer recite  ُ ر  ْ ُن   times 11 َیا

and  ُ ِصْْی  ّبا َُُُیا 11 times blow it on tips of fingers or thumbs and rub on the eyes. 2. After every prayer with 

durood sharif 3 times before and after, recite ا ْیع  مُّباِصْْی  ِ ٗہُْسا َٰ ْل اعا
ا
 .times by imagining your children. 3 100 َف

Take Zarshak Shireen from Pansaar store and clean it and give it to your children empty stomach and ask 

them to chew well and eat and than give them warm milk over it.4. this Dua is mentioned in Fazail e Haj, 

page number 160. Recite 2 Rakaat Prayer of Tauba and than recite durood sharif before and after 3 

times and than 100 times this dua and pray for the eye sight of your children like a beggar. Continue this 

amal 1 time in a day or in morning or evening, the dua is as follows: 

ِْحاُ ُالر ا  ِ با
ُنا ما
ل ا سا ُہللا ُعالاْیِہُوا

ّل ا ٍدُصا ام ا َا ُُم  ِبِی  َا ُِّب ُِالاْیکا ہ  ج ا ا ااتا ُوا ل کا
ا
ُْااْس 
 
ُِاِن ا ھ م 
ُاالل ٰ ْ ِْ ْ ْقٰ ُحا جا ُااْنُ کا ِّب  ُِاٰلُرا ُِّبکا ہ  ج ا ا ُْااتا

 
ُِاِن د  ام ا ُم  ِۃَُیا   

(S.A, Abbotabad) 

                                                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Got hope after 10 years: 

Respected Hakeem Sahab Assalamo Alikum! I am married since 14 years and I 

have 2 kids, after my second child I was unable to conceive and I got treatment 

for 10 years and then I went for a Mannat seeking a son and I will name him 

Muhammad and I got pregnant in few weeks. (A, Z) 
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Relief and treatment of physical diseases: 

Medical Advice 

For matters of attention send reply back envelop with written address and the address should be written 

clearly. In case of absence of reply back envelop, the query will not be answered. While writing, do not 

use additional glue or tape and also not use the stapples. Privacy will be ensured. Name and cities’ name 

or complete address and your mobile number should be there in last portion of the writing page. 

Consider my disease:  

I am very worried due to my disease and due to which I want to stay away in problems in studies. I 

request you to consider my disease as I am suffering from back and leg joint pain often. Infact for last 2 

years I was making a big mistake and I did not knew about this sin but now I got guidance with the 

blessings of Allah Almighty and I got your magazine which benefited me at maximum but now I feel the 

following things. Head and back ache often, pain in eyes at night. In three weeks, I have observed that 

one week goes fine and the rest of the time I feel pain at nights. (Poshida,  Nawab Shah) 

Answer: the foods mentioned should be continued to use and the rest for treatment, use Jawarish 

Shahi, Khameera Gao Zuban Saada, jawarish kamooni take all from a good herbal medical store and use 

according to the written directions for 2 months constantly. 

Life has become cursed:  

I am 14 years of age. Seven years ago, I suffered from typhoid after that my life has become cursed. I am 

living on constant treatment and medications. I become fine for few days and then I come in that sick 

state again. Even I had to leave my education after intermediate. And likewise all of my plans are on 

standby. My heart has become weak and I cannot tolerate any thing. My hands and feet remain cold and 

there is a lot of sweating. My heart beats and I get faint and the body becomes lifeless. While walking, I 

feel severe pain in legs. When I eat any cold thing, I get pain in body and when I eat any warm thing, my 

heart starts beating fast.  There is more urine, dry mouth, nails are yellow and water feels bitter. 

(Ayesha, Karachi) 

Answer: buy Safoor Tabasheer from a goof physician. Take half tea spoon three times an hour before 

taking food. Use pumpkin more in food. Make soup of pumpkin slices without spices and take it. Take 

rest and stay away from hot weather and sunlight and write your situation again after 21 days. 

Destroyed Youth: 

I am 22 years of age and I am unmarried, I have destroyed my youth due to bad company. Now I am 

near to get married and for 2 years I have left bad things but could not get back my health and youth. 

Diet is not giving strength to my body, I feel pain in back and legs. Please suggest a good treatment. 

(Bilal, Kasoor). 

Treatment for Gonorrhea: powder of root of Bhindi toori (Lady Finger), 6 mashas use with 

milk makes sperms thick and gonorrhea becomes normal and gives strength to body. 
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Answer: Take balance and quality food and take part in sports activities and stay away from worries. The 

health will be better and youth will come on its time. 

Cannot share my problem:  

I was trapped in bad habits since my childhood from my childhood but when I got young, I have ended 

up with the bad habit but due to that habit I am suffering from a disease. I have to take bath again and 

again and due to which I face embarrassment. I cannot share this problem with anyone but I am much 

worried. (GH, Sh) 

Answer: Asli Mosli Safaid, Mosli Sayah take in equal weight and take Phool Makhanay equal to weight of 

both of these ingredients and take sugar equal to weight of all of these, grind them and make a safoof. 

Take half spoon of this safoos with warm mail in morning and evening. After 21 days, write your 

condition again and there is nothing to worry. 

Marriage is Near: My height is 5 feet and 4 inches and I am 23 years old, my physique is very weak and 

skinny especially my arms look very weak. I work as a welder for 7 years and in this work it is much 

exercise. My diet is normal and I feel hunger and I am not suffering from any disease. After every week, I 

do some bad habit. I want to get rid of the bad habit as my marriage is near. (Yousaf, Rawalpindi) 

Answer: Marriage is the easy solution of this issue and after marriage your physical condition will 

become fine InshAllah. 

Make Some Body: my age is around 24 and according to my mother, when I was 22 days old, I stopped 

taking milk. And after that I did not take the market available milk properly, I was having worms in my 

abdomen in childhood, however, now I went for urine test and doctor said there are no worms now. 

From that time to present, I am much weak. I am unable to digest anything I eat, my stomach and liver 

are not functioning properly, there is blood deficiency, I also complain of gas trouble and constipation 

and my face is also very weak and skinny. Suggest me any prescription for healthy body, my family is 

thinking about my engagement and ask me to make some body. (Rehan, Okara) 

Answer: take Quality and pure Jawarish Jalinoos, 3 grams  three times a day after food. Swallow safoof 

namak sulemani before sleeping. Ask for its quantity from your physician from where you will buy this. 

Take almonds, kishmish and pure honey in breakfast, avoid paratha but you can take desi ghee on warm 

roti. Mutton with roti is good for making health. Eat it after cooking in Desi ghee. Sweet grapes, roti and 

mangoes are beneficial. 

Advice for father: 

I want an advice for my father. His age is around 45 years and he took a treat for Motia cataract in eyes 

under which lens was places in his eyes. Before operation the eyes were less flowing but it is more water 

flows from his eyes now. He used so many remedies, but nothing benefited. His health is also going 

down. (Waqas, Karachi) 
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Answer: Take Khameera Gao zuban in morning and evening 6 grams. Put pure and quality rose water in 

eyes. Do not go for any work that creates load on eyes and take more rest. 

Motion: I am 18 years of age and my problem is that I suffer from motion very soon. During last years’ 

August, my stomach was fine but suddenly it got disturbed and from that time to the present August, I 

am suffering from motion after breaks. In last 2 months, the weakness has gone on peak that my legs 

seem lifeless. My heartbeat becomes fast and besides this, I am also suffering from gas. (Alif, A, 

Islamabad) 

Answer: You should see that what carelessness you are doing in taking diet due to which you suffer 

from motions. You should use Ubqari’s Paichash Shifa, InshAllah you will soon get relief from this 

disease. 
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Rights of disable people in Islam: (Mohaiud din Qasmi) 

Topic that has been neglected in this materialistic human society is known as “disable”, those people are 

considered part of this class who lack speed to catch life due to their medical and born disabilities. 

Blinds, deaf, mentally disable and people with permanent diseases are considered as part of this.  

Whole world is trying to give them sympathy, an international organization is considered as their 

caretaker, but it is realty that they are not getting much sympathy and attention as they deserve. Their 

problems cannot be solved with temporary actions, strong practical decisions and long lasting actions 

are required for permanent solution. Sympathy for disable is requirement of human nature but only 

Islam gave this feeling a right direction, has explained different rights of disable in detail, one part of 

Islamic Laws has been designated for their rights. Below is the detailed discussion about the rights and 

facilities of disables in society, economy, religion and politics as per Islam. 

Social rights and facilities: 

 Islam has never imposed and kind of social burden on disable, they are free from difficulties of income. 

All those Quranic verses and Ahadees where inculcation of good behavior and charity has been done for 

weak and helpless people its explanation also include disable people in it. There are a lot of Fiqa books 

on the topic of financially helping relatives (نفقہ اقارب) , they also say that we should help disable 

financially and socially. Allama Kasani رحمت ہللا علیہ has written one important and basic condition of 

helping relatives, while explaining he says: “ in family if there are some poor, disable or helpless, 

Majnoon or blinds then their help is compulsory on relatives who capable of helping them. (Badae 

Alsnaa 446/4) these were the rights of disable as per family, in Islamic state look after and rights of 

disable which were due on government was marvelous. Allama Shibli حمت ہللا علیہر  writes in “ AlFarooq”: 

(in the era of Hazrat Umer Farooq رضی ہللا عنہ) it was order and it was always obeyed that all the disable 

should get salaries from Bait Ul Maal. There were hundred thousands of men admitted in army officer 

who used to get food while sitting at home; it was ordered they should be paid from Bait Ul Maal.” (Al 

Farooq: 196/2,197). 

However at government level financial facilities that were given to Muslim disable, those were equally 

distributed to non-Muslim disables, at one more point Allam Sahib writes: “there was a rule that any 

Muslim who was disable or got old and was unable to earn money, his pension was allocated by Bait Ul 

Maal. Non-Muslim also used to get similar and sometime more pension.” (Al Farooq 157/2) 

Sayed Qutub Shaheed Late writes: “Hazrat Umer Farooq رضی ہللا عنہ, saw an old blind man begging on a 

door, on inquiring he found that he was Jew, He رضی ہللا عنہ asked him: what brought till this situation? 

He answered: tribute (جزیہ), need and old age. Hazrat Umer Farooq رضی ہللا عنہ, hold his hand and took 

For treatment of atrabilious (سوداوی) diseases: Name  ُ لِْیل  جا  is very beneficial for  َیا

atrabilious diseases, while treatment doctors and hakeems should ask their patients to 

keep reciting this name. 
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him to his home and gave him so much that was enough to fulfill his need at that time. Then رضی ہللا عنہ 

, send massage to treasurer that give attention to him and others like him, I swear to Allah this is not 

justice that we enjoy his income of youth and neglect him in old age. He رضی ہللا عنہ, give relief to him 

all people like him from (جزیہ).  When He رضی ہللا عنہ was travelling for Damascene He رضی ہللا عنہ 

passed from a village where there lived few ill Christians, He رضی ہللا عنہ ordered that help them from 

Zakat and grant them food.” (AlAdala AlAjtimaya Fil Islam, Urdu: 378) 

One Shabi رضی ہللا عنہ who had bit problem in eyes and also had a little bit mental problem often got 

cheated during purchase, Due to him and other people like him HE ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص made a rule in purchase: 

according to which buyer and seller got 3 days’ time to finalize their deal. (Takmalah Fatah Almalham: 

378,382) 

Social rights and compensations:  

Islam gave courage to disable people to live within society and not to live alone, also allotted 

them social duties as per their location and status, gave protection to from inferiority complex 

and social discrimination. Abdullah Bin Am Maktom رضی ہللا عنہ was a blind Sahabi. Once he 

 was talking ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص to find solution for a problem at that time HE ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص visited Prophet رضی ہللا عنہ

with few people of Quresh on Islam, HE ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص didn’t like time of his question. And suddenly 

Sura Abas came, in which HIS ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص this behavior was little bit reproached. It is narrated that 

after this whenever that blind person visited Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص  , HE ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص   used to welcome with 

respect and said: Welcome! O companion! Related to who ALLAH warned me. When HE ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص 

went to War of Ohad HE ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص appointed this blind person Abdullah Bin Am Maktom رضی ہللا عنہ 

as his vice. (Al Sera Tan Nabwiah La Bin Hasham, Hasham:3/17) think upon it that what a big 

post is given to a blind man and once HE ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص called a Jazami Man to eat with him. (Takmla 

Fateh Almlham: 4/372) Saeed Bin Yarboe رضی ہللا عنہ, was a Shabi who lost his eye sight. Hazrat 

Omar  inquired him that why don’t you come in Jummah? He replied: I don’t have a , رضی ہللا عنہ 

person who show me path, Hazrat Omar رضی ہللا عنہ   appointed a person to be with him. (Al 

Farooq 2/205) during the Khilafat era of Hazrat Abubakar رضی ہللا عنہ Hazrat Omar رضی ہللا عنہ 

used visit a blind women of Madina to inquire about her living conditions, then He رضی ہللا عنہ, 

noticed that whenever He came to her he used to see that Hazrat Abubakar رضی ہللا عنہ did her 

work. (Islam Mai Adal Ijtamai, Qutab Shaheed: 382)  

Islamic rights and compensations:  

Many Ibadat which require physical fitness, Islam has exempted or gave another way to disable 

people. If they are rich but disable for Hajj they have option of Hajj badal and for fasting they 

have option of Fidiyah, they are also exempted from Huge Ibadat such as Jihad. Saying of 

ALLAH: “There is not upon the blind any guilt or upon the lame any guilt or upon the ill any 

guilt.” (Al Fatah 17) blind or lame, both of these are essential, Sahaba like these were exempted 

form Jihad, these disable were promised that they will get equal Sawab while sitting in their 
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home. On the occasion of Ghazwa Tabook HE ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص said to people participating in Jihad about 

disable people that behind you in Madina there are few people who get equal bounty (Sawab) as 

of you when you pass from any valley or travel. Shaba  نیاجمع عنہم ی  تعال ہللا یرض  

 Inquired: how is this possible while they are in Madinah? HE ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص Answered: “excuse has stopped 

them there.” (Bukhari, Kitab al jihad)  

Political and combat related rights and benefits: 

 Before Islam there was no difference between fighters and non-fighters, every person of enemy 

was considered as enemy and rules of war were equal for every group and level. No one was 

save from it not even women, old, ill, wounded. (Al Jihad Fil Islam 198)(Bashukar Khatme 

Nabowat) 
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Black magic and dangerous poison helpless in front of Dua:  

(Ayesha Kalsoom, Karachi)      

This incident happened to my father in 1987, we used to live in Korangi and my father had job in Landhi, 

not even us many other are witness of this incident. My had job in Landhi and he had home there where 

as we used to live in our grandfather in Korangi due to illness of my mother father used to meet us 

almost daily but he didn’t spent night with us due to his job. One day my father entered home in worst 

condition and my cousin was helping him. His condition was sever we took him to doctor he gave 

medicine but he didn’t improve, doctor gave another medicine after which father fell asleep. Then 

suddenly father woke up in evening and said to mother that why are you pulling my feet mother denied 

but kept on saying that you are pulling my feet. Father was felling as someone pinching needles in his 

body and it seemed that someone is his cutting his body with sharp tool he was extremely restless. 

Father got up from bed and came out of room under sky, outside floor was made of mud, he lay down 

there under tree and vomited, he became very tired and didn’t have enough power to go into room, he 

was lying there tired my elder uncle saw him and took him to bed, my father’s condition was extremely 

worst. Uncle took him to nearby doctor when doctor saw him he said there are very less chances of his 

survival. Same evening father in law of aunt (mother’s sister) came, who was also brother of my 

grandfather. My grandfather and his sons had allegiance (بیعت) with pious man who had died now, he 

also had a Khankah, and we used to call father in law of aunt “Bare Nana” (elder grandfather). Bare nana 

had to live that night in our home and our grandfather was to live in Khankah, he had his bed sheet over 

there, he spent every Thursday night there, when he went there to took his bed sheet he met his Hazrat, 

grandfather was special Khalifa of Hazrat, grandfather was Islamic scholar, when he met Hazrat said: 

how are you molana? Grandfather said Baig Sahib (my father) is ill and doctors have refused, for a while 

Hazrat went into Muraqba and said someone has given him slow poison and also did black magic on 

him, I am giving you this water with Dam (Allah’s name recited on it) make him drink this water and 

INSHA ALLAH he will be all right at exact 12 a.m.  

He gave water after Dam (دم) grandfather brought that water to home and told everyone. Father drinks 

that water and as per Hazrat at exact 12 a.m my father sits and was perfectly ok. In morning when he 

took him to doctor he got astonished that how this happened? Father told him complete story he also 

got convinced from Hajji Sahib. Grandfather went to Hazrat and thanked him. No doubt relation with 

ALLAH’s pious people gives many blessings.  

Real Guide:  (Molana Waheed Ud din Khan) 

G K Chestertin was an English writer. He was born in 1874 and died in 1936. His saying is great man is 

that who make everyone else think that you are inferior to me. But in realty great man is that who 

makes everyone think that he himself is great. 

Do not travel on unknown path: don’t say anything which you do not know, don’t run 

behind the which you do not need, don’t travel on path which you do not know. 
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There are 2 types of leaders, One who grow with big issues. Who have big slogans those who always talk 

in high profile? Such people hide everywhere. They are discussed everywhere. They are welcomed 

everywhere. This is how their personality becomes prominent. Everyone see them greater then himself. 

These leaders are those who became famous but people do not get any real benefit from them.  

Second leader is that who in reality benefits people. He has grief of everyone in his heart. His habit takes 

him to such work which is not only beneficial for ordinary people but in saying it seems not a big deal. 

He does not become headline of newspaper. On this basis he does not get any praise. Such deeds of this 

guide do not give him any fame in fact he raises every person of a nation. Whereas people who like 

dignities praise first kind of leaders, real guide of humanity are second types of people. They make 

themselves inferior and make others great. They bury themselves in foundation and raise others as high 

rise towers. They negate themselves and provide other positive occasions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How I got son after 3 daughters? 

Respected Hakeem Sabib Asslam O Alikum! May ALLAH bless you forever. Aameen! I read 

in Ubqari that during pregnancy if you say that if I have birth of baby boy I will keep his 

name Muhammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) then definitely you will get baby boy.   I did so, Thanks to ALLAH! 

After 3 daughters ALLAH blessed me with a beautiful baby boy. We have kept his name 

Muhammad. (Faisal Saeed Khan, Lahore) 
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Don’t Make The Following Mistakes If You Want To Have Prosperous 

Marital Life: 
 

Don’t make the following mistakes if you want to have happy and prosperous marital life. It is a strange 

question but the marital specialists say that having confidence on your abilities and desires is not a small 

mistake. It is a strange situation in Pakistan that we intend to make a girl our wife by looking her beauty 

and height and the relatives of the girl concentrate on the career, family background and financial status 

of the boy. In this way they make marriage a gamble and start playing with it. The relation of husband and 

wife is more interesting and strange but fulfilling the needs of this relation with much care and wisdom 

cannot be done by everybody. Whether you have thousands claims that your pair is very happy and 

imagining but in many aspects of life and in the time of trouble both are far away from each other. You 

have different behavior than your thought. Where the martial specialists give suggestions to the women 

there men are also advised to take care of some matters, at least the women shouldn’t make the following 

mistakes; 

 

Don’t want attention on unsuitable occasions: 

Having attention is a natural demand. The marital relation grows up by love and attention but there are 

some occasions of expressing love. When he comes back form the job and is tired or he is engrossed in 

thoughts and trying to resolve a problem or he is preparing for a meeting in urgency and if you start 

speaking romantic dialogues he may show the unwillingness because men have less diplomatic though 

than the women have. If he goes without giving proper response then the tears start flowing from your 

eyes at that time don’t blame him and these tears won’t become pearl for you instead these will be panic. 

Similarly in park or during driving it is not necessary that such lovely words will inspire him. 

 

 

Give up the insistence to go with him on official tour: 

If you think that you have been tired after working then first see the mode of your husband. He has to go 

outstation due to official matters & assignments and his schedule is also very tight. Then think can you 

live alone in the room of hotel in any strange city or country or can you go for useless walk in the hotel 

lobby. Would you believe that an innocent woman who wants to make the marital relation romantic asked 

her husband to go with him then this harsh dialogue was listened, “Don’t you trust me, will I take care of 

you or will I do my job? So why do you want to go with me as my bodyguard?” at that night for how long 

the woman wept nobody cared. You should wait for an invitation from him; it is a possibility that the 

expenses of travelling would not be affordable for romantic journey. If you don’t go with him your 

romantic relation will not be finished, eventually he will come back to you. 

 

Don’t admire anyone: 

For removing the pimples of face grind the mint in vinegar and use it as a paste. 

Insha’Allah by continuous use the pimples will be removed after some time.   
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Don’t admire any of your relatives or cousins or brother-in-laws in front of your husband even by mistake. 

By doing this you may be captured in big trouble. 

 

I will change him: 

It cannot be happened even how much you are dipped in the sea of love, the much you have trust on him, 

if he has the habit of smoking or something else which is considered as moral evil in our families, you 

cannot get him free from this habit after marriage by some magic, so making this claim is not suitable. He 

is indulged in some habits since long, gradually a decrease can be obtained in such habits and attempting 

something unusual at a sudden will not be easy. You cannot give up your bad habit unless you want to 

leave it yourself. For the time being somebody can be inspired by your love and conversation. However, 

if he wants to change himself by his intension then he will change himself, you have no need to take a 

stick or scale in your hand. 

 

Marriage doesn’t mean to get a “Perfect Life partner”: 

How it can be surly claimed even after selecting with proper investigation that your life partner is a 

complete man. Being punctual is such a quality which only some people have. If one of the life partners is 

punctual then the laziness and carelessness of the other is exposed. Such people are practical, active, 

dynamic and punctual and they desire that their other partner should also have these qualities. If 

somebody cannot control himself then he can be enraged after sometime. Psychological Specialist say 

that there is no prescription for the successful marital life but if a pair laughs and weeps together and 

have no opponent behavior and have no arguments, such pair can bring their matters in discussion by 

sitting on a side. Their behavior is flexible that they bear the habits of each other. Understanding the mode 

means the change in nature and then lead the relation with wisdom is such ability which can help us to 

get rid of many problems. 

       (Muhammad Rizwan Khan, Peshawar) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Problem of Hair-fall will not be again: 

Respected Hakim Sahib, Assalamo alaikum! May you remain happy ever and keep on distributing 

happiness in the people. I have been the permanent member of Ubqari since 2006 and since 2006 

I don’t think there is any problem in the world whose solution hasn’t been published in Ubqari. In 

this era of selfness, publishing such rear things is really a difficult task. May Allah grant you and 

your team courage to keep on serving the humanity in this way! 

I have a prescription of myself and of some friends for the problem of hair-fall which I present to 

the readers; 

 Take the pure pickle of mango approx one year or more old. Take the oil in the pickle and :ھو الشافی

preserve it in a bottle. Massage the oil on the place of hair-fall twice or thrice in a day after reciting 

Bismillah. In one or two weeks new hair will grow up and the problem of hair-fall will not occur 

again.   (Muhamamd Afzal, Mirpur Azad Kashmir) 
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You Also Can Have Bright, Shining And Lovely Eyes 

 (Shaikh Abdul Hameed, kamonkay)                          

 

Imagine a very small camera which is not bigger than a piece of ice but is as stronger that it can work for 

you for lifetime. When you are ready to take a picture from this camera then don’t worry about the things 

like you have forgot to buy a memory card for it or its battery will be low, because this camera has the 

memory card which cannot be full. This camera takes colorful pictures and can take billions of pictures. 

This camera not only takes the fixed pictures but it also takes the moving pictures. 36000 pictures can be 

taken by it in one hour. Even this will seem like impossible to you but it is the reality. 

This camera is your eye; eyes are the most amazing parts of the face even of the whole body which Allah 

has granted to human beings. Although these are made up of hard fats but their basic function is to see. 

Along with looking eyes have another function on which most of the people don’t concentrate and that 

function is showing the expressions. Eyes transmit the expressions in very proper way, for example 

expressing happiness, fear, sorrow, disappointment and hope is carried out by eyes. When light strikes on 

eye then it enters inside through a shutter called cornea. Cornea is a transparent thing which is placed in 

front of the eyeball like a glass is placed on a wrist watch. On the backside of Cornea there is an automatic 

and active curtain called Iris. The complete system of the eyeballs remains active with Cornea, Curtain, 

Lens and six small ribbons like muscles. With the help of these things you look exactly at the same place 

where you want. You often would have listened to some people saying the words, “O people who have 

eyes, eyes are great bounty.”   It is 100% true, some bounties are really very precious therefore their care 

should be done as precious things. For the safety and care of eyes the first thing is to take care for the rest 

of eyes. Eyes get rest by having complete asleep same like the other parts of the body get relaxed by 

having asleep and their energy is restored. Similarly eyes get rest and relax after having asleep. Second 

method is the same which is adopted for the safety and treatment of other body parts means the use of 

balanced diet. Balanced diet contains fish, liver, egg, yogurt, fruit, vegetables with leafs and all such things 

are included which have vitamin A. It has been proved that all these things help to protect eyes and keep 

their beauty maintained.  For relieving tiredness of eyes and for removing black spots, cut the cucumber 

in round shape and keep its slices on eyes. 

Dip the small balls of cotton in milk and cool these in refrigerator for 10 minutes and then keep these on 

eyes for 5 to 7 minutes, the skin around the eyes gets relaxed. For keeping eyes healthy, exercise of eyes 

is also necessary. If exercise is done in two or three ways then there will be a good effect on eyes. These 

exercises are very easy, for example, move the eyes in circular way without shaking the head. Don’t do 

this exercise for more than two or three minutes at a time. Then you can repeat this any other time in the 

day. Second method is that first look on a point with concentration then turn to another point without 

shaking your head. Don’t do this process for more than two or three minutes. Repeat this process for two 

or three times in a day. Third exercise is easier than the previous two. Long breaths should be taken in the 

morning at the place where fresh air is available so that the deficiency of oxygen in the body is fulfilled. 

Poverty finishes: If someone is poor and lives in miserable circumstances then he should perform 

the Morning (Fajar) prayer and then recite ُ ِرْیم  کا  till one hour, with true belief. And repeat this َیا

procedure before sleeping after the Night (Eisha) prayer. 
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By the deficiency of oxygen where our physical health is imbalanced there our eyes are also affected. 

These seem extinguished which reflect the weakness but if the body gets complete oxygen then along 

with the restoration of entire health there will be shining of health and the reflection of energy in the eyes 

and these symptoms help to make the eyes beautiful. Whichever part of the body you imagine, you will 

see that every part of the body is beautiful. A suitable mould has been prepared whose name is Man and 

his all elements are carrying out their work actively. Means the hidden bones of central ear, different work 

of internal parts of hairs, a mysterious internal world of a small cell all these are the part of same system 

which work mutually and the mind of human beings and intellectuals are unable to understand this. It is 

clear from this detail that all this hasn’t been happened accidently instead the listening ear and the looking 

eye have been created by the Creator and man is the best model of the creation of the greatest creator 

Allah.  

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Every legal purpose will be fulfilled in 12 days: 

Respected Hakim Sahb, Assalam u alikum! I read the Ubqari magazine with much interest and get 

benefits from the commendations and prescriptions published in it. I have two tested procedures 

which I am writing for the readers; 

Procedure No. 1: ُاْْی
ْ
ُِِبْل ُاْلعاجا ئِب  ّباِدْیعا َُُیا ّباِدْیع  َیا  recites this 1200 times daily after Eisha Prayer till 12 days for 

any legal purpose and then have asleep. Whatsoever purpose you have it is fulfilled in 12 days. My 

father works in a local company, in 2011 he had got some problem in his job and all employees made 

a strike for three months and during that time father used to get less salary. Then somebody told me 

this commendation and I started doing the said procedure with full devotion and belief. Before the 

completion of procedure Allah resolved the complicated and big problem and the people finished 

their strike after complete three months. If you want to get rid of someone then this procedure is 

matchless. 

Procedure No. 2: If there comes any unexpected trouble or there is problem of any kind start reciting  

ُ کِْیل  ُاْلوا نِْعما َا ُہللا ُوا ْسب  ُحا and keep on reciting in thousands of numbers daily until you have the satisfaction 

that the trouble has been eliminated. And have belief that this problem will never be occurring again. 

Relief from tiredness: Whenever I feel tiredness I start the meditation published in the Ubqari, as I 

start the imagination of light it seems as magic has happened and my pain and tiredness disappears 

in such a way as if it hasn’t been occurred. (Sa’adia Aziz) 
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Easy Tips To Make Friendship Between Mother-In-Law And Daughter-In-Law: 
 

Why the girl seems like a fairy before marriage and seems witch after marriage? Why she losses her 

gratitude from the heart and why is she taunted? Perhaps it is the reason that before being a mother-in-

law she is a wife and mother. The whole family turns around her; in every matter her opinion is important. 

No work is done without her consultation. Now she has the fear that lest the daughter-in-law should grab 

her position. 

On the other side, when a daughter-in-law comes in new home, she has many dreams about her new 

home and she gets the chance to make those true after getting married. Therefore, she wants that she 

would be the entire queen of the house so that she can decorate and handle the every matter of home as 

per her wishes and desires. In this regard when she is advised a good thing, she considers it as her 

humiliation and then the emotions of hate against her mother-in-law starts growing up in her heart. It is 

said about the mother-in-law and daughter-in-law that as two swords cannot be kept in one sheath, 

similarly they cannot live together if they live together then there is always a quarrel between them. 

Therefore it is the opinion of the specialists that the most of the marriages get failure just because of 

women, because this is a woman, who makes and destroys the home whether she is a mother-in-law or 

daughter-in-law. Keeping in view all these realities we can say that the basic reason between such relation 

of mother-in-law and daughter-in-law is hate and enmity. Can’t they have a relation of friendship between 

them? 

 

It is not a final opinion that the mother-in-law and daughter-in law cannot live together because if they 

have a little struggle then they can eliminate the hate and enmity between them and can create a relation 

of friendship and love between them which will impose a positive and pleasant effect on their domestic 

life and their home will become an ideal home. People will see them with languishing, for this they should 

act upon on the following things; mother-in-law should consider the daughter-in-law as her own daughter. 

As she cannot think about to tease her daughter similarly she should not tease her daughter-in-law. If she 

makes some mistake then mother-in-law should forgive her. Instead of scolding her, she should get her 

understood with love and admire her good work so that she is encouraged. In domestic matters she should 

also be consulted so that she should consider her a member of the family and should take interest in 

family matters. Mother-in-law shouldn’t tell the disputes of home to relatives and neighbors. 

Daughter-in-law should also take care of some things; she should pay similar attention to all family 

members along with her husband. She should take care of desires and needs of everybody. If she makes 

a mistake then she should instantly rectify it. Instead of being inspired by the dialogues of people she 

should try to know the reality herself. She should not tell the disputes of in-laws to her parents, in this 

way the dispute is heightened and enmities get birth between the two families. 

If the mother-in-law and daughter-in-law pay attention towards these things then their relation can be 

changed into friendship. Keep an eye on the good qualities of each other instead of keeping eye on the 

deficiencies of each other because every human being is a collection of bad and good habits, somewhere 

Whosoever say good thing, listen to him: Whosoever say a good thing listen with attention, 

because due to the humiliation of diver there is no harm to the worth of a gemstone.  
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good things are overcome and somewhere the element of bad things is more. In order to make the 

relations good, it is suggested by the specialists that you should see the good qualities of a person. 

Otherwise there comes crack between the relations if you consider the bad habits of a person. (Naimat Jahan) 

COME! LET’S VALUE OUR WIFE 

Do you know that a woman does work of 18 men? She is the in-charge of the kitchen of your home, she 

is domestic washerwoman, she brooms and mops the home and she is also a maid of home. A man came 

to Hazrat Umar (رضی ہللا عنہ) with complaint of his wife that I am very much teased; she has made my life 

difficult. When the man reached on the door of Hazrat Umar (رضی ہللا عنہ) with him he listened that the 

wife of Hazrat Umar (رضی ہللا عنہ) was talking to him in harsh accent. The man got surprised. Hazrat Umar 

 jugged his thought and said to him that she is the maid of my home and also she is (رضی ہللا عنہ)

washerwoman of my home, if sometimes she talks to you in harsh accent then you should bear it. The 

man came back without speaking anything.  

Your wife is the Gardner of your home, she is watchwoman and if the woman is in home then the door of 

home is opened and if woman is not in home then the door of home is closed. Your wife is a nanny for 

your children, she is a teacher of children, the lap of mother is the first school for the baby, your wife is 

the accountant of your house, she polishes your and children’s shoes daily, she is also a tailor, she sews 

the clothes of children and stitches the buttons of shirts herself. Your wife is also a psychologist for you, 

if you are facing some problem she stands with you. 

A man wrote his story that when Bangladesh came into existence then me, my wife and children left Dhaka 

and came to Pakistan, the both pockets of my shirt were empty whereas in Dhaka I had my own petrol 

stations. I had arrived in my brother’s home in Karachi after leaving everything. I had the disappointment 

of extreme level but my wife said that I have learnt the way of spending life from my husband, whenever 

we are disappointed then he stands up with a mountain like courage. Then I thought if my wife is with me 

in this time of difficulty then I don’t have need to get worried. I took some loan from my brother and 

started the business again. Allah blessed me as much that after five years I had my own 400 trucks. A little 

mollification of a woman has made me a successful businessman. The woman has made a great favor to 

this Ummah, at the time of first revelation a great woman the mother of Muslims Hazrat Khadija  

( اہرضی ہللا عن ) mollified the Holy Prophet (صلی ہللا علیہ وسلم). 

Your wife is the administrator of your house; she keeps everything properly and safely and uses the things 

with care. Your wife is also a Doctor; she makes treatment of small diseases for you and your children with 

domestic tips. Your wife is also a saint (Aamil) for your home; she performs namaz, recites the Holy Quran 

and commendations. For the livelihood of husband she is the most worried person.    

(Imtiaz Haider Awan, Karachi) 
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Remaining safe from psyche, satan and swindlers 

If parents want to know whether the marriage proposal they have received for their son or daughter 

will reap happiness or not, they must find a secluded place and recite  ُ ِبْْی  خا  for 3240 times for seven َیا

days. Having recited for 3240 times, they must go to bed without talking to any body. God willing, 

they will get a cue whether the marriage will reap happiness or not. 

Allah is All Knowing for he knows all subtleness of all things. He knows all whatever is in universe 

whether large or small, all the time. Nothing is hidden from Him. He knows all hidden. He knows every 

particle of this world and of the world-after. That is why He is called All Knowing. ُ ِبْْی  خا  is one of Allah’s َیا

attributive name and has 812 numbers as per numerology. The one who recites this name gains 

awareness of his evil doings and he then strives ridding of all the evil instincts of his self. And Almighty 

Allah gives him strength to keep himself safe from all evils. Following are the benefits of reciting the holy 

name of Almighty Allah ُ ِبْْی  خا  َیا

Revelation of the hidden: 

The one who excessively recites this name starts gaining insights of the hidden equally when asleep or 

awake. Reciter of this name may get an access to the secrets that other people hide in their hearts 

because Allah is All Knowing and He lends access to others’ hearts when someone calls Him with this 

name ُ ِبْْی  خا  َیا

Diagnosing patient’s disorder: 

Allah’s help in diagnosing patient’s disorder is quite important for one gets to know the disease that is 

complicated and does not easily show up. So, a doctor or herbal medicine practitioner who recites ُ ِبْْی  خا  َیا
daily for 812 times will get to know the disorder by Allah’s will and help upon examining patient. This 

name is quite beneficial for people in medical field. 

Whether a proposal will be good or bad? 

If parents want to know whether the marriage proposal they have received for their son or daughter will 

reap happiness or not, they must find a secluded place and recite ُ ِبْْی  خا  .for 3240 times for seven days َیا

Having recited for 3240 times, they must go to bed without talking to any body. God willing, they will get 

a cue whether the marriage will reap happiness or not. If the marriage proposal happens to be bad. 

Then refuse at once for marriages against such proposals prove devastating for both families. 

 

 

Doing away with sore eyes: Applying nectar of onion mixed with honey in eyes cures 

blurred and weakening vision and allergy. It also cures aching eyes and flu. 
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Profit or loss in business: 

Whether setting up a new business, shop or entering in a partnership will prove profitable or not, are 

some of the important business questions that must be considered seriously. Allah’s help in such 

matters keep losses at door. To gain an insight of such business related problems, recite ُ ِبْْی  خا  for eleven َیا

thousand times for seven days. God willing, divine help will guide accordingly. 

Remaining safe from psyche, satan and swindlers: 

The person who wants to remain safe from psyche, satan and mischief mongers and earn Allah’s mercy 

must recite ُ ِبْْی  خا  daily for eleven hundred times. God willing, one’s psyche will remain under one’s َیا

control, one will not fall prey to satan and swindlers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From sot to saint: (Bint Jamshed Chughtai) 

Having wondered the whole story he looked up in the sky and said, “O Allah! You bless greatly even 

your disobedient servants.” 

Hazrat Zul’noon Misri رحمت ہللا علیہ narrates: “One day I was strolling near the bank of the river Nile. I at 

once saw a scorpion. I took a stone and tried to kill it. But it rushed and stopped by the bank. I saw a frog 

coming out of the river. The scorpion jumped and sat on the frog’s back. The frog swam to the other end 

of the river. Since it was astonishing to see all this, I followed the frog and reached the other end of the 

river so that I could figure out this mystery. Upon reaching the ground the scorpion jumped from the 

back of the frog and started creeping fast. I kept on following it. I saw there a drunkard lying faint and 

Tested cure for hyperostosis and tumor: 

Respected Hazrat Hakeem Sahib, Asalam Alaikum. I avidly read Ubqari mgazine. I am writing for 

the first time for a magazine and sharing a remedy I read somewhere else. Reciting Surah Marslat 

either for one or for three times and then blowing on water, which is to be drunk later, and on 

your ownself cures tumor. The Surah Marslat is to be recited after Fajar, Asar and Maghreb 

prayer. I tested this spiritual remedy when bone in my right hand had elongated and it pained a 

lot. Doctor was consulted who suggested ostectomy but I started reciting Surah Marslat, blowing 

on my hand and drinking the blown water. Thanks to Almighty Allah, the elongated bone got 

cured. I developed few tumors later. I recited Surah Marslat and got rid of those tumors. 

Curing pimples: 

Pimples had popped up on my face. I started reciting Surah Ad’duha seven times after Fajar, Asar 

and Isha prayer. I got cured. I told this remedy to my cousin’s daughter who had grown pimples on 

her face too. Thanks to Almighty Allah she also got cured. (Shama Ambar) 
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near his head a large snake sitting who was about to attack the sot. Scorpion crept quickly and stung the 

snake. The snake shattered as soon as he received the deadly bite by the scorpion. I approached the 

man and shook him awake. He got frightened to see the giant snake and started running. I yelled him 

not to get frightened for Allah had saved him. I told the man the whole story how Allah had helped and 

saved him. He bowed down his head. Having wondered the whole story he looked up in the sky and 

said, “O Allah! You bless greatly even your disobedient servants. Will not You bless those who obey 

you.” 

Sheikh Saadi  has narrated the man as saying, “O Allah! I swear upon your Glory. I will  رحمت ہللا علیہ 

never ever disobey you.” The drunkard has been moved such a great deal that he started weeping and 

recited the following verses. 

“O you sleeping! The Mighty Allah protects you from all the evil that creeps in darkness. Then for what 

your eyes sleep and do not see the Lord from Whom comes to you many rewards.” 

Reference: Door to forgiveness is ever open. 
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Your Questions and Hazrat Alama Lahooti’s Answers: 

1. Whatever wazifa is assigned to you, only follow that and do not keep changing wazaif yourself. 

2. If during the wazifa the problem escalates and gets increased, then do not worry and leave the 

wazifa , rather continue it with furthur concentration , focus and faith.During the wazifa, feelings 

of unrest and disintrest are signs that the wazifa is working so do not discontinue it 

3. Whatever wazifa is given, read it regularly and with focus.Disbeleif reduces the efficacy of the 

wazifa. 

4. Read the wazifa with regularity and do not try to hurry 

5. All members of the household should recite the wazifa; otherwise maxium number of persons 

possible should recite. 

6. Some magic, jinnat, bandish effects and problems are inherited or family related so some more 

time is taken for those to end. 

7. 40 or 90 days after starting the amal, send your latest situation alongwith coupon again. 

8. If Allama sahab has given you a wazifa already and after writing letter again you get a new 

wazifa, then if you are already getting benetifs from first wazifa then after Allama sahab 

permission continue the first and secind wazifa both together. 

 Ghulam Fatima, Multan. Mujeeb ur Rehman, MuhammadPur. Saeeda, Karachi. Muhammad Nazeer 

Ahmed, Lahore. Nighat Afzal, Lahore. Ifraheem Maamoon, Peshawar. Asma Tauheed, Chakwal. Tabinda 

Batool, Lahore. Ambreen Sadaf, Lahore. Umar Farooq Khan, Dipaalpur. Samreen Ali, Karachi. Abdul Ghani 

Nizaami. Irum Bibi, Okara. Ayesha Abbas, Abbotabad. Farzana Yousaf, Lahore. Sulaiman Akram, Lahore. 

Raweeda Fawad, Multan. Rabia Iqbal, Multan. Muhammad Muneer Khan, Azad Kashmir. Muhammad 

Ahmed, Lahore. Sitaara Jabeen, Lahore. Naveed Alam, Lahore. Nazia Tabbasum, Sargodha. Khadija, 

Baatapur. Mussurat Rafique, Lahore. Muhamad Hafeez, Lahore. Muhammad Rizwan Mustafa, Lahore. 

Muhammad Rataas, Mianwali. Abdul Mateen, Lahore. Anum Beghum, Karachi. Nabiha Sajjad, 

Gujrat.Shazia Nousheen, Bhakkar. Tariq Mehmood, Faisalabad. Rooshaan Younis, Sahiwal. Majeeda 

Akhtar, Islamabad. Nasira, Karachi. Zain Ali, Chakwaal. Farzaana, Multan. Rashid Aleem Alvi, Karachi. 

Fatima, Lahore. Asima Iqbal, Tabba Sultanpur. Muhammad Rauf, Rawalpindi. Saleem Iqbal, Dipaalpur. 

Aisha Shabbir, Arif wala. Parveen Akhtar, Chishtiyaan. Hakeem Muhammad Yaseen, Okara. Muhammad 

& Tabbasum Ilyas, Gujranwala. Shamim Akhtar, Lahore. Saima Mehmood, Bahawalpur. Farzana Kausar 

Sarwar, Saqibabad. Ferozuddin, Pannu Aaqal. Imran Ahmed, Karachi. Samina Naureen, Pindi Gheep. 

Faizan hassan, Karachi. Muhammad yaqoob Bhatti, RawalPindi. Saima Anjum, Multan.Kamal Deen, Wahh 

Cantt. Noorain Dawood, Marariyan. Mrs. Nasreen Manzam, Faisalabad. Khalida Sajjad. Sehrish Sajjad. 

Saima, Sargodha. Asmat Jahan, Multan. Saira Ashraf, Islamabad. Muhammad Safiullah Hamdani, Attock.. 

Santosh Kumar, Chaman. Muhammad Abdul AHad, Hyderabad. Afsheen Awan, Lahore. Ahsaan Abi Butt. 

Salwa Maisoon, Multan. Nida, Rawal Pindi. Muhammad Bashir, Khanewal. Aziza Faiz. Hameeda Bibi, 

Khanewal. Muhammad Inaamullah Khan, Tonsa Shareef. Abdul Qayyum, Lahore. Munnawar Khatoon, 

NawabShah. Shumaila Zainab, Rawal Pindi. Almaas, Nawab Shah. Asif Iqbal, Lahore. Muhammad Riaz, 

Get rid of miserliness: If someone wants to get rid of their miserliness recite ُ ِرْیم  کا  1000 َیا

times and blow on water and drink it. Do this for 3 consecutive days. Insha’Allah 

miserliness will be replaced by generosity in you. 
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Sadiqabad. Kishwar, Huzro. Irum Bibi, Okara. Sajjad Ali, Bhakkar. Kishwar, Attock. Sajid Latif, Lahore. 

Rukhsana Firdous, Khanewal. Jehangir Awan, Nawab Shah. Abdul Mateen Qureshi, Lahore. Sadia Riaz, 

Waasu Astaana. Surraya Jabeen, Bhakkar. Rukhsana Parveen, Karachi. Syed Zareen Shah, Mansehra. 

Khurram Naqaash, Attock. Rafia, Faisalabad. Muhammad Irfan, Dera Ismail Khan. Rabia DIlshad, Lahore. 

Tahir Iqbal, Wah Cantt. Muhammad Shehbaz, Mansehra. Shahida Khanum, Gujrat. Masood Iqbal khan, 

Multan. Muhammad Hanif, Abbotabad. Haseena Jabeen, Multan. Dilshad, Mir pur Khas. Shaheen 

Nadeem, Noorain Zia, Shamim Imran, Karachi. Faiza Binte Usman, Hyderabad. Abida, Karachi. Ghulam 

Rahma, Karachi. Sana Zahra, Chakwal. Muhammad Imran Khan, Hyderabad. Kamran Ahmad, Tando Adam. 

Mishtari Beghum, Jahaaniya. Shamim Akhtar, Chakwal. Muhammad Tayyab Tariq, Rawal Pindi. Skaina 

Beghum, Khanewal. Feroza Asghar, Rawal Pindi. Muhammad Danish Qureshi, Multan. Muqayya. Rehana 

Yasmeen, Isalmabad. Razia PArveen, Saima Abrar, Attock. Sumaira Shehbaz, Gujaranwala. Saeeda Umar, 

Mirpur. Ateeq Ahmed Karachi. Muhammad Latif, Rawal Pindi. Sajida Parveen, Lala Musa. Syed Hasnain 

Raza, Lahore. Mehek Bashir, Rawal Pindi. Muhammad Bilal Shah, Sargodha. Raj Wali Khan, Nowshera. 

Hafsa fayyaz, Pandaan Baira. Ghulam Haider Cheema, Gujrat. Maryam Shehbaz, Karachi. Aliya Jamshed, 

Abbotabad. 

Following names should recite this: 

ا ُُِاذا ْمس 
ْتُُالش ا را ِ و 

ُ oک  اُوا ُُِاذا ْوم  ج    َ ْتُُال را دا
ا
ُ o اْنک اُوا ُُِاذا

 
با ل ِ
ْ
ُُاْل اُس  ُ oْتُْی ِ اُوا ُُِاذا لاْتُُاْلِعشا ر  ِ oُ ع ط 

( 4ات1ُیالتکو )  

You can read it in odd numbers too like 3, 7, 11. The more you recite the better it is. Do it read it for 

some days, some weeks and some months. 

Sabeeha Yasmeen, Gujaranwala. Anila Niaz, Lahore. Aqeela Aziz, Fatah Jhang. Muazzma, Peshawar. 

Sadia Ibrahim, Rawal Pindi. Gulbaaz Ahmed Pasha, Khanpur Katora. Kiran Shahzad, Lahore. Iqra 

Sabeeha, Attock. Azmat Saeed, Gujaranawala. Komal. Sadia Ali Zain, Lahore. Rakhshanda razzaq, 

Chishtiyaan. Kaleem Ahmed. Haleema Iqbal Moroodars. Mussarat Mehmood Malik, Lahore. Binyameen 

Khan, Kohat. Sadaf gul, Attock. Muhammad Shafi Usmani, Jhang. Khalid HAfeez Lahore. Saima tariq, 

Sharakpur Shareef. Saba Amanat, Sargodha. Sultan Jahan, Rawal Pindi. Noorul Haq, Islamabad. Shahab. 

Kaleem Ahmed, Lahore. Farhaj Ahmed, Toba Tek Singh. Ali Shabbir, Hassan Abdaal. Muhammad Zardaar, 

Bhandar KaramSher. Tayyaba Shahid, Lahore. Kaleem Ahmed, Lahore. Muhammad Zaigham, 

Cheechawatni. Syeda Yasmeen Attariya. Arif Ahmed Usmani, Karachi. S.A. Lahore. Nayab, Mianwali. 

Fouzia Mazhar, Karachi. Riaz Husaain, okara. Nasreen Akhtar, Okara. Asad Ali Subhaani, Abbotabad. 

Uzma, Faisalabad. Maria Tabassum, Faisalabad. Irshaadullah, Mandi Bahauddin. Iqra Naaz, Narowaal. 

Norain, Karachi. Kulsoom bibi, Multan. Kanwal, Do Meel Gaun. Shabana Adnan, Islamabad. Naima Khan, 

Lahore. Waseem Abbas, Tila Gung. Tayyaba tarana, Tila Gung. Naseem Akhtar Nazli, Qaadirabad. 

Surraya Sadiq, Multan. Parveen Iqbal, Multan. Mrs. Qureshi, Rawal Pindi. Abdur Rehman, Tonsa Shareef. 

Mehwish, Lahore. Kaleem Ahmed. Zulfiqar Ahmed, Multan. Syeda Sadia Bukhari, Lahore. Gul Naz Akhtar, 

Khairpur Tamewali. Aimen, Karachi. Zatash Gul Kamran, Islamabad. Muhammad Munir, Rawal Pindi. 

Abdul Shakoor, Hyderabad. Naeem Khalid, Chakwaal. Muhammad Zia, Islamabad. Amna Nissa. 

Muhammad Usman Nawaz, Lahore. Zardain, Multan. Amir Ali, Sialkot. Yasmeen Parveen, Chiniot. 
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Kaneez Fatima, multan. Muhammad Asim usmani, Karachi. Shehla irfan, Lahore. Farkhanda Shafeeq, 

Karachi. Shabila Norain, Rawal Pindi. Safina Shehzadi, Rawal Pindi. Kaleem Ahmed, Lahore. Muhammad 

Kashaan Aaqil, Karachi. Zaahida, Mardaan. Sajida, peer Mehal. Zameer Ahmed. Amjad Ali, Multan. 

Muhammad Akram Qadri, Mandi bahauddin. Abdul Munim, Midh ranjha. Sumaira, Bhakkar. Muhammad 

Akram, Lahore. Riffat Iqbal. Shor Kot. Qamar Sultana, Chak 5-6. Kulsoom beghum, lucky Marwat. 

Muhammad Kashif, Faisalabad. Seemi Naseer. Hamida Naeemul Haq, Lahore. Madadullah, Mardaan. 

Misbah Saadiq, Bahawalnagar. Zeeshan Ali, Attock. Shaheen Akhtar, Nowshera. Tanveer Mehmood, 

Karachi. Malka Beghum, Tila Gung. Humaira, layyah. Muhammad Imran Ashraf, Bahawalpur.  

 

 

 

 

Shafqat tahir, Abbotabad. Shagufta Zulfiqar, Abbotabad. Shamim Aktar. Muhammad Anees Qureshi. 

Rehana Kausar, Lahore. Binte Zahida Sana, Peshawar. Tahira Naseem, Wah cant. Rukhsana Bibi, Tank. 

Parveen Mazhari, Mianwali. Noor Khan, Lawa. Shafi Muhammad, Khan Wahan. Syed Amjad Hussain, 

Gujrat. Shahid Khan, Bannu. Sadia Azam. Zainab Bibi, Kohat. Farkhanda Naz, Azad Kashmir. Muhammad 

Taimoor Aslam. Azra Naz, Karachi. Shamim Akhtar. Siddique, Dhuaanro. Mussurat, rawal Pindi. Fatima, 

Mansehra. Iffat Chohan, Lahore. Khalida Naveed, Lahore. Shaadi Khan, Noshki. Zubia, Faisalabad. 

Mustaqeem Ahmed Sheikh, Gujrat. Noreen Naz, Islamabad. Anila QAsim Bilal. Muhammad Siddique. 

Ghulam Abbas, Mailsi. Nusrat Bano, Arifwala. Rashida Shafqat, Faisalabad. Nuzhat, Chichawatni. Khalida 

Beghum, Rawal Pindi. Sophia, Peshawar. Khalida Naseem. Atta ur Rehman. Mussurat Beghum, Kot Addu. 

Samina Naz, Islamabad. Farzana, Moru Sindh. Shabana, Wah Cantt. Nadia Zahid Malik, Lahore. Tahira 

Shamim, Nowshera. Farrukh Taj, Haripur. Faraz Anjum, Rawalakot. Muhammad Akbar. Sajid Waheed, 

Kohat. Najma, Mandi Bahauddin. Hafiz Abdur Rahman, Raiwand. Ghulam Sakina, Rawal Pindi. Zulfiqar Ali 

Raza, Sadiqabad. Muhammad Akram, Rahim Yar Khan.Nadia Khan, Multan.Muhammad Abdul Jaleel, 

Yakramoot. Abdul Waheed, Mansehra. 

Following names should recite this: 

Read Kalima once and when you reach ُُِہللا
 
ْول س  ر ا ام اد   ,recite this in lacs. You can read this in any condition ,ُم 

with wuzu or without it, or clean or unclean. Do this amal for few days, few weeks and few months.  

Abeedur Rehman Anees, Chakwal. Tahir Adnan, Okara. Nosheen naz, Karachi. Madiha Ishaaq. 

Mubashara, Multan. Waqar Ahmed, Islamabad. Muhammad Ali, Jhang. Muhammad Musa, Rawal Pindi. 

Amna Akram, Lahore. Naveera Qayyum, Lahore. Ghulam Ahmed Qadri, Chakwal. Muhammad Faiz 

Rasool, Bahawalpur. Humayun Shahzad, Hyderabad. Rabia Jameel Abbasi, Abbotabad. Zahida Zainab. 

Sarwat Parveen, Mandi Bahauddin. Abdur Rauf, Rinaala Khurd. Farhana Anwar. Muhammad Ajmal, 

Multan. Sana Mehreen, Abbotabad. Shareefullah Qureshi, Dera Ismail Khan. Zahida Sarfraz, Islamabad. 

Zahida Kulsoom. Tahir Hussain, Lahore. Seeart Khaleel Ahmed, Chiniot. Haji Taj Muhammad Khan, 

When someone asked Socrates’ is there anything harder then death? He answered “life”! 

Because every trouble, tragedies has to face in the life and death is the solution of all the 

problems. 
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Sawabi. Muhammad Azhar Gul, rawal Pindi. Sehrish, Lahore. Munawwar Sultana, Canada. Sikandar 

Bano, Karachi. Farhat, Bahawalpur.  Asma Batool, rawal Pindi. Muhammad Sajjad, Multan. Shehnaz 

Hussain. Khurram Javaid, Pindi. Muhammad Shami Ahmed, Jahaniyan. Muhammad Murtaza, Sargodha. 

Muhammad Irfan Saddique Chakwal. Syed Javaid Shah. Noreen Rasheed. Sobia, Abbotabad. Firdous 

Akram. Amna Rizwan, Lahore. Abdul Aziz, Sialkot. Raja Nauman fareed, Rawal Pindi. Lubna Parveen. 

Muhammad Saleem, Lahore. Sadia Ahsan Abi Butt. Komal Iqbal, Sargodha. Shamim Akhtar, Rawal Pindi. 

Rakhshanda Khalid. Zubaida, Peshawar. Ijaz Fatima, Hafizabad. Zubaida Beghum.Hakeem Muhammad 

Yaseen Hashmi, Rawal Pindi. Mrs. Amna Faisal Nawaz, Attock. Syeda Rashida Bano, Hyderabad. Parveen 

Akhtar. Ghulam Qadir, Faisalabad. Akhtar, Karachi. Hafiz Muhammad Abid, Bahawalpur. Muhammad 

Asghar, Bahawalnagar. Naseem Chughtai, Kehrorh pakka. Farha, Karachi. Abida Siddiqui, Karachi. 

Sumbal Sabir, Gujranwala. Shahin Akhtar, Attock. Barbara Shareef, Attock. Zafar Iqbal, rawal pindi. Sehar 

Afsheen, Lahore. Syed ZUlfiqar Ali Shah, Chakwal. Muhammd Azad Shakeel, Dera Ismail Khan. Rahim 

Bakhsh, Peshawar. Quratulain Humaira, Jahaniyan. Jameeluddin, Multan. Husna, Jhang. Razia Sultana, 

Layyah. Muhammad Afzal, Pindi Gheep. Liaqat Ali Shah, Lahore. Rizwan Ahmed, Bhaag. Raheela Razzaq, 

Wah Cantt. Ali Raza, Peshawar.  Shahida, Abbotabad. Huma, Muzaaffarbad. Beena Anjum, Karachi.  

Kamran Kazmi, Karachi. Sultan Ahmed, Jhelum. Zainab Wahab, Abbotabad. Ayesha, Bahawalpur. 

Samina, Raja jang. Kausar Parveen, Karachi. Shahin Gulfam, Raja Jang. Samina Ashraf, Lahore. 

Mohiuddin Ahmed, Karachi. Zubaida Khanum, Lahore. Muhammad Irfan, Karachi. Samiya, Hyderabad. 

Mehmood Ahmed, Sana Kashif, Lahore. Sana Batool, Sargodha. Nusrat Shahin, Karachi. Naheed, 

Islamabad. Tayyab Mushtaq,Haleema Mushtaq. Muazzma faraz, Lahore. Imtiaz Aziz, Faisalabad. 

Hafeezur Rehman. Abdus Salam, Karachi. Irum Ahmed, Karachi. Shamim Akhtar, Lahore. Asiya, Dera 

Ghazi Khan. Aimen Zulfiqar, Rawal Pindi. Rubab Safdar Jaffri, Dhadiyaal. Sajid Latif, Lahore. Zulfiqar 

Ahmed, rawal Pindi. Razia Sultana, Shorkot. Jahanzaib, Karachi. Haji Ashfaq Ahmed. Rukhsana naheed, 

Kohat. Wajid Ali, Peshawar. Amna Mushtaq, Sukkhur. Awais Ashraf, Multan. Hussain Ahmed, Shehar 

Sultan. Tahira Parveen, Quetta. Umair Abu Bakr. Muhammad Luqman Hasan. Shahid Hanif, Pindi. 

Maryam Arshad, Lahore. Ghulam Abbas. Muhammad Junaid Khan, Sukkhur. Maleeha Hanif, Lahore. 

Muhammad Usman, Multan. Umme Sohail, Wah Cantt. Umme Maryam Wah Cantt. Nadia Affaq, 

Mansehra. Muazaffar Husnain Khan, Karachi. Muhammad Adnan, Gojar Khan. Maryam Sultana, 

Abbotabad. Muhammad Jamshaid, Pindi Sedan Pur. Nilofer Samina, Lahore. Tehmina, Lahore. 

Muhammad Imaarat, Lora. Nasreen Akhtar, Tila Gung. Abdul ghaffar, Mandi Bahauddin. Mussurat 

beghum. Sardar Beghum, Peshawar. Dr. Muhammad Ashraf, Lahore Cantt. Syeda Shagufta Naz, 

Abbotabad. Khurram Nakaash, Fatah Jang. Nasira Beghum. Saeed Ahmed, Sukkhur. Tayyaba Yasmin, 

Wah Cantt. Nasira Zulfiqar, rawal pindi. Imran Ahmed Qureshi, Gujaranawala. Shahida, Faislabad, 

Shehnaz AKram, lala Musa. Qaiser Iqbal, Shangla. Nuzhat Afza, Lahore. Syeda Mahrukh Bano, Karachi. 

DIlsahd, Mirpur Khas. Nauman Afzal. Hunreer Mustafa, Lahore. Tanveer Anjum, Abbotabad. Muhammad 

Uqaab Khan, Rawal Pindi. Maqbool Ahmed, Bahawalnagar. Syed Muhammad Tahir, haripur. Habibur 

rehman, Peshawar. Azhar, Kohat. Shehnaz, Karachi. Ameenur Rehman, Attock. Fatima Munir, 

Gujaranwala. Lubna Imran Ali, Lahore. Ali Murtaza, Lala Musa. Muhammad Afzal, Chishtiyan. Faiz 

Ahmed, Muzaffargarh. Muhammad Ehtishaam QAmar, SHaami Multan. Muhammad Afzal, Gujrat. Faisal 

Mushtaq, Chichawatni. Sabz Sultana, Abbotabad. Lubna Kamran, Jhelum. Safia Bibi, Pak Pattan. Misbah 

Qayyum, Bahawalpur. Sana Akhtar, Lahore. Abdul Ahad, Peshawar. Izhaaruddin, kohat. Ambreen Ashraf, 

Lahore. Muhammad Mustaqeem, Sukkhur. Mussurat Akram, Sargodha. Naveedul hasan, Multan. Fayyaz 
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Ahmed, Hafizabad. Gulrukh Chughtai, Lahore. Ayyaz Ambreen, Faisalabad. Shazia, Lahore. Nauman 

Sabir, Gujranawala. Inaamul haq, Wah Cantt. Noor Haleem, bannu. Majboor Maa, Multan. Farhat, Dera 

Ismail Khan. Bushra Parveen, Chakwal. Ali Hussain, Gujrat. Sana Azhar, Lahore. Tahira Firdous, Lahore. 

Atifa Ahsan, Lahore.  

Following people should do this Amal: 

When you see an animal or a bird, recite 3 times Surah Ikhlaas with Durood Shareed once in the 

beginning and once at the end. And say this in the heart that Ya ALLAH I have given the blessings of this 

Amal to this bird/animal. Now please make this bird pray for me. Do this amal many times in a day. Do it 

for a few days, few weeks, and few months. 
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From the pages of my grand father’s crumbling diary 

(Faran Arshad Bhatti, Khangarh) 

Sadly, somebody borrowed the diary on which he had written remedies and tonics. That man did not 

return the diary and we also forgot to demand that back. Few days ago we discovered from his cupboard 

some crumbled pages of his diary having some tonics and remedies written over. 

My grand father was a reckoned herbal medicine practitioner of Khangarh. His few contemporaries are 

still alive. He was polite, courteous, honest, well mannered and a self-made man. He was quite hale and 

hearty when suddenly went to the way of all flesh. I was then a child when he died. I was unable to 

benefit from his experience and wisdom. And sadly, somebody borrowed the diary on which he had 

written remedies and tonics. That man did not return the diary and we also forgot to demand that back. 

Few days ago we discovered from his cupboard some crumbled pages of his diary having some tonics 

and remedies written over. We were like as if we have found a great treasure. Some thing is always 

better than nothing. So, I thought to share some of the precious tonics with readers of Ubqari. 

Dyspepsia, Acidity 

Tonic number 1 

Ingredients: 25 grams of khameera haleela (Terminalia Chebula), Four bottles of milk. 

Recipe: Take 12 grams of khameera haleela (Terminalia Chebula) with milk in morning before breakfast. 

Tonic number 2 

Recipe: Take 25 grams of taji, 25 grams of tabasheer India (Bambusa arundinacea), 12 grams of tal 

makhana (Hygrophila), five dried water chestnuts, 25 grams of Lahori salt, 12 grams of Elaichi Kalan 

(Black cardamom), 12 grams of ammonium chloride (noshadar), 12 grams of salt, 12 grams of koza misri 

(crystallized sugar lumps). Grind and mix all these items to a fine powder. 

Dosage: Take 0.6 grams of this powder after meal in morning and night. 

Tonic number 3 

Ingredients: 37 grams of haleela (Terminalia Chebula), 37 grams of baleela, 37 grams of amla 

(Gooseberries), 37 grams of falfal, 37 grams of falfal gard, 62 grams of mint, 62 grams of fennel, 62 

grams of salt sochar. 

For enhanced male sexual power: Drinking nectar of onion enhances male sexual power. 

Taking nectar of onion mixed in honey also cures male sexual potency. While cooking 

meat, sauteing onion twice makes the meat a booster for male sexual power. 
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Recipe: Grind haleela (Terminalia Chebula) and amla (Gooseberries) to fine powder after taking seeds 

out and mix rest of the ingredients. 

Dosage: Take 0.6 grams of this powder after meal in morning and night. 

Tonic number 4 

Ingredients: 12 grams of soonth (dried ginger), 12 grams of Lahori salt, 19 grams of karanfal, 12 grams of 

falfal siyah, 19 grams of falfal daraz, 0.9 grams of elaichi khurd, 19 grams of gandhak amla sar. 

Recipe: Grind all these ingredients and soak in lemon juice. Let it ferment. Melt gandhak (Sulphur) in oil 

and mix all ingredients in it. And make small tablets equal to the size of wheat grains. 

Dosage: Take two tablets after each meal in morning and night. It cures dyspepsia and improves the 

gastric functioning. 

 

Menstruation and pregnancy related problems: 

Ingredients: 250 grams of brown sugar, 250 grams of desi ghee, 250 grams of choharay (dried dates), 

125 grams of coconut, 62 grams of fennel, 12 grams of dried mint, 12 grams of soonth (dried ginger) and 

12 grams of carom. 

Dosage: Divide all these ingredients into three equal parts. And take qehwa of this mixture in first three 

days of mesntruation period. Besides, take 62 grams of turmeric and Ajnair plant which is also called 

Loot Booti in large quantity, grind it and and make a paste of both in mustard oil. Paste this mixture 

below navel when going to bed on first day of menstrual period. God willing, this will cure the swelling in 

belly. 

For missed and irregular periods: 

Ingredients: 180 grams of brown sugar, 60 grams of fennel, 60 grams of  soye, 60 grams of amaltas 

(Cassia Fistula), 180 grams of desi ghee. 

Recipe: Boil all these items: fennel, amaltas (Cassia Fistula) and brown sugar in two and half litres of 

water. Stop boiling when it remains half litre of water and seive through finely woven cloth. Then add 

desi ghee in it. This is to be drunk for first three days of menstrual period. 

For disturbed menstruation and pregnancy: 

Ingredients: Heat 250 grams of salt, 360 grams of patri folad, 25 grams of qalmi shora (salt petre), 25 

grams of baking soda in half litre of water. Mix all ingredients in it. The tonic is ready. 

Dosage: Take two potations of this liquid at the time of Asar prayer. Use it for fifteen days. Menstruation 

problems will be cured. For pregnancy use the following tonic. 
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Ingredients: 100 grams of Garhiyan, 100 grams of supariyan, 100 grams of  kamarkas (Butea frondosa), 

100 grams of taj, 100 grams of white musli indian (chlorphytum borivillianum), 100 grams of black musli, 

100 grams of behman surkh (red sage), 100 grams of behman sufaid, 100 grams of satawar (Asparagus 

racemosus), 100 grams of aqar qarha, 100 grams of baikh band, 250 grams of bakhra, 100 grams of 

tamar hindi, 100 grams of gul dhara, 100 grams of goond phalai, 100 grams of goond kateera 

(Tragacanth gum), 100 grams of goond irani, 100 grams of sang jarahat, 100 grams of mocharas, 25 

grams of elaichi khurd, 100 grams of samag arabi, 2 kilograms of koza misri (crystallized sugar lumps), 2 

kilograms of desi ghee. 

Recipe: Grind all these herbs to fine powder. Heat half kilogram of flour in desi ghee. Mix the ground 

herbs in this mixture. Eat 25 grams of this mixture in morning and evening before meal. God willing, you 

will conceive. 

Tested cure for hepatitis:Soak four seeds of dry tamarind and four plums in 250 mililitres of water at 

night. Drink the strained water in morning before breakfast. Continue this treatment for fifteen days. It 

is a time tested remedy. Besides, drinking juice of sugarcane is quite effective in defeating hepatitis. 

For defeating hepatitis:Ingredients: 25 grams of powdered sandal sufaid, 25 grams of muveez munaqa, 

50 grams of zarshak, 25 grams of tukham kasni, 25 grams of tukham khayarin, 32 grams of gul surkh and 

750 grams of sugar. 

Recipe: Boil all these ingredients except sugar in one litre of water. Then strain the water and add sugar 

in it. Boil so that a syrup gets prepared. Take daily half cup of this syrup as it is or by mixing some water 

in it. Drink thrice a day for a month. 

Enhanced hepatic and gastric functioning:Ingredients: 19 grams of cucumber seeds, 19 grams of seeds 

of kakri (Armenian cucumber), 19 grams of seeds of melon, 19 grams of water melon pulp, 25 grams 

seeds of kasni and 750 grams of sugar. 

Recipe: Soak all these ingredients in a bottle filled with water. Let all ingredients remain soaked for a 

night. Then pour the bottle in a pan and heat till it agitates. Strain the water and add 750 grams of sugar 

and make a syrup. Add 24 mililitres of milk so that chelates be formed separated. 

Dosage: Drink 25 grams of this liquid mixed in half cup of water in morning, afternoon and evening. If it 

causes flu then reduce the quantity to half. It strengthens liver, heart and cleanses urine. It cures 

gonorrhoea. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Spiritual cure for indigestion and vomiting 

If someone happens to overeating and anticipates indigestion and vomiting, he can keep 

himself safe from indigestion and vomiting by licking the salt which has been blown after 

reciting  ﴿ُا ُناِذْی  ا اُُو  باّش ِ  ُم 
ُُِاْل ا کا َٰ ْل ُااْرسا

ٓ
ما  ُوا
ا
ل ا ُْنا ِ
اق 
ْ
ُِِبْل ُوا ہ  َٰ ْل ُااْْنا ِ

اق 
ْ
ُِِبْل  for seven times. Besides this ayah ﴾۵۰۱وا

cures every disorder. (P, Q) 
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Eat To Live Or Live To Eat? 
 
Some people just live to eat and some people eat to keep their breath running . Just remember the 
golden principle of medical sciences: keep your breakfast as a king’s, the lunch as a family person 
(moderate) and the dinner like a poor and starving. 
 
(Dear readers! I bring forward pearls of wisdom for you and never hide them; you should also be 
generous and shares your wonderful experiences (Editor Hakeem Tariq Mahmood Majzoobi Chughtai) 
 
The human history tells that a nation’s destiny is decided according to their foods. Before now when you 
would see a doctor and ask him about what food you should consume, you would always get a reply 
that you can eat everything and these were the herbal physicians, who would prohibit from eating 
certain foods. However, today the same doctors now keep a chart of certain foods and suggest a 
suitable diet plan for each of their patients accordingly. For instance, they would say not to eat a lot of 
red meat to avoid Uric Acid and to eat a high calorie food and to abandon certain foods. Now the 
doctors are acting like an herbal physician. The reason is that eating at odd times and in abundance as 
well can never leave a person as healthy rather it makes him sick. There is a famous quote by Napoleon 
that he knew most of the nations dying because of overeating while he had seen very few numbers of 
nations dying due to starvation. 
Once the great intellectual and a sincere and upright person Hadhrat Hakeem Saeed Shaheed was at his 
clinic when an educationist came to see him there. He asked him about the long queue of the patients 
standing there. Hakeem Sahib replied that those as well those came before them and those who would 
come after them are all sick due to overeating i.e. they have eaten too much that they had become 
patient due to their lustful eating. Some live to eat while some eat just enough to live. Just remember 
the golden principle of medical sciences: take your breakfast like a king, your lunch like a family person 
and the dinner like a poor and a starving person. I would never suggest leaving the dinner but taking a 
poor man’s dinner helps in keeping the body healthy and youthful. Shall I give you some examples of 
those, who had made eating as the sole mission of their lives and I would request you not to spoil your 
life in the name of foods, buffets, taste and barbeque.  
The principal of a medical college once came to see me. He remained a professor of medicine previously 
and those days he was passing a wonderful retired life. I asked him about his lifetime experiences about 
the root cause of all the diseases as we never had more medical colleges and more pharmacies than 
now but the diseases as well as the patients are ever increasing. My question was still in the middle 
while he answered that the root cause of the most of the diseases was ‘Bakery and confectioners’. 
Everything, which we buy from a bakery, is full of pollution, adulteration disease. If we enact a law today 
that all the bakeries will be closed today and no one would be allowed to run a confectionary business, 
ninety percent of our diseases would go away.  
Here are some examples of the big eaters: 

 The daily diet of the legend Gama Pehlawan was six gallons of milk, three kilos of fresh butter, meat 
of two grown up goats, twenty pounds of almonds and three baskets of fresh fruit and all this was 
provided by the Maharaja of Patiala. After migration in 1947, he requested the then governor 

To get a perfect spiritual guide: Whosoever could not find a spiritual guide or a 
spiritual guide does not accept a seeker for his discipleship, then the seeker should 

recite ُُ ِْیب  ُم   times after Maghrib prayer. By the Grace of Almighty, he will get 12,500َیا

his desire fulfilled. 
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general of Pakistan, Khawaja Nazimuddin for the provision of food in the same quantity who then 
forwarded it to the governor of Punjab. The then governor of Punjab Sir Francis rejected the 
application, as the government could not afford it then. 

 A person living near Okara (Pakistan) would eat 19 big bowls of curry. If he had to travel then first he 
asked the people to arrange for that much diet and then he went there.  

 Another person who was a great expert in digging wells once ate the food of twenty people himself. 
He would work at his own and would carry tons of soil emerging from the dig himself without 
anyone else’s help. 

 The Nawab of Bahawalpur had a servant of short height and he would call him ‘Laddu’. Once Laddu 
ate 10 kilos of sweet rice while the Nawab was watching. 

 A person living near Sargodha eats 100 loaves daily. If he does not find enough food then he eats at 
least twenty loaves every day. Once he went to a wedding and was asked to take 15 kg of rice to the 
wedding home. He ate all of them alone and then went to the farm to do some work. When he 
returned in the evening and was interrogated about the rice, he confessed to having eaten them 
himself. 

 During my visit to Rahimyar Khan, I learnt about a person who won a bet of eating forty-two eggs, 
twelve kilos of meat and fifty loaves in a single sitting and he won ten thousand rupees of bet as 
well. It is said to be his daily routine to drink 3-4 litres of milk. 

 Another friend of mine shared his experience that once he hunted down a deer while he was 
accompanied by one of his friend who himself ate about 15 kilos of meat alone. 

 During Ramadan, a person went to a buffet restaurant to break his fast and the owner was just 
pissed off after having served him a food enough for 10-12 persons easily. He was eating with such a 
zeal that when he felt tired of eating with his hands, he just picked the plate to his mouth to eat 
directly from the dish with his mouth. 

 A person from Peshawar would eat oranges such that he just tore it into two halves and would eat it 
without peeling. In this way, he would eat countless oranges. Once while he was eating oranges, 
there came a big ant on the fruit. He did not bother to remove it, rather he placed it inside the fruit, 
and just ate it. The people would call him ‘Jhalla’ (ignorant). Once when his sister died, he said that 
he would never let anyone eat chicken drumsticks and would accumulate a huge number of them in 
their dish before eating them in one go. If someone would stop him, he said how comes that his 
own sister had died and the chicken drumsticks are eaten by someone else. 

 Another guy eat all sorts of food without any limit and if they later on does not like , just vomit it out 
intentionally and then start eating again. 

 Another person would eat kheer (rice and milk desert) as much as 10-15 litres alone along with 
more than twenty loaves. 

 Another person from Peshawar was invited to a feast where he ate to his full. Then later he was told 
about another party so he vomited intentionally and then went to the second feast. 

 A huge number of laborers and loaders in the Ghalla mandi (The grain market) eat a lot of food. 

 Another of my friend told about a person who first ate for long hours from a feast and then stood up 
while taking a sigh of grief. When asked about his strange behaviour, he replied that he was sad that 
he could not eat more of it and still there was a plenty of food left.  
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Psychological And Domestic Problems And Definitely Tested 

Treatments: 
Complicated letters and simple answers of worried and unstable homes. It is essential to send reply 

envelope with complete address. Don’t be hasty for reply.  

  

She did not understand me: My first marriage was a failure. I got married the second time after one 

year. I changed myself somewhat this time but I still can’t bear hunger. If the meal is not ready on time, I 

go to the kitchen and break on or two utensils. After I have vented my anger, I go to my room and sleep. 

My mood is fine when I woke up but my wife doesn’t understand this, she fails to understand me. She 

places the meal on the table when it’s ready but doesn’t talk to me. When I ask her if she is mad at me 

she says yes I am mad at you and I won’t talk to you. This makes me angrier and I also get annoyed. The 

fact is that I don’t want her to leave me. (Faisal. Karachi) 

Advise: The thing that should be done is to find out the causes which delay the preparation of meal. 

Breaking crockery, not controlling anger, being moody and then expecting that is will incur a good effect 

on the other person and that he will remain in a happy mood as if nothing has happened is impossible.  

You are expecting too much from your wife. If want this marriage to be fruitful, you will have to control 

your negative attitude. 

 

Thankfulness and endurance: 

 After many days of handwork, I left home for interview, I was on my way when it started becoming 

cloudy, thunderstorm started along heavy rain. My clothes got wet, I was so disheveled, and I had to 

return home. When my friends came to know, they made fun. I felt they are so insensitive, only I can 

understand what I went through. Who knows what is written in my destiny? Such a great chance was 

lost. I continue to think about it. I don’t feel like calling anyone. I am getting more and tenser. (Jamshed, 

Sialkot) 

Advise: Rain, thunderstorms, earthquakes, snowfall are all planned by nature. These scenarios can cause 

obstruction in every person’s chores and tasks. No one can control it. Therefore it is better to endure 

and be thankful. In those circumstances which we cannot change, we have to accept. You were going for 

an interview, who knows you would get the job or not. The issue was uncertain from the start, therefore 

there is no question of regret. Now search for a job with more enthusiasm. Difficult and unbefitting 

circumstances become new stairways through which we can reach new heights. 

 

Offer excuse on your mistake: My family says you will degrade us so much so that we won’t be able to 

face our relatives. My sole mistake is that I have committed to marry a widow who is my colleague. She 

has two kids, both live in a hostel. She is quite few years older than me. I am not sure how much. 

Affliction is a blessing? If we could exchange our troubles, every person would 

could his own affliction a blessing. 
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Sometimes I feel suffocated with her statements. I also think that her harsh attitude must be the reason 

her husband died but I feel compelled in front of her and can’t refuse her. (Mohammad Aslam, Lahore) 

Advise: You started with dislike of your family but infact you are also discontent. How can a relationship 

based on suffocation, anxiety and pressure be endured. Offer an excuse for your mistake. Many men 

and women work together in different organizations. The responsibilities can be fulfilled in much better 

and calm way if domestic issues are not discussed at all. 

 

A bitter feeling:   

I started working in an office as a computer operator just after Matric owing to difficult state of affairs at 

home since 2 years. My friends have passed inter and discuss different universities. I stay quite in front 

of them as they have progressed far ahead of me. I don’t want to do this petty job all my life but I can’t 

survive without it. If I become friends with boys of my status I don’t feel this bitterness. (M Iqbal, 

Peshawar) 

Advise: Your class fellows are not so ahead, it’s only a gap of 2 years. Start studying in the evening. You 

will pass intermediate in 2 years. Then get admission in university for evening classes. Plan your carrier 

while assessing your aptitude. If you adopt a profession which suits your interests and mental 

capabilities, a better life can be expected because a person is at ease and free from tension if he does 

what he wants to do. 

 

Psychological patient:  

We are two sisters and a brother. He remained fine till 8th grade but after it he would stay out of home 

for many days without any reason and now he returned after 1 month. My mother is a psychological 

patient and father is very sick. My elder sister has a job and we make ends meet. Someone said that 

someone has casted a spell on my brother. One day his friend told us that he has started substance 

abuse but he has never demanded money from us. His hair are long, clothes are dirty, doesn’t like to 

eat. I and my sister cry day and night on seeing his condition. (A. Multan)  

Advise: your brother seems to be a psychiatric patient. He doesn’t care about his attire, doesn’t care 

about his home or surroundings, and cannot talk properly. All of this implies towards a psychiatric 

disease of high degree. Such people should not be left on their own. It is also a fact that it is very difficult 

for both of you to take care of him, provide him treatment and improves his attire. A relative can be of 

help. Actually severe psychiatric patients are considered untreatable and left on their own. People 

suffering from severe psychiatric illnesses improve a lot but their treatment goes on for a lengthy 

period. Majority of them undergo multiple relapses. Whatever the degree of severity, one should not 

loose hope. One has to put an effort for improvement. 
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 Durood! Wazifa to get rid of sickness, quarrels and jinns. 
 (Aftab Ahmed alias Asrar Ali) 

When my teacher recited and braised, the jinn manifested themselves and then ran away. The 

afflicted person took braised water, amulets, and some other things and went home. After 2 days the 

jinns manifested themselves on that girl again, her eyes bulged out. 

Respected hakeem sahib assalam o alaikum! Your magazine is extraordinary and has no substitute as it 

has the solution to all problems. With your blessings I have brought such an act for the readers which is 

tried and tested for all tasks. It is not less than an atomic bomb or missile for diseases, fights, magic and 

jinns. People who are pure of heart will be illuminated and observe supernatural Insha’Allah. Listen to 

an incidence which is a true one. This wazeefa was given to me by my mentor. 

Once a female patient who was affected by spirit /jinn etc came to my teacher for treatment. When my 

teacher recited and braised, the jinn manifested themselves and then ran away. The afflicted person 

took braised water, amulets, and some other things and went home. After 2 days the jinns manifested 

them on that girl again, her eyes bulged out, face became attractive and illuminated. When she went 

outside, people were fighting in the street, no one knows how but all the boys fell here and there. It 

became famous in the colony that a jinn manifests himself in that girl. Mothers would not allow their 

kids to go out of their houses on Sundays, and then they brought that girl to my teacher. They were a lot 

of people. My teacher recited something and the jinn appeared, he said my name is yousaf, I am a 

Christian, we rule the country of Syria, my mother rules the whole country and many other things, wrote 

some Quranic prescriptions later on. After acquaintance my teacher asked if he was willing to leave the 

girl or not. Yousaf said, I am crazy about this girl’s hair. The fight began. Yousaf would recite the 

Christian revelation, which fails many magicians. My teacher would recite it 7 to 11 times and then 

move his fingers over her forehead. After 40 minutes he placed his hands over his mouth and said hafiz 

sahib stop this recitation. My teacher asked him to agree but he refused, the competition began again. 

Yousaf was astonished that my most powerful spell goes waste when he moves his fingers. Yousaf 

accepted defeat after 10 minutes, but he was scared and said my mother is not willing to become a 

Muslim. I cannot disobey my mother but I won’t hurt this girl again. The girl then left after taking 

amulet, water etc, started coming again after 2 months. He asked the guardian spirits to bring all of 

them. The spirits sad they were double in number. By the order of my teacher, guardian spirits wore 

such a dress which hid jinns from being visible to jinns, then sat around Syria and returned after 2 days 

after accomplishing the mission. Then my teacher threw those jinn in hell by this act. After a few days, 

the girl became fine forever.  

Note the act: First of all sit alone and light a candle in a room. Recite surah Fatiha, Ayatul kursi, the 4 

quls thrice and make an enclosure around yourself. Then recite wazifa 3333 times. Come out of the 

enclosure after 10 to 12 minutes. There should be a separate room and a separate prayer rug and 

rosary. Time should be fixed. Food or anything from a usury taking home is strictly prohibited. All kinds 

of meat is strictly prohibited for 40 days. After 40 days, make a routine of reciting wazeefa 101 times 

Astonishing benefits of cowpea: If a lactating woman is given cow pea, milk flow 

increases. Eat it like a snack after boiling. 
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after isha prayer. Perform this act after 10pm after everyone is asleep. Don’t be scared. Insha’Allah you 

will see for yourself  how your life will come out of  shame and become peaceful. Use it for any desired 

task as an amulet. 

۔ ما
ل ا سا ِبٖہُوا ْ ْصا ٰاِلٖہُوا ٍدُوا ام ا ُُم  ِدَنا ِی  ِبْیِبٖہُسا ُحا ٰ ُہللا ُلَعا

ّل ا  صا

May Allah almighty makes it easy for us to gain blessings of this wazeefa. Aameen 

 

Collect blessings from old files of Ubqari 

To get rid of family problems, shortage of means of sustenance, and troubles’ centuries old secrets, and 

medicinal information is available in the form of magazines which have been bonded to make attractive 

files. These files will prove themselves to be a spiritual, physical and psychological healer for your future 

generations. 

 

An encyclopedia for domestic problems: 

 
FOR FIRST DIVISION IN EXAMS: 

1. Recite ُ اْستاِعْْی  ُن کا ِاَی ا ُوا د  ُناْعب  کا  .times in the morning 313ِاَی ا

ُاْْلاْسبا ْبُ .2 ِب با سا م   times at night 313 َیا

 since I applied the wazeefa number 2 in my matric exams and passed n first division quite easily, I 

thought to try it again in my B.Sc so that I don’t fail. (And those students who study from me, I asked 

them to practice this wazeefa and everyone passed with good marks) 

Extraordinary tips for becoming beautiful and attractive: 

Add honey to a small amount of cream of milk. Massage on face. It makes face clear and supple. 

Add 2 strands of saffron to juice of 3 lemons and dissolve. Add I spoon olive oil to it. Massage on face at 

night. 

Boil mint leaves and then cool. Drink ¼ th cup of it in morning, fasting. 

Washing face with fresh milk for a few days continuously, rejuvenates the complexion. 

Break an egg; separate the egg yolk in a bowl. Add almond oil 2 tablespoons, lemon juice 1 teaspoon. 

Beat till frothy then massage it softly. Let it stay on the face for 10 to 12 minutes, then wash the face 

with lukewarm water. It is very beneficial for face. 

Grind pealed seeds of melon in water and apply the paste on the face. It is very beneficial. 

Rubbing fresh yogurt on the face, removes dark scars from face. 

Grate white mustard and sesame seeds with milk and apply everyday at night. 

Crush poppy seeds finely and rubbing on the face beatifies the face. (Reference: 6 jild) 
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Kid’s page 

A story of trial of a child’s faith   (Najma Aamer. Gujranwala)  

 

one day he sees an incredibly dangerous snake poised such that it has become an obstacle for people 

who wish to travel. He thought that today is a good day to assess whether god likes the religion of a 

monk or the magician. 

 

It is present in Musnud Ahmed that prophet  said that long ago there was a king and he had a ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص

magician. When the magician got too old he said to the king, now I am old, my death is near, give a 

young boy in my custody and I will teach him magic. As a result, he started teaching an intelligent boy. A 

house of a monk was also situated on the path that the boy travelled to go to the magician. The monk 

would be busy in worship and sermons. The boy used to stop on his way and saw the way he 

worshipped and listened to his sermons. He used to stop here on his way to and fro. The magician used 

to beat him, so did his father. One day, the boy complained to the monk. The monk told him, when the 

magician asks why you are late tell him that my family had stopped me from coming and when your 

family is angry tell them that the magician had stopped him. Time passed…on one hand he used to learn 

magic, on the other he learned the words of Allah and the way of life liked by Allah almighty.  One day 

he sees an incredibly dangerous snake poised such that it has become an obstacle for people who wish 

to travel. He thought that today is a good day to assess whether god likes the religion of a monk or the 

magician. He picked up a stone and threw it towards the snake while saying oh lord! If you like the 

religion of monk more as compared to the teachings of the magician, kill this animal from this stone. The 

animal was killed as soon the stone hit him and the way was cleared for the people. The boy told the 

monk about this episode. He said, dear boy! You are superior to me today, now you will be tested by 

Allah almighty and if this happens, don’t tell the people about me. Now people would queue up to meet 

the boy for fulfillment of their wishes. With his prayers congenitally blind, leprosy effected and all kinds 

of sick people would heal. 

King’s blind minister heard about him and went to the boy with lots of gifts and said, heal me and I shall 

give you all the gifts. The boy said I don’t have the healing power; it belongs to Allah almighty that has 

no accomplice. If you promise to believe in him, I shall pray for you. He agreed, the boy prayed and Allah 

Almighty cured him. The minister went to the king’s court, his eyes were shining brightly. The king asked 

was astonished and asked him, who gave you eyes? The minister said “my sustainer gave them”. The 

king said, “Do you mean to say I gave them”? The minster replied, “No, only Allah is my lord and yours 

too” Now the king tortured him, asked, “Who taught you this”? Finally he said that I have embraced 

Islam on the boy’s hands. The king called the boy and said, now you are an expert magician, you heal the 

sick. He said it is wrong, I cannot heal anyone nor am I magician, healing is only in the hands of Allah 

Almighty. The king said, “I am Allah”. The boy said, “No, not at all”. The king said, “You believe in 

Subduing the creation: There is a saying by a spiritualist that whosoever recites the 

name (ُ اِسع  وا  times for 70 days regularly, he will succeed in subduing the 70,000 (َیا

creation, he will be famous. 
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someone else as your lord besides me”? The boy said, “My and your lord is “Allah”. He started torturing 

the boy and till he came to know about the monk and asked him to leave Islam. The monk refused and 

the king had him torn apart by a saw. 

Then he asked the young boy to leave Islam. When he also refused, the king ordered his soldiers to take 

the boy to the mountain top, if he leaves his religion, its good enough, otherwise push him from there. 

Te soldiers thus took the boy and when they were about to push him the boy prayed ُ ْمُِِبا ِشْئتا ْْیِ َِ ُاْکِف
ھ م ا
 االل ٰ

(oh lord! Save me from this, anyway that you want). Just as he prayed this supplication, the mountain 

quivered, all the soldiers fell, only the boy was saved. Then he went to the king, the king asked, “What 

happened? Where are all of my soldiers?” the boy said, “Allah saved me, they were all killed” the king 

ordered has other soldiers, “take him in a ship to the sea and drown him”. When the soldiers were 

about to throw him in the sea, the boy again prayed the same supplication. A wave rose and all the 

soldiers were killed. The child then came to the king and said, My Allah has saved me. He said oh king! 

You may take all he measures that want, you cannot kill me. There is only one way, if you do as I say I 

will die. The child said, gather people in a ground, then tie me on a bark of a date tree, adjust an arrow 

on a bow and say(  ُِم
ا
اُاْلغ ال ُھاذا ِب  بِْسِمُہللاُِرا ) ( in the name of Allah , who is lord of this boy) and then hit the 

arrow towards me. It will hit me and I will die. The king did as he had said, the arrow hit the temple of 

the boy and he died. Voices were raised from all sides, we believe in the lord of this boy. The king’s 

companions got scared and said, “We did not understand the boy’s trick. Look at the effect it had on 

these people, everyone has embraced Islam. We killed the boy so that his religion will not be able to 

spread, but the exact opposite happened, everyone has become a Muslim. The said, “ok, now dig 

caverns in all the castles and their paths, fill them with sticks and light fire, whoever leaves this religion, 

leave him, and otherwise throw them. The Muslims accepted to bear being burned relying on Allah 

almighty. A woman who had an infant in her lap hesitated a bit, Allah gave the baby the ability to speak 

and he said, what are doing mother? You are on the right path. Show patience and courage and jump. ( 

Riazu Saleheen) 

This is where one step into the most lovable martyrdom arena 

people thinks that being Muslim is easy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An act for easy accomplishment of any task 

Respected hakeem sahib Assalamo Alaikum! I read Ubqari magazine with fervor. I tried 

many acts and prescriptions which I read in this magazine and gained lots of benefits. I also 

have one act which I tried numerous times. The act is, whenever you leave home for any 

task, recite durood Ibrahimi as soon as you leave home. Insha’Allah your task will be 

accomplished very easily. For example, god forbid, if any of your acquaintance is in a lockup 

in a police station, start reciting durood e ibrahimi as soon as you leave home. InshaAllah 

your target will be achieved effortlessly. It is a tested act, try it and bless me with prayers. 

(Raja Saleem)           
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My grandma’s neighbors became billionaires by jinns 

( Jameel Ahmed Siddiqui) 

A big “THUD” boomed in the room and it felt like there is a giant creature which has a big pot like 

utensil and it is saying, “Give the first newborn and daughter in law and take the treasure”, then I saw 

the creature crossing the bed, carrying the utensil. 

 

Respected hakeem sahib assalam o alaikum! I am your admirer like other thousands of people, a regular 

reader of Ubqari. I read your compilation “true meetings with the jinns” and on your order I am writing a 

true story. My mother died while I was a kid. I went to live with my maternal family for a few days. In 

the evening I said to my grandmother, “The room that is attached to the side of the big room, I will sleep 

there” she asked me not to sleep there. Finally she subjugated to my wish but said that your uncle will 

sleep with you. I said, “Agreed”. I went to sleep at my routine time and after some time my uncle also 

came to lie there. Around 2’O clock the room was completely dark and there was pin drop silence when 

the sounds of jingle rang, I was awake and the noise of jingle was now loud, in the dark room a big 

“THUD” boomed in the room and it felt like there is a giant creature which has a big pot like utensil and 

it is saying, “give the newborn and daughter in law and take the treasure”, then I saw the creature 

crossing the bed, carrying the utensil. I was so scared to death that I would not have bled a drop of 

blood if one savored me with a knife, after sometime the same creature passed by carrying that utensil 

and calling out the same words. I kept on watching this scenario stuck in blanket, I don’t know when I 

went back to sleep. When I narrated this episode to my grandmother, he said, “ this is the reason I was 

stopping you from sleeping there, the supernatural creature does this everyday, sounds of jingle, “Give 

the first newborn and daughter in law and take the wealth”, the sound is heard everyday and then this 

creature goes towards the neighbor’s house. I returned after spending a few days at my grandmother’s 

home. After a few years I again went to my grandma’s and asked her out of curiosity, she said there was 

a first newborn and a daughter in law in the neighbor’s house and the also used to hear this voice. They 

asked a spiritualist and he said, “they want to give you wealth in exchange of your daughter in law and 

the first newborn child”, on hearing this there intentions changed for the worst. They made their 

daughter in law and first newborn child the very same night in the room which was the passage of jinns. 

When they saw in the morning, the daughter in law and the child had vanished and in its place there was 

a big pot with a lid. When they moved the lid, it was filled with precious gems and diamonds. They sold 

all these gradually and then bought a home in a posh area of the city. This family used to pack toffees as 

laborers and now they had spread there business. Only my grandma knew the exact story how these 

people got rich within days. Now there is no sound of jingles in my grandma’s home nor does someone 

call out, “Give the first newborn and daughter in law and take the wealth”. Whether the two were 

swallowed up by the earth or skies, no one knows. 

 

The benefit of gaining wisdom: People asked a hakeem (philosopher/ physician) what benefit 

you got from gaining so much wisdom. What more benefit can one get as now I am sitting with 

tranquility on the shore of sea of life and am seeing the ignorant drowned in it. 
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Benefits of harmful substances       (Matee ur Rahman, Lahore) 

“A foolish man becomes an enemy of thing about which he has no knowledge”. Criticism of a scholar 

by an unknowledgeable person is the biggest stupidity. 

 

Respected hakeem sahib Assalamo Alaikum! I was reading a book a few days back and I noticed an essay 

which I thought should be sent to Ubqari so that the readers of Ubqari can also go through it. This essay 

seems suitable to be printed in Ubqari. I hope that the readers will like my choice. 

If someone asks what is the benefit of creation of harmful things? The correct answer to this is that the 

wisdom of the creator has already been established; now if someone is unable to comprehend the 

wisdom in anything, one should bow before it. Then consider the good things in this world an example 

for the gains that will be blessed in the afterlife and the bad things are an example for the torment in 

afterlife.  This is a fact that whatever harmful things that have been given in this world do possess some 

benefits. Someone told a hakeem that a person says that he himself is like spider, that he does not 

benefit anyone, only inflicts harm. The hakeem said, “What an unknowledgeable person he is? If a 

spider’s abdomen is slit and then tied over the place which has been stung by the spider, it is helpful. 

Similarly place a spider in a mud pot and then close the top from all sides. Place the pot in a mud oven, 

when it has burned to ashes, take its ash half masha (8 grains) or a little more. When a person suffers 

from calculus and is made to drink this, the calculus is excreted, broken to a powder and it will not hurt 

any body organs. A paralytic man was stung by a spider, he was cured. If this is added to oil such that all 

its essence is transferred to oil, this oil is beneficial for all types of inflammation. Hence there are a lot of 

such benefits. Therefore it is said, “Criticism of a scholar by an unknowledgeable person is the biggest 

stupidity”. (Referance: Mujalis e jozia, Abdul rehman ibn e Jozi  (page 541 , رحمت ہللا علیہ

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Simple Treatment Of All Cardiac Diseases: 

Respected Hakeem Sahib Assalamo Alaikum! I am a reader of Ubqari since one year and have 

also used your prescriptions, which were exceptionally beneficial and I prayed for you with 

sincerity. I am sending a prescription for the readers of Ubqari which will be of wondrous 

benefits for the creation of Almighty Allah. My husband suffered from heart disease and his 

friend told him about this prescription, it helped my husband a lot. ( space for Arabic text) : 

Drink liquor (qahwa) of dried pomegranate seeds half daily fasting (space for urdu text). Place 

one cup water for boiling on a stove and add a spoon of dried pomegranate seeds to it. When 

half cup is left, strain it and then drink. It is sour and tasty syrup. This helps in correct 

functioning of stomach and is very beneficial for heart also. 
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There the bitch screamed and my leg got cut: 
Once the taxi driver told me the very odd story, he said that he was going on the taxi in Karachi and he he 

stopped at one place for the break of tea. There he saw the person with one leg accompanying the support 

stick. My friend was little compassionate and he offered him the meal but he said that he had meal 

already, if you can just get me one cup of tea. We sat down there and he started to tell his story. We asked 

him about his leg cut. He started crying and ashamed of his past and repented loudly. He told that he was 

a bus driver. Once he was driver of bus and was driver a bus, he saw one bitch moving on road carrying 

her puppies. She was running and crossing the road in front of my bus. At that moment I do not know 

what happened to my mind that I thought that I should crush her beneath my bus. As I crushed her with 

my bus, there she cried fiercely. After that I lost my control over the bus and I felt that there is eyesight 

loss and I lost my senses and fainted. When I got up, I realized that I have lost my one leg. While rest of 

the people were quite right and it was lost to me only. I was so worried and realized the fact that I had 

done great sin against the creature and it was intentional. That incident disturbs me a lot. Whenever I 

remember that incident it makes me depressed. I killed the innocent life and it has destroyed my life. I 

realize how the kids of that bitch will be living without that bitch. I cry when I am alone and it makes me 

depressed. Now my request to all of you never ever think of cruel against the creature of Allah and it has 

very large bearings on sin. (Saleem ullah Soomro – Kandoyar) 

Result of not fulfilling the Mannat: 

Respected Hakeem sahib: I am very worried as there are a lot of troubles in my home and we are badly 

trapped in the vicious circle of displeasures. My home mates are worried because of my marriage. It is 

late by many years. My mother is so disappointed of this and she spent the whole nights sitting on the 

bed. I have brothers they also have many problems. One of my brothers is 48 years old and he is still 

unmarried. One of my brothers is living in Europe and he is also in distress and he is residing there since 

he was 20 and until now he is not settled and did not get citizenship. He tries to avoid people and he is 

also using the drugs. My mother is worried due to us because all siblings are in miserable position. One of 

my brothers is married and he has also countless worries at his door. My mother realizes now that in our 

childhood, she used to beg prayers and when fulfilled, she had not completed the Manats which were 

annexed with the prayers. She says that these all bad times is due to that nonfulfillment. We all are in 

deep sorrow; kindly give us some suggestion for this.  

 

 

 

 

 

Benefits of red tomato:  use a big large tomato in the morning on an empty stomach 

for Anemia, hepatitis, nephritis, diabetes and obesity, tomato is used as a fruit also. 

Rights of Wife : Respected Hakeem sahib, your work and magazine is doing great work and it has 

many solutions to problems which are usually not disclosed. I salute to your open heartedness 

and I also pray that you may get great reward for this. I may give you one treasure as I had a 

problem that after fulfilling’s rights of my wife, my legs get warm and had pain. My friend told 

me one thing for this. White mosali, black mosali, tibba sher, lasori chotti, isphaghol, reeeg mahi, 

panja, dry singhara, (all one tola) and Zafraan 2 tola. Make it paste of it in honey and use one 

tablet with warm milk. 
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I found the blessing from wazaifs: You may also read 

 

Insulin riddance and sugar normalized: 

We know one doctor who was diabetic. We saw him one time he was very fresh and healthy. We asked 

him the reason he told that he got riddance from insulin and his sugar is normal because of one Wazifa. 

He told that if you do this wazeefa, it will have special blessing from Allah.  

Wazeefa: Darood shareef 3 times at start and end. Read ُالط رق﴿ ْجِعٖہُلاقا ِدر  ُرا ٰ ٗہُلَعا
﴾۸ِان ا  Ayat 8 of Sura Tariq one 

time and complete sura Al zaree’aat” ُالذریت)  (سورہو  one time.You can do this as many times in a day.  

Sura Kosar and bag of blessing ( Barkat wali thaili) 

I told my friend about the wazeefa of Sura Kosar and its procedure. He told me that her sister was going 

to be married and we sold some property for this and place the money in the bag of Sura Kosar and read 

Sura kosar 129 times in morning and evening in the ramzan. There were Rs 250,000 in the bag and when 

we spend Rs 450,000 on her marriage, while it was only a blessing that we managed marriage ceremony 

with only Rs 250,000.  

ارلمیح النم رب   and blessing السم وق

One person told that whenever he leaves from home, he starts reading ِحْیٍمُ﴿ٰیسْی ُر ا ب ٍ
ُر ا ْ ُِِم  ُقاْوْل  لٰم   ﴾۱۸سا

continuously as it has a positive bearing in a way that it saves from every worries and accidents. I have 

been saved by Allah two times from certain incidents. Another boy told that he reads one tasbeeh Salaam 

Qolan min rab e Raheem ِحْیٍمُ﴿ٰیسْی  ُر ا ب ٍ
ُر ا ْ ُِِم  ُقاْوْل  لٰم  ُ﴾۱۸سا after the Morning Prayer and it has affected me 

positively and I am very inclined towards the good deeds. I am very fond of prayers and other forms of 

zikar azkaaar. This is the blessing of this Ayat, 

 

Manaqib Ahl e Bait Athar(رضی ہللا عنہم): (Selection: Kami Ahmad pori) 

Hazrat Abdullah bin Abbass( عنہما ہللا رضی ) has narrated that when this ayat was revealed “Oh beloved: 
say that I ask you the love with my near people” Sahaba ( اجمعین علیہم ہللا رضوان( asked that who these are, 
whom love is compulsory for us? Hazrat Mohammad ( وسلم علیہ ہللا صلی ) said that these are Hazrat 
Ali( نہع ہللا رضی ), Hazrat Fatima ( عنہا ہللا رضی ) and their sons (Hazrat Hassan and Hussain عنہم ہللا رضی  ). 

Amal for the development of shop:  if anyone wants to increase his shop business then after 

Jumma prayer sit with some sincere friends and recite  ُ َُیا اِسع  ُوا   31250 times, do it for four Jumma. 

Insha’Allah his business will increase. 
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Hazrat Abdullah bin Abbas ( عنہما ہللا رضی  ) has narrated that Hazrat Mohammad ( وسلم علیہ ہللا صلی ) said 
that “this is Ali Ibn e Talib and his meat is my meat and his blood is my blood, he is to me like Moosa 
( السالم علیہ  ) was to Haroon ( السالم علیہ  ) , but there is no prophet after me. (Tibrani) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nocturnal Ejaculation treatment: 

Respected Hakeem sahab, Assalamo Alikum! I am reading your magazine for last three years. It has 

solved my many problems. I had a problem of nocturnal ejaculation for last 30 years. Now I am ok 

with the use of one solution. Let me share this for you it is very useful. Whenever you eat the bread 

(roti) eat it with the gravy and wet your piece of bread completely with that gravy and eat it with full 

chewing. Drink the water half an hour before the meal and do not drink water upto one and half an 

hour after meal. It will bring you a lot of health.  
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Your dreams and bright Denotation 

 
Sacrifice for religion: 
 
I dreamt that I am in a building; I and my sister in law go into it. She sits at back side but I go further. 
Then I saw that there is a decorated bed and it seemed like a carriage and it is said that Hazrat Imam 

Husain رضی ہللا عنہ is resting in it. He is having the red quilt on him and the whole body is covered. I 

cried that cruel people have done this to Him رضی ہللا عنہ. I tried to see the face but I could not. Then 
my dream finished and my eyes got open. (Ayesha Lahore) 
 
Interpretation: Your dream is indicating that sacrifice either of life or wealth can give a new life to 

religion in the same way like Hazrat Imam Husain رضی ہللا عنہ did to save true religion. Give as much 
Sadqa as you can. (Allah knows best) 
 
Increase in wealth 
I dreamt that my brother comes to me and he puts salt in my mouth. The salt is white and in a large 
quantity that my mouth gets filled and my brother rubs the left salt on his body. 
Interpretation: It means that you wealth will be increased and there will be Barka'h in the livelihood of 
your brother. It also indicates that your brother will get health. 
 
Real happiness 
 
I dreamt that there is an old house and there comes a small bird of green, pink and purple colour. My 
brother catches that bird and brings it to my ears. Firstly it seems like a real bird then we come to know 
that it is a toy then its face turns into a plastic doll. I am standing behind the door and mother is 
watching the cycle by standing in the door, the cycle is out, meanwhile my father, wearing white pants 
and shirt enters in the house rapidly, mu mother says that it is good that your were not in front of door 
then your father would be angry. Then my father goes into the room and asks for dresses and gives 
them as charity (sadqqa). Meanwhile my mother's aunty comes and my mother says to me that aunty 
should not speak anything about domestic matters to your daddy, then she I make red drink and I drink 
a bit to know the taste. (Saverra, Rawalpindi) 
 
Interpretation: According to your dream it is suggested to you that bring your life out of artificiality and 
be realistic then real happiness will become your luck and furthermore give the swab of nawafil and 
sadqa to your late father. (Allah knows the best) 
 
Safety from sudden destruction 
I saw a dream that I am standing on stares with my husband and I have wore the white clothe in way like 
men wear for Hajj. Suddenly my father in law appears there and I hide from him that he may look at me 
then he sees me standing at stares with my husband and follows me. I turn to a side and there comes 

Purpose of marriage with hot tempered women: one Hakeem got married to a hot and ill 

tempered woman who always quarreled without any reason to develop the habit of soft 

speaking and patience he wanted to end the anger by doing so. 
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some graves with green clothe on them and a lot of oil lanterns are lighted there as well, my father in 
law talks with me there and my eyes gets open. (Umme Saad, Lahore) 
 
Interpretation: You and your father will have safety from a big blue from bolt and because of obedience 
to your husband you can get rid of it. (Allah knows the best) 
 
Problem, disease or tension 
 
My daughter mostly sees in dream that she is escaping from someone who is trying to kill her, 
sometimes she goes on a train and sometimes she sits in a car. In a second dream she saw that a man is 
going to attach a white flower into her hair but as he tries to do so the flower fades and its color also 
changes then my daughter says that she will use these flowers because they are faded. (Mrs. Basheer 
Quetta) 
 
Interpretation: According to your daughter's dream there is threat of any disease, tension or problem to 
her. However give sadqa from her and say her to offer 5 times namaz regularly and after ever namz 

recite 1 time Ayat ul Kursi and 19 times " ُُ ِفْیظ  حا  .and blow on herself. Insha’Allah she will be saved " َیا

(Allah knows the best) 
 
Prosperity will come to you 
I dreamt that there is a deep cloud in the sky and from within that cloud a sparkling cloud comes out just 
like glitters, then the rain of coins comes fm that cloud and bulb breaks due to it. I and my sons take 
shelter in a room. When rain stops the coins are scattered everywhere we pick those coins from garden, 
room, and roof then a beggar he-she comes and we give coins to him as well and then my dream comes 
to an end. 
 
Interpretation: your dream is very good MashaAllah it is giving the auguries of prosperity and mercy of 
Allah will come. Recite 2 nawafil of Thankfulness and offer five rimes prayers regularly. (Allah knows the 
best) 
 

Benefits of water of Surah Baqra's dham (braise) 
 
Respected Hakeem Sahib Asslam o alikum! I regularly buy monthly Ubqari. The 
writings in it are really great and I recite Darood Shraeef, astagfar, and Surah Ikhlas 
in abundance, and I do recite third Kalima in evening and Morning. But what I want 
to tell readers is that my brother daily recite surah baqrah and blows it on water. 
Whenever I feel restlessness in body or warmness in hands and feet or whenever 
something seems pricking on arm I use this water at the place and I feel peaceful.    
( J.R Jahng) 
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Disastrous outcome of not upbringing of children in Islamic way (Hidden)  

Respected Hakeem sahib, Asslamo Alikum! I read ubqari magazine with a lot of zest. It is the solution of 

my pains I desperately wait for it every month. I make people to use tips of ubqari which healed not only 

hundreds but thousands of patients. May Allah give you the reward of it.  

May Allah give you life full of faith and you always keep serving the humanity in this way as you doing. 

And may we keep giving you such prayers. 

Respected Hakeem sahib today I want to tell the readers about my experience I want to tell something 
and I take Allah as witness that which I am going to tell them I will not tell wrong because truth have no 
fear of damage and truth is truth and lie is lie. 
 
Respected readers: I have 7 children, four sons and three daughters. My business does not remain in 
static position. There are ups and downs in life. I brought up my children in a best way, gave them best 
food and education from good schools and colleges. I made them able to work in the best places of 
countries. Two sons are swell settled in UK and they earn well, two sons are government servants in 
Pakistan they also earn very good amount. My two daughters are being married in a splendid way. I 
spent everything I earned to my children. But until today my children do not speak to me in a good way. 
Whatever they earn they give it to their mother. My wife also not favored me. Last year my son came 
back from England. I was so much ill in those days. My wife and sons make me get out of the home by 
pushing me. I weeping and showing them my both hand in an apologizing way, I said to them, " what is 
my fault tell me my fault?" But they did not listen to me. When they pushed me out of home I said that 
my sons today you are throwing your ill father and one day your children will throw you out in the same 
way. It is natural that what you so shall you reap and tit for tat. But second son said loudly that we will 
see that after when the time will come but now you go away from here, from last year I am living in the 
home of my old poor parents. I am 52 years old and my daughters are living abroad they never even 
asked about my health and if I somehow contact them , they never speak in a good way to me, my wife 
arranged the marriage of my son but they did not invited me only but not even tell me about this. I want 
you ask my wife children and the society that what is my fault? The thing my children said I make that 
possible I gave them Halal and earned Halal but yes! One pain is hurting me inside that I gave my 
children worldly Degree has been allocated but I wish I had also given them the degree of after world. I 
wish I had taught it to my children as well. I request readers that may I find somehow peace, I get my 
children back.  

Respected Hakeem sahib! Please pass this message to readers of Ubqari that along with worldly degree, 
do get your children degree of here after. So that to avoid being kicked from everywhere. You still have 
time to do it, please do think. 

Read Ubqari and Make your mouth sweet 
 
Read ubqari and make your mouth sweet: respected Hakeem sahib, I am reading ubqari from six months 
, almost three years ago I got the "precious Treasure"Anmol Khazana 1 and number 2, I recite anmol 
khazana Number 1 after every Namaz for one time and number 2 every time. I got lots of benefits of it. 

End of lice and dandruff: if there is dandruff on your scalp then boil henna 
tree leaves in water and by washing head with it. Dandruff ends. And if there 
are lice they also died with this water.   
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Believe me that from the day I started reading ubqari it changed my life. I am surprised that from where 
you get these precious treasures? I pray every time for you that May Allah gives you best reward, you 
are serving humanity without taking any price. From the day I started reading Ubqari My mouth tastes 
like I eat honey just now. I give others to read Ubqari with happiness that they also read and make their 
mouth sweet with the sweetness of honey. (Sobia Alram Lala Mosa) 
 
Ubqari brought Love in home: 
Respected Hakeem sahib Asslam o alikum 
Our domestic affairs were very bad sometime ago; every other person was trying to push down other 
person of family. Some months ago I saw the Ubqari on a book stall, I bought it just to read from that 
day now it comes to our home monthly the biggest benefit of ubqari's coming to our home is that love 
came back which was gone away. Now everyone loves and respect eachother. ( Khalid mehmood ' Atok) 
 
Ubqari gave back the happiness and peace 
 
Respected Hakeem sahab Asslam o alikum may Allah give long life. I owe ubqari, seven years of my 
married life are gone in disputes and tensions, but this magazine brought peace and happiness in our 
home. Disputes are ended. By the reading of a wazifa from ubqari Allah has given me a baby boy i have 
lost that digest which was having that wazifa.( A. U. F) 
 

 

An interesting story of thankfulness and patience 
One man who was really ugly and he was not good looking. His wife was as 
much pretty and beautiful as much he was ugly. One day they were having a 
discourse and husband said that do you that I am ' Jannati' mean I will go into 
paradise. Wife said how? Husband replied that Allah has given me such a 
Beautiful wife like you I am really thankful of this and thankful people will go 
into paradise. By listening to this wife suddenly said I am Jannati before you. 
Husband said how? Wife replied that Allah has given such an ugly and bad 
looking husband so I remained patient on this, so I will go to paradise before 
you. (Bin Yameen, Lucky Murwat) 
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Ladies ask? 
This page is dedicated to domestic affairs of ladies. Ladies must write their daily experiences and 
observations write clearly and only on one side of page completely either it is proper writing or 
disconnected. 
 
Strange fear 
 
I am teaching in a school and also doing B.A. The aim of my life is only to do a job and get education. The 
fault on me is that I remain unaware of others feelings. Physically I am getting thinner and I cannot do a 
lot of work. While sleeping I feel jerks I cannot concentrate on an issue. I don't know that either others 
are taunting me or saying me bad. There is a strange fear that keeps me upset. Tell me what should I 
do? Am I turned into a psycho patient? I wish I could also be happy and laugh like others tell me what 
should I do? (R.S) 
 
Answer: Your letter of four ages is in front of me i cannot understand that how you are teaching and 
getting education. You have made your simple life a problematic. You are all right after marriage 
everything will be fine. I don't know why marriages are delayed for so long. If you are not married on 
time then problems do occur. You think that you are perfectly healthy be careful of your health and eat 
good food and be regular about Namaz everything will be good after some days. In starting dates of 
moon take one glass of juice of watermelon mix two spoons of misry in it and leave this water under 
tube sky at night. In morning drink it after offering namz and reading Quran. Do it for 21 days. 
Watermelon is very beneficial by drinking its water the dust of brain goes away. After drinking this fir 21 
days take grinded black peppers and 7 almonds after fajar Namz, while empty stomach. In two to three 
months your memory will be increased and your senses will also work properly. 
 
Artificial jewelry will not be ruined 
 
I am rally fond of collecting artificial jewelry but now the problem is that the shining of these is 
becoming fade, and these are faded from some places. How we can keep them safe there are other girls 
too who are fond of having jewelry like me. (Shaista Larkana) 
 
Answer: Artificial jewelry needs a bit of care, wrap them in tissue paper. In an air tight jar place 2 to 3 
chalk with them, the chalk which are used on the black board for writing. Buy them; your jewelry will 
not be ruined. There polished now a day but that is a bit expensive and it is allergy also. To avoid allergy 
use any cream before using them. After attending the parties take them off, especially the necklaces etc, 
because they are harmful if you use them for long, jewelry without health is of not any use. 
 
Can guavas be sweet? 
 I have the plant of guava but it is not sweet, cutting of the plant also looks strange. Can these be sweet? 
Please tell me must. (Mubashar Husain) 
 

The key to wonders and marvel: the Name ُُُ ِکْیم  حا َیا is the key to wonders. The 

person will know about the marvels and wonders will be revealed to him, who 
will make it habit to recite it 800 times regularly for 3 years.  
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Answer: I also had the plant of guava and we use to put the blood of sacrificed animal into its roots 
which gives a lot of fruit. Before the appearance of flowers on the plant dig around it a pit near the 
roots. Now put the brown Sugar in its roots after grinding it and then put soil on it. The taste of guava 
will be changed if you want the sweet guava then put fresh brown sugar in the same way if the blood of 
sacrificed animal is put in the roots of grapes they become so good and sweet. If you put the water of 
pot in which you boiled the milk, before washing it in to the roots of Jasminum sambac and jasmine. 
Whenever you wash the pot just put the water in them. 
 
Hotness and dizziness 
In summer my face becomes warm the sole of feet burn like fire, I can't say in the sun for long time. I am 
60 of age. If I stay in sun I feel dizziness. Please must tell about this. The summer season is a big problem 
for me. ( Mrs. Sarwar) 
 
Answer: Eat vegetables in the summer eat half cup yogurt, eat green bottle gourd(geeya) this is the 

favorite food of our Holy Prophet صلی ہللا علیہ وسلم. He صلی ہللا علیہ وسلم uses to eat its pieces after 
finding them in gravy. Its raita is also very beneficial its bujia and gravy with meat is very tasty. Mix the 
pieces in Lassi or buttermilk and massage on forehead with it and on head and under feet then take 
bath after 15 minutes. The hotness will be finished after some days. The drink of sandal finishes the 
warmness and makes you feel cool. Buy sandal drink from a good Dawakhana and drink it twice a day. If 
lassi is not available then add some water in yogurt and then bottle gourd can be added in it and 
Massage can be done with it. 
 
Constipation problem 
My brother is in abroad. He suffered from an operation of throat in the age of 26. He is really worried 
about constipation. Doctors recommend drinking a lot of water which creates Gas aphara problem in 
abdomen. He called many times that please tell me about constipation. 
 
Answer: The doctors are saying right. A lot water intake ends the constipation and water is good for 
health. Do not eat sour things because of throat operation they can get manaqa from there. Mix 15 or 
16 pieces of it in water one morning and until the next morning it will be swelled. Now take one piece 
after the other but throw the seeds and drink the left water of it. It means that you will have to Soak 
dried grapes for 24 hours and eat it in empty stomach in morning and drink its water. Repeat it for ten 
to twelve days. It has the iron which easily absorbable it will finish the blood deficiency and it will give 
you health. Red blood cells will be increased. This is strength giving medicine it will end your weakness. 
 
Swelling 
Due to walk in home my legs, shins and feet are swelling. We are middle class who do not have 
resources kindly write the remedy for this problem. (Mehmoona ,Larkana) 
 
Answer: Sister you did not write the whole problem, anyhow i am going to write the prescription for 
pain and swelling. Revand khatai, black pepper, fennel seeds, falfal daraz, noshadar, sohaga (ash).... 
Charaita, tukham mako take three masha each and take ajwain desi ,,,,,, 6 masha grind them all take 
water of sahajna leaves and by mixing it with all other things make small tables and take two tablets in 
Moring and two in evening in empty stomach. It’s helpful for every kind of pain and swelling. 
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Benefits of lemon and onion in rainy season 
According to modern research, onion maintains blood circulation and controls cholesterol. Cholesterol 

disturbs blood circulation and causes heart diseases. Lemon plays a vital role in the production of red 

blood cells, sometimes the blood is so thin that it keeps flowing from body, lemon is a beneficial diet in 

such disease. 

In every season, our body resumes a particular state. Nature produces fruits and vegetables according to 

this particular state and condition of the body.  These fruits and vegetables apart from their delicious 

taste are also useful for the treatment of seasonal diseases. Usually the rainy season affects stomach 

resulting nausea, at times it causes vomiting which occasionally disturbs liver function. Moreover it 

causes prickly heat and itching. Nature created a useful thing like lemon in this season which acquires a 

unique status due to its various specialties and advantages. Lemon is and effective treatment for rainy 

season diseases. If used daily, it saves one from being attacked by different ailments and diseases. There 

are different ways of using lemon, eat lemon and onion with two times meal, squeeze lemon on the 

onion, add salt and eat. Onion is beneficial, as for centuries physicians have been advising to use onion. 

In east, onion is an essential part of food. West has also approved the value of onion. According to 

modern research, onion maintains blood circulation and controls cholesterol. Cholesterol disturbs blood 

circulation and causes heart diseases.  Some people do not use onion; they add lemon to their curry 

instead. Another way of using lemon is to take it as a drink. Despite using artificial syrups or soda, lemon 

water is the best drink for existing season. It not only improves stomach but also removes body heat. 

Lemon is from citrus family, which includes tangerine, orange, kinno, sour orange, sweet limetta and 

grapefruit. In this family, lemon is the most beneficial and rich in nutrients. Nutrients: Nature has 

blessed lemon with majority of nutrients. It contains 50% water; in addition it comprises proteins, fats 

and starchy ingredients. It is also enriched with phosphorus and iron. It has small amount of vitamin A 

but an adequate amount of vitamin C. One chatank (1/4 seer) lemon contains 32 nutritional calories so 

lemon is a nutritious food. Medically, lemon is a cold fruit; it removes thirst and is beneficial to treat 

nausea, headache, jaundice, flatulence and palpitation. It is also a helpful remedy for dizziness. It is very 

effective against diseases as it strengthens the body immunity. Lemon plays a vital role in the production 

of red blood cells, sometimes the blood is so thin that it keeps flowing from body; lemon is a beneficial 

diet in such disease. Lemon is an effective medicine to treat obesity. The young girls in Egypt are slim 

and thin before marriage because they are in the habit of using lemon. Take half lemon with lukewarm 

water in the morning and evening to reduce weight. It is comparatively easier to reduce weight in the 

existing weather rather than winter so this recipe should be used now. Lemon is beneficial for blood 

cleansing; it is useful to treat abscess and itching. It cleanses the face; licking lemon with salt is useful to 

treat nausea and vomiting. Lemon is also beneficial to treat fever; lemon water is given to fever 

patients. Warming the lemon on fire before cutting it gives more juice. Lemon peels are also beneficial; 

rubbing lemon peels on facial spots is a useful treatment. 

Pen is the expression of hand: It is essential to have modesty in childhood, 

moderation in youth and austerity and well-sightedness in old age. Writing is a silent 

voice and pen is the expression of hand. 
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Hlqa Kashf-ul-Mahjoob 
Hazrat Hakim Sahib( دامت برکاتہم )teach the renowned book, adorned with Divine and Prophetic pearls 

“Halqa Kashf-ul-Mahjoob” every month as a lesson and also conduct meditation. A large number of 

readers attend this forum. Following is the summary of almost two hours lecture.  

      Pir Sayed Ali Hijveri (رحمت ہللا علیہ) says in his book Halqa Kashf-ul-Mahjoob that first you 

should purify your heart and then cleanse your body. You washed your body but did not clean 

your heart. That is why Sariah talks about hygiene and purity being two different things. An 

infidel might be clean but not purified. Allah called disbelievers as being impure, the Quran 

curses infidelity. They may clean their body but do not purify their hearts. Even their body is 

cleansed but not purified! The essence of prayer is obedience. Prayer is all about following 

Allah’s will. There is no own choice in prostration, bowing and standing…if it comes in my 

heart to prostrate eight times…and keep prostrating one after another…Subhan Allah, how 

gratifying it is to keep prostrating. But no I have to prostrate only two times as prayer is all about 

following Allah’s will and Allah’s command. Prayer refers to the will of Allah. So Sheikh 

 said that if the desire will not be fulfilled, one should get rid of his desire initially (رحمت ہللا علیہ)

this is the source of salvation. Allah said, [ُوھنیُالَفسَُعُالھویُف نُاْلَۃُیھُالم ُوٰی], Pir Ali Hijveri 

 refers to Quran that the one who abstains himself from self-desires, paradise will (رحمت ہللا علیہ)

be his destination. In worldly affairs self-desire would prevail if a person seeks some other 

interest rather than Allah’s approval and does not request for the salvation of his soul from 

Allah’s punishment. And of all the defiance, there is no obvious limit to self and for this, even its 

deceptions are not identifiable. If you expect that your defiance and self-deceptions will appear 

to yourself, it will never happen; for this you must surrender yourself to someone. (Continued) 

        Read Hakim Sahib’s ( برکاتہم )دامت  collection of sermons “Halqa Kashf-ul-Mahjoob” 

comprising the precious pearls of the ever living and shining book on mysticism and wisdom, 

“Kashf-ul-Mahjoob”. 
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Reader’s special and tested writings 
Readers! Stop being ungenerous; if you ever tried any spiritual or physical tip and had its benefits, if 

you came across or heard of any surprising incident, the pages of Ubqari are here for you. Do not 

consider even a minor experience to be useless, it may prove to be a solution for someone’s problem 

and a constant charity! Write on one side of the page, even if it is incongruous. We will improve and 

beautify it. 

 

Tested and entrancing medical prescriptions:  

Respected Hakim Sahib, As Salam Alaikum! I have some medical prescriptions; all of them have been 

tested and tried repeatedly. I am presented these prescriptions to the readers of Ubqari.   

A wonderful prescription to reduce tummy fats: 

 I got this prescription from a magazine about fruit properties. Use jujube sealing wax from ½ masha to 6 

mashas. Take 5 tolas of Black nightshade water (Arq Mako) and 5 tolas of Fennel sap in the morning. 

Abstains: Potato, beef, boiled rice, fats and fried foods. Eat fruits, pure wheat chapatti, vegetables and 

mutton curry. Two to three weeks continuous use melts body fats. This prescription is matchless for 

reducing fatness and getting body to its original shape. People with large belly should use this 

prescription. Do morning walk and also take walk after dinner for at least one or two hours, large tummy 

will start reducing and will come to its original shape within twenty days. There is no need for dieting; 

it’s a very simple prescription.  

For fair and glowing complexion:  

Summer season is going on, eat one ripe peach daily in the morning and drink one glass of milk after half 

an hour. You will have glowing white complexion within one month and there will be no need to apply 

any cream at all. Repeat this every year, moreover eat one pinch ground nigella seeds with half tea 

spoon olive oil, it has the same effect. Your complexion will be fair and glowing.  

To regularize the menstrual cycle:  

Boil one tea spoon basil seeds in one glass water until the water remains half and drink when it gets 

cold. It will regularize the menstrual cycle. Keep taking for two month on any time of the day.  

Stomach cure:  

Take cinnamon, small cardamom (with grains) and dry ginger in equal quantity. Grind well to make 

powder. Take two pinches with fresh water in morning, evening and night before every meal. Do not 

To remove children’s stomach bugs: In case of stomach bugs, take 3 gram dry seeds of 

bottle gourd, crush them and mix with honey. Give in the morning in empty stomach 

also give castor oil after 2 to 3 hours in adequate quantity, stomach bugs will be 

removed.  
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drink refrigerated water. It improves digestive system amazingly and strengthens the stomach. It helps 

digest everything and increases appetite. I have tested it personally.  

To improve sexual stamina:  

Take 8 masha winter cherries (withania somnifera), boil it in half kg milk until 1.5 quarter (of a kg) milk is 

left. Add rock candy and drink. It glows the face within days and improves sexual power so much that it 

becomes hard to control. Drink in the morning and keep using for one and a half month but do not miss 

use it. Winter cherry is commonly available, in Punjab it is frequently found in deserted places near 

rivers and canal banks. It is also called withania somnifera.  

Excellent for sexual energy:  

It has been tested many times and never failed; it shows improvement within a week. It recovers all 

types of weaknesses. It’s a special gift for the people suffering from sexual weakness. It is no less than 

any other effective prescription and improves the sexual power within forty days. It is an amazing 

treatment of retention; all the ingredients are available at low price from herbal chemist.  

Recipe: Take asparagus adscendens, orchis laxitlora and basil seeds in equal quantity. Grind asparagus 

adscendens and orchis laxitlora separately and add basil seeds. Do not grind basil seeds. Take one tea 

spoon (6 mashas) powder and boil with one kg milk until the milk remains 1.5 quarter (of a kg) and 

becomes thick. Add rock candy according to taste and drink.   

For beautiful feet:  

For the beauty of feet, pour two spoons of grapes or any other vinegar in lukewarm water and dip your 

feet in it for fifteen minutes. After this, dry your feet and massage with olive oil. Your feet and heels will 

be so beautiful as if you never even stepped on the floor!!! 

      A final solution for hardships:  

The following practice has been tried and tested by Hafiz Ibn-e-Hajr (رحمت ہللا علیہ), Imam Hakim 

 said (رحمت ہللا علیہ) Imam Hafiz Ibn-e-Hajr  .(رحمت ہللا علیہ) and Imam Abu Zakriyaa (رحمت ہللا علیہ)

that do not find authentication of this practice, rather perform it with belief and get rid of your 

hardships. I tried it and got hundred percent result.  

      How to perform: 

 At any time of the day, perform 12 rakah Salat-ul-Hajat with the intention (Niyat) of one 

Tasleem. Sit in Tawarruk position after every second rakah. In the Tashahud of last (12th) rakah, 

before Taslemm, recite Surah Fateha 7 times, Ayat-ul-Kursi 7 times, fourth Kalima 10 times and 

the following prayer 1 time in prostration:                                                            

ِمُُُُُُُ ُاْْلاْعظا اْْسِکا ُوا ُکِتا ِّبکا ِْحاِۃُِِمْ ایُالر ا َتا َْ م  ُوا ُعاْرِشکا ُِِمْ ُِِباعا ِقِدُاْلِعِز  کا
ل  ُااْسئا
 
ُِاِن ا ھ م 
ِۃ۔ُاالل ٰ ُالت ا م ا ِْکا ِما  َکا ُوا ُاْْلالَْعٰ کا ِد  جا وا  
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Supplicate to Allah, pray for your need, after this come back to Tawarruk position and finish 

your prayer with Tasleem. (Mohammad Hanif, Kasur) 

      Errant husband amended his manners:  

Respected Hakim Sahib, As Salam Alaikum! I have been reading Ubqari for last two to three 

years and getting benefit from the wazaif given in the magazine. Due to this, many of my matters 

have been resolved. I am cordially thankful to you that because of your magazine, people find 

solutions for their troubles at their homes. May Allah reward you for this, amen. It’s been 

seventeen years that I got married, three years ago my husband got involved with a lady and I 

was unaware of it. This involvement changed into illegal relationship. Almost one and half year 

ago, my husband himself confessed his mistake and requested me to help him. I did not know 

about the kind of relationship he had. With my husband’s consent, I started reciting a practice 

from Ubqari for the solution of every problem. [ُُِِِبّٰلل
ُِاْل ا ۃا ُق و ا ْلا ُوا

ا
ْول حا  I recited this kalima in ,[ْلا

countless number and kept praying to Allah for help. I do not know what kind of relationship my 

husband had with her during this period of one year. According to my husband he was getting rid 

of her. Almost three months ago she left our city without letting know my husband. She went 

away from our life in the darkness of night. Our life became peaceful and comfortably we got rid 

of that woman. It was impossible without the blessing of this practice and Allah’s help. 

Respected Hakim Sahib! Please do not mention my name.  
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Brilliant and effective practices to cure diabetes:  
Respected Hakim Sahib, As Salam Alaikum!  I have tested practices and prescriptions for the treatment 

of diabetes which I want to share with Ubqari readers. The readers will surely get benefit from this.  

Prescription No.1: Take dried pomegranate seed 1 quarter (of a kg), dried ginger 1 quarter (of a kg) and 

mint 1 quarter (of a kg). Grind these things and make powder.  

How to use: Take one tea spoon after every meal in the morning, afternoon and evening.  

Prescription No.2: Take nigella seeds 20 grams, Kortama 20 grams, acacia gum 20 grams, cassia fistula 

seeds 20 gram and Malabar plum seeds 20 grams. Grind all these things well to make powder and strain.   

How to use: Take half tea spoon in the morning and evening with water. 

Prescription No.3: (Ruhani Phaki) this powder is available from Ubqari office only for twenty rupees. 

Take ¼ tea spoon with pure honey three to four times a day. 

Prescription No.4: Take pure honey 1 kg and nigella seeds 200 grams. Grind nigella seeds and mix with 

honey.  

     How to use: Take one tea spoon in an empty stomach in the morning and evening. In summer, 

mix one tea spoon in one cup of water and drink. Hazrat Muhammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) said nigella seeds 

cure every disease except death (Bukhari and Muslim). Abu Naeem narrated from Hazrat Ayesha 

 loved honey. He liked honey so much because (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) that Hazrat Muhammad (رضی ہللا عنہا)

Allah says, “Honey is curative”.  

Practices to cure diabetes 

Practice no.1: Hazrat Ayyub (علیہ السالم) recited a supplication in a dangerous disease which 

Allah accepted. You can also recite it in countless number to get rid of any disease. 

 [ ُ ُالض     ِِنا س ا ُْما ِ
 
ُِان ِب  ُ)اْلنبی ءُرا ْْیا ِِحِ  ُالر ٰ

ُااْرَحا ُااْنتا 38وا ] Al Anbia 83.  

Practice No.2: Reciting Surah Quresh 111 times daily after Isha prayer helps getting rid from 

fatal diseases like kidney pain, paralyses, diabetes and hemorrhoids. 

Practice no.3: Recite Surah Fateha to get rid of all kinds of diseases and troubles because Hazrat 

Muhamad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) said that this surah is a cure for every disease (Al Hadith). Keep reciting this 

surah daily repeatedly until the disease or trouble is over.  

Smoking is a bad habit, to get rid of this, recite “ُ ْید  ِ
ُم   .times for forty days 3125 ”َیا

Blow on green cardamom after daily recitation and chew it. 
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Practice No.4: Recite “Ya Allahu Ya Rahmanu” [ُ ن  ِْحٰ را َُیا ہللاا   times between sunnat and farz 121 [َیا

of Fajar paryer while standing beside the patient. No matter how severe the disease is, the patient 

will recover within seven days. And if it is destined to death, it will be easier for the patient. This 

practice has been tested by elders.  

Practice No.5: Hazrat Muhammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) said to Hazrat Abu Hurairah (رضی ہللا عنہ), “stand up 

and offer prayer because prayer is healing” [when he was ill]. (Ibn-e-Majah) 

Share love and be loved:  

Love is a beautiful word; it gives a feeling purer and more fragrant than dew drops and is very 

powerful. Apparently, the one who loves loses everything but actually he gains all. If the beloved 

is good, the lover would get virtue and if the beloved is wicked, the lover would get evil from 

him. Love is the combination of both the powers of fascination and loftiness although they are 

negative to each other. Remember that fire is stronger than iron, water is stronger than fire, air is 

stronger than water and sincerity is stronger than air! What is sincerity? It’s a beautiful gesture of 

love. That is why we must love Allah the most, than His Prophet Muhammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص), than all the 

other Prophets, ahl-al-bait) (ہللا علیہم اجمعین رضوان ,companions) رضوان ہللا علیہم اجمعین( of Prophet 

Muhammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص), Angels and last of all those for whom Allah and His Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) has 

ordered us to love. And then there should be a strong lock, but there is another cruel lock that 

does not let this love enter our hearts, that is the callous heart just like barren lands. Only Allah 

the Merciful can unlock this. This lock can be opened by Allah’s zikr, abundance of Durud and 

isteghfar. [ َا ل ْوِّب ُق 
ا
ْحُااْقفا ل ُاْفتا ھ م ا

 True love of a believer is only for Allah and there should be no .[االل ٰ

partner of this love. After this, the true love of a believer is for Hazrat Muhammad (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) and 

must not associate any of the creatures with this love. The level of this love should be above the 

love of mother, father, children, wealth and nobles. Love itself is a strong feeling that should not 

be wasted on desires, sensuality and temporary benefits. After gaining this power, one should 

strive for great journey and exceptional destination. The love of Laila and Majnoon was true but 

useless. It’s the power of the truth of their love for which it is still remembered. The useless love 

of Laila and Majnoon made them memorable; we should strive to keep our love in right 

direction. (Master Muhammad Ayyub Tahir, Taunsa) 

Let’s try and spread tips: Respected Hakim Sahib, As Salam Alaikum! I read Ubqari magazine 

avidly and wait every month eagerly for it. You asked readers to send their tested tips for the 

“Tips section” in which there should be no use of medicine. I have a personally tested tip to cure 

fever (due to heat). If someone is suffering from fever due to heat, apply swallow wart milk on 

his nails. Repeating this twice or thrice a day cures fever. It’s a very authentic tip. 
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Ubqari Tips Section: Be a part of this virtuous deed :Sometimes when expensive medicine and 

precious treatments fail to cure fatal diseases, some small tips prove to be effective. These tips 

may not generally be considered so important. Do write to us the tips that you heard from your 

elders or tired yourself. Ubqari made this “Tips Section” to serve and benefit the humanity.  

Note: Send only those tips in which there are no use of medicine. Do not copy tips from any 

book, send tested and tired tips.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My publications and its explanations 
 
Up till now all my publication references, publications all are the attempts of providing them to 
readers. I will give reference of all those books which make up a book. If there is any mistake in 
any of the books then please informs me, I will be thankful.  
Book no 19: From desperate life to pleasant life  
When will there be peace to desperate life? What are the rules? How they will come in life? 
Following book is full of these peace and relaxation, unique writing by me. In the preparation of 
this book following writings by various people was used.  
Meem, Alif, Rizwan Akbar, Hazrat Moulana Muhammad Ashiq Ilahui, Ayesha Majeed Ansari, Irfan 
Mehmood, Doctor M A Farooqi, Doctor Khalid Mehmood Janjua, Hakeem Ata Ur Rehman Umar, 
Hakeem Muhammad Ijaz Farooqi, Arshad Shameem , Muhammad Zubai Hassan, Saleem Anwar, 
Ghazala Mumtaz, Shammim Naveed, Abulnasr Farooqi, Molan Waheed Ud Deen Khan, Zahida 
Sadeeqi, Mansoor Ahmed Afsheen Anjum, Ameen Ullah, Saba Anjum 
Magazines used: Siyara igest, Saalnama Urdu, Urdu Digest, Qaumi Digest, Hamdard Newspaper, 
Hakayat, Qaumi Sehat, Hamdard Seht, Dalda Dastar Khwan, Nidae Kisan, Monthly Kitchen, Zuia al 
Hikmat, Lail o Nahar,  
If any reference has been left behind then please inform.. I am always in need of being reformed.  
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Nature’s best reward is neem, Advantages unlimited: 

 
Take fresh leaves and make a paste. If someone is burnt then this paste can be applied as it stops 
infection.  Any kind of injury, minor wound or injuries of some major accidents there are, if you apply 
the paste then healing process starts quickly. 
 
Out of many expensive gifts, the tree of neem is such a priceless gift with which every person can 
benefit. 
Neem is antibacterial also antiseptic and full of amazing advantages. No matter if it’s in fruit, leaves or 
vines it has many advantages but is completely free of any disadvantages. It is one of those blessing 
which has tremendous benefits yet no disadvantages and is easily available throughout the year. It is 
anti parasitic and anti fungal, anti filamentary also. The vitamin c present in neem is absolutely 
beneficial in skin diseases.  
 
 
 
For usage of neem there are some ways 

1. the boiled water of neem  
Put a fist full of leaves or 40 leaves in one liter of water. When leaves color change and water turns 
green then filter it and put water in a clear bottle. This water is very beneficial. If someone has hair fall 
and dry scalp is there then after shampoo apply this water to hair. It’s antiseptic and anti bacterial 
advantages will rid you of dry scalp dryness. 
Often in hair there is smell of perspiration in hair and one of its reasons is dryness. After its usage this 
will clean the hair and will also strengthen the roots and help hair grow. 
 
You can use this water as skin tone.  If you apply this skin tone some time before sleeping everyday and 
in a few days your total issues of such as black heads, white heads, spots and wrinkles and all such issues 
will be solved.  
If there is infection in gums then gargling with this boiled water will benefit it. 
 

2. NABOLI OF NEEM 
Eating a NABOLI OF NEEM Along with this water is beneficial for pain in joints. This clears out the blood 
and experts say that this works as insulin for diabetic patients. If you suck on NABOLI OF NEEM (yellow 
color) it cleans out blood and helps constipation.  
If there are stomach insects then it will be eradicated by its usage.  
 

3. Oil of neem 
If your skin is sensitive and it’s difficult to get rid of black heads then take only two to three drops of Oil. 
After dissolving in water, it should be applied on these black heads. By regularly usage the bleak heads 
will drop off and will not occur again. Whatever the oil that you use even if its coconut oil or almond oil 
then just mix a bit of OIL OF NEEM  And massage a bit then it will help circulation of blood and hair will 
grow fast.  
 

No one can harm a pious person: pious person cannot be harmed in life and death, the 
span of life is very less but if it’s full of issues then it seems too long 
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If there is fungal infection in nails then by use a few drops oil and do massage.  It will minimize infection 
and will not increase. Often this infection starts from one nail and soon affects all the finger nails. By 
rubbing it every day other nails will also benefit.  
If nails are weak and bend then they will be healthy. But be careful the oil is not best of taste, so wash 
your hands vigorously to avoid the effects. 
 

4. The powder of neem 
Wash the leaves and then dry them and make a powder for helping the color of face as it makes it more 
brightening. Use powder of neem along with rose leaves, yogurt and a little of milk, that will make it into 
a paste. Apply it on face and wash it after fifteen minutes but use two, three spoons of food of rose 
water also. It will brighten the face and bring a glow on the face. Also this powder can be used on pain of 
root canal as a toothpowder. 
 

5. Paste of neem:  
Make a paste of neem, after applying its oil on burnt skin it helps stop infection. Whatever the wound, 
minor wound or major injuries, they are helped healing by using neem oil. 
 
 
 

6. If the eye lashes have come off.  
Then apply mascara made of leaves of neem, it will help strengthen the hair of eye lashes. Even if the 
eye lashes have come off, they will grow back and also removes dryness of eyes. 
Usage:  take leaves of neem and wrap them in cotton and make a light and burn it in lamp of mustard oil 
and make mascara. Then mix this mascara with 6 masha , grilled alum one masha  with 2 masha butter 
in one bronze pan then grill it with stick of neem and put it on your eyes.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Recitation of Drood Shareef solves every issue 
Respected Hakeem sahib Asslamo aliaikum! One of my friends told me an amazing way of solving 
every issue. 
Whatever the problem might be after isha payers recite a string of beads so darood shareef and go 
to sleep but don’t talk to anyone. Whatever the procedure might be if done without talking to 
anyone, its spiritual effects are increased.( S, F) 
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 The unique respect of martyred man of Pak army: 
 
In a few time we took out a body of a martyred soldier of Pak army which was in perfect condition. 
Khaki uniform was also perfectly fine. There was a wound of bullet hole. Its body temperature was 
also right. He was lying as he had just slept.  
 
Respected hakeem sahib Asslam o Alikum. You had mentioned in previous magazine that if you have an 
incidence concerning Pak army then please share. In this reference I have an incident which a retired 
army soldier told me during a discussion while sitting at my shop. I regret to say I could not ask the name 
of that retired soldier.  
 
Now listen to that incident according to that retired soldier. 
In Pak army there is a taste and motivation of its own. A soldier of Pak army spends the whole day and 
night away from his family house with broad shoulders towards the enemy line soaked in patriotism. 
This young soldier has more worry for his country’s border more than his siblings, parents, wife and 
children and even more than his life. 
I have served Pak army as a soldier.  Now I am spending my day and night as a retired soldier but 
whenever I remember the golden memories then my eyes become wet.  
 
During my serving period one incident happened which increased my motivation even more. 
Throughout my life while fighting with enemy I prayed for martyr hood. But I guess it was not the will of 
God.  
This incident is of 1984. When Indra Gandhi was assassinated in India then the situation was very tense 
on the border. It felt that India will attack any moment.   
My duty was on Sialkot sector and we were ordered to dig up bunkers near border as soon as possible.  
We were digging with full motivation I was busy with my colleagues. We were digging from morning and 
during that I said my zuhar prayer and also had lunch.  We were talking about fighting with enemies and 
were swearing to protect every inch of our land. There were such soldiers with us who had taken part in 
war of 1965 and 1971. They were telling stories of coward of enemy. While digging bunker I felt as if 
there is a leg in soil. I put my tools aside and started to dig with my bare hands. My partner also helped 
me in this. After a while we took a body of an army soldier which was in perfect condition. Even the 
khaki uniform was fine. There was a bullet hole in his neck. His body temperature was fine and he was 
lying as if he had just slept.  
 
When we saw such a unique grace of Pak soldier body then we started to cheer slogans of Takbeer and 
God knows for how long we cheered. There were tears running down our cheeks. With complete 
respect we took out his body and informed head quarter. Our officers came and when they checked the 
record of that soldier then they found out that this soldier went missing in war of 1965.  
His folks were informed, when his body was being taken I went to his village and he was buried with full 
protocol. Even today when I recall his body then my eyes get wet with this wish that may I would have 
passed away while serving my country as I would have become immortal. 
 
 
 

For stopping loose motion: For stopping loose motion grilled Coriander six grams, 
yogurt or CHAACH (buttermilk) or with water stops bloody motion. 
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The remembrance of Allah is unbelievable: )Abdul Wahab Kohat( 

 
It was said that it is your money spend it the way you like it.  SubhanAllah the remembrance of God is 
such a splendid thing. Son was also given and so was wealth. 
 

It’s in altargheeb and altarteeb that Hazart Malik Ashgai رضی ہللا عنہ Sahabi ‘son Aouf was arrested by 
infidels and they took him to imprison him. Aouf’s mother cried till she started to lose consciousness, 

she left eating food. Aouf’s father Hazrat Malik Ashjai رضی ہللا عنہ came in presence of Prophet 
Muhammad PBUH and explained the situation of crying of Aouf’s mother. (Apparently the situation of 
Aouf’s mother but in reality sought of medicine of his own pain ) 
 
As soon as Prophet Muhammad PBUH heard the incident he said that somehow make sure that this gets 

told to Aouf that he should recite (ُِظْیِم ُاْلعا ِّلِ 
ُِِبّٰللُِاْلعا

ُِاْل ا ۃا و ا ُق  ْلا ُوا
ا
ْول حا  At the exact moment a bull rider was .(ْلا

sent to Aouf and he was instructed to recite (ُِظْیِم ُاْلعا ِّلِ 
ُِِبّٰللُِاْلعا

ُِاْل ا ۃا و ا ُق  ْلا ُوا
ا
ْول حا  By a miracle of God the hand . (ْلا

cuffs were broken within a few days. 
Instantly Aouf came out of his prison and by the will of God there was a female camel standing near the 
door and along with that were flock of camels. You rode it and started a journey towards Madina . You 
would have walked a few steps when Madina started to show up. As soon as Aouf came to Madina his 
folks came running. Your mother was congratulated that Aouf has returned. Mother could not believe 
her eyes. Folks were very happy that their light of eyes has returned.  
 

Prophet Muhammad صلی ہللا علیہ وسلم was informed and it was asked from Him about the matter of 
camel and the flock.  
To which He replied the flock along with camel is your asset, do as you shall please. Subahn Allah what is 
the significance of Allah. Son was returned and so was given wealth along with it. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The return of loan and blessing procedure:  

ُ اکا ْنُِسوا ُعا ا ْضِلکا ُِّبفا ِِنْ َِ ااْغ ُوا اِمکا را ُحا ْ َُعا ِلکا
ا
ُِِباال ُاْکِفِِنْ ھ م ا

  االل ٰ
Whoever shall recite this prayer on Friday 70 times will witness unique blessings. It wouldn’t be just 
two weeks that blessing in income and returning of loan effects will start to appear.  
(Muhammad Asim, Rawalpindi) 

The unique incidence of Allah’s help with Pakistan army: 
 
Readers if you are army personnel or you have seen along with live bodies or with martyr’s body 
gods help or may be there body remained intact. Or may be a war that was fought with enemy or 
war of Kargil which you have seen or heard or may be read them as If Pak army is safe then so is 
safe borders. So if you know such incidences, situations and experiences which are may be of your 
own or maybe you heard them. Please do write every month as this sequence is being started     
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Serial of Biography 
Episode No. 71 

 

BORN FRIEND OF JINNAT    Allama Lahuti Pur Asarari 
 

True biography of such a person who since birth till today is under the guidance of saint 
Jinnat. His days and nights are spent with Jinnat. On insistence of readers, strange and 
interesting revelations are being published in episodes but to understand this mysterious 
world, lot of patience and courage is required. 

 

Graveyard of Damascus and holy grave of Tabeyee )رحمت ہللا علیہ( : 

 At the time, I was in Damascus and it was an ancient graveyard of Damascus in which highly respected 

companions )رضوان ہللا علیہم اجمعین( , close relatives of Prophet PBUH, saints, scholars )رحمت ہللا علیہ(  and 

pious people are buried. It crossed my mind to visit grave of such Tabeyee )رحمت ہللا علیہ(  (A person with 

faith in Islam who met companions of Prophet PBUH in his life time) whose whole life was spent in the 

service of Holy Quran, Hadith etc. I went to a grave which I thought belong to some elevated Tabeyee 

)رحمت ہللا علیہ( I started concentrating spiritually for quite some time but I could not feel anything, I became 

worried, I so felt that this grave was empty.  

The whole universe opened up in little time:  

Tired, I got up and reached the next grave, my comprehension told me that this belongs to another 

extremely pious Tabeyee )رحمت ہللا علیہ( . I started Muraqba (spiritual concentration) and in a little while 

the whole universe opened up. I saw with my eyes a vast ground, so vast that I had not seen such vast 

ground in my whole life but in this ground, there was greenery everywhere, flowers, pleasant scent and 

many fruits. I was walking through this ground in the state of spiritual concentration.  

My ears have not heard such Quran:  

I was happy, pleased and walking in this ground, saw a person offering Salah. His way to recite Quran in 

his Salah was so attractive and pleasant that my ears have not heard such Quran till today. I was 

astonished and kept on listening Quran and was so absorbed in it that I forgot the world, the universe and 

all the secrets of the universe. The taste of Quran, getting in touch with Quran was such that I lost my 

wisdom and was astonished, I was surprised and astonished that what has happened? I just did not know 

anything else as I know Quran myself, can read it, can understand it, but, I was speechless, my tongue dry, 

my mind absolutely frozen and still and I could not get out from the impact of this voice. I would wait for 

Treatment of weakness of a Pregnant Lady: Such a lady who has become weak 
due to pregnancy or is not gaining strength in her body after the delivery of a 

baby, qualitative name Ya Qavvio )ُ قاِوی   )َیا should be recited 2100 times on water 

and this water should be given to the lady for drinking for 7 days, Inshallah the 
weakness of pregnancy will go away. 
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another Ayat and then would be lost in it, it was such taste, such feeling that I was totally amazed and 

astonished. That person kept on reciting Quran and then he performed a prolonged Ruku and Sajda.  

Taste of fruits of paradise and greed for more:  

Similarly, he offered 2 Rakat, I was lost in time and when he concluded his Salah by doing Salam, he got 

attentive towards me and took my name and did Salam. He asked about my welfare and within a while 

various kinds of fruits appeared from nowhere and I started eating them. Every fruit had its own taste and 

was delicious. Every fruit had such a pleasant taste and it was making me restless and I wished to have 

more. Suddenly, I realized that I should ask him that who was he? And I asked him, who are you?  

Meeting with Tabeyee  )رحمت ہللا علیہ( who sat in the company of Sahaba علیہم ہللا رضوان  اجمعین  

(companions of Prophet Muhammad وسلم علیہ ہللا صلی ):  

He said that actually I am a resident of far away village of Undlas (Spain), I got the period of Prophet 

Muhammad لموس علیہ ہللا صلی  of Allah but I could not visit him. I have seen the period of Sahaba           

علیہم ہللا رضوان  اجمعین  and I have the honour to personally see many great Sahaba علیہم ہللا رضوان  اجمعین , 

during this period I came to Madina-tul-Munawara, in which Hazrat Usman عنہ ہللا رضی  was martyred. I 

have seen the grave of Hazrat Usman عنہ ہللا رضی  but could not see him. I have sat in the company of 

great Sahaba علیہم ہللا رضوان  اجمعین  and when Sahaba علیہم ہللا رضوان  اجمعین  spread out of Madina to 

spread the knowledge, I followed them to quench my thirst for knowledge and I found some in Kufa, some 

in Raye, some in Damascus and someone in Holy Makkah, in short I kept on learning from them and 

quenching my thirst for knowledge. My life was spent in this condition and finally I died and was buried 

here.  

Mention of the blessings after death:  

I am buried since centuries and I am waiting for the Day of Judgment. Due to the Prophet’s knowledge 

Allah SWT has given me much, his gifts, blessings, heaven, well being, barkat, happiness, respect and 

spiritualism and so much that I am surprised and astonished myself at how much blessings Allah SWT has 

bestowed upon me.  

Seven tried out acts of millions & millions:  

I asked a question that can you tell me about such experiences and acts of your life which benefitted you 

and which you think were such acts that were complete and beneficial in your lifetime and due to which 

you had many benefits. Will you want to tell me? He took a deep breath and said: There are 7 such acts 

which I performed in my life and gained a lot and there are millions & millions of people buried in this 

graveyard having their graves one upon another in layers upon layers but, when I put a glance at them, 

the majority of them were forgiven and their generations were blessed due to these 7 acts. 
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 These 7 acts are:- 

 Seven Acts giving benefits in this world as well as in grave:  

I was surprised at this statement and asked that did these 7 acts were of benefit in the world too? He said 

yes! These 7 acts kept me prosperous in the world also and I instructed in my will for my generations also 

to do these acts and when they did so, they were prosperous and blessed, there are numerous people in 

this graveyard who did these acts and they are prosperous over here and were prosperous in the world 

too, their generations performed these 7 acts and their generations were prosperous in that world also 

and are so in this world too, I was surprised and got more interested, and intensity of my interest increased 

and it was my desire that I should get to know about these 7 acts quickly. 

 If you want to know these 7 acts then do ablution first:  

He said that if you have to learn about these 7 acts then firstly you do ablution. I did ablution with flowing 

water, and he immediately told me that you have not used Miswaak with ablution, I said yes, I did not.  

First Act is Miswaak: 

 I had to tell you that the first act is “Miswaak”, where a person meets his end upon faith, thereby doing 

Miswaak regularly and seriously by a person, gives him respect and power. People listen to him and he 

gets affection, Allah SWT gives such effect in his conversation which has an impact on hearts. Persons 

doing miswaak start talking about good things with sweetness and often start refraining from uttering bad 

words or gradually their bitter words are snatched away from them and they can only talk sweetly and 

this happens itself and they do not have to do some effort for it.  

Money and Wealth with Miswaak:  

Person doing miswaak is liked by everyone in society and the hands which hold miswaak get money, cash 

and wealth in a way in which waterfalls with speed from a mountain, these hands never remain empty 

and are always filled with money and have power in them. If these hands are used, then many big 

accidents are avoided. 

I have never left miswaak in my life:  

Sahabi Baba further said: I was looking towards the Tabeyee R.A. of the grave of Damascus with 

amazement, on one side was garden, flowers and vast ground on another side and Quran recited by him 

had a sweet effect in every part of mine and on the other hand, the miracles and effects of miswaak 

which he was telling me. He stopped while talking and started staring in the space and said that I have 

never left doing miswaak in my life, today I have realized that a person who does miswaak meets his end 

on faith, I have experienced it myself.  
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Experience of the last moments of death:  

Sahabi Baba said that he told me that you have not experienced the last moments before death but I have 

experienced it well, you do not have experience of the last breaths before dying but I have experience of 

the last breaths before death. This was only with the Barkat of miswaak that at the last moments I was 

breathing easily and my heart was saved from sinking and I was relieved from pressure and no hardship 

was brought upon me, when my breath was being sucked out from each and every part of my body, I was 

in a state of strange amazement and I had a strange realization and this strange amazement and 

realization was that what is the hardship of death? I heard a voice in my ears saying, this is because of 

your persistent act of doing miswaak, which you continued to do in your life. 

 The secret for prosperity of my generations:  

The Tabeyee علیہ ہللا رحمۃ  continued his conversations and said that I could never stay away from miswaak 

during any moments of my life and I always had great respect for miswaak and due to this respect, my 

generations are prosperous even today, they are not poor, or hand to mouth and are not beggars, rather 

they have vastness in their wealth, health, thoughts, their kids and in their generations and have a lot of 

Barkat, this is all due to the Barkat of miswaak.  

Second act is ablution:  

The second act given by Tabeyee R.A. was stranger, he said: I have always tried to stay with ablution and 

made ablution a necessity for my every breath and made my generations also used to it. Once I visited a 

great Sahabi R.A. who lived in village, and I saw him staying with ablution all the time.  

Treatment of back pain of Sahabi-e-Rasoolullah وسلم علیہ ہللا صلی :  

I asked that I have witnessed you staying with ablution all the time, have you observed any blessing of this 

act? If yes, then please tell me, he said: that I have obtained this blessing of this act that I had an old back 

bone pain because once I fell from the camel, I tried to treat it for quite some time and finally a great 

Sahabi عنہ ہللا رضی  told me that the solution for back bone is to always stay with ablution, he said that I 

left all the medicines, treatments for the pain in my back and started staying with ablution, the pain of my 

back was cured. The villager Sahabi عنہ ہللا رضی  said that after this I started telling many people this act 

for the back pain and everybody got relief from it 100% whether soon or after a while.  

Forty angels stay all the time with the person who is always with ablution:  

He told another benefit that 40 angels are always with the person with ablution and these 40 angels get 

rid of various worries, problems, accidents, evil beings from this person and they always accompany him 

and if somebody wants to harm this person they become a shield for him, and if any magician who does 

magic on him, they stop his evil act and if the evil person does not stop then they protect this person and 

Quality of a complete person: A complete person is the one, whose opponents 
are also safe from his harm and not the one from whom even his friends are 
also scared of. 
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punish the evil magician,  save him from accidents, problems, poverty and they become a wall in front of 

him from financial and other problems and with the help of Allah’s ( تعالی سبحانہ ) support him in his earning. 

He further said that I have stayed with ablution all the time myself.  

Advancing flame towards a fresh dead body and protector angels:  

While talking the great Tabeyee علیہ ہللا رحمۃ  who met me in the graveyard of Damascus in a state of 

spiritual concentration, stopped and looked right and left and then normalizing his breathing and 

expression, said: I have not seen any person in his grave, it’s been centuries and since centuries dead 

bodies are coming to this graveyard and I always try to find these 7 things in the dead people and in 

whomever I find these 7 things, my heart gets 100% satisfied that these are forgiven! Once I saw a dead 

body and suddenly a flame rushed towards it, it was a new dead body which had just come to the 

graveyard, but, suddenly some angels came and they caught this flame and threw it far away, in a little 

while again the flame came back but they again caught it and threw it away (Continued). 

Deceive and fraud in Moti Mosque 
Hazrat Allama Lahuti, introduced Moti mosque for worship and good deeds and not for 
deceiving and fraud. Men and women go there and portray themselves as the legitimate 
representatives of Hazrat Allama and Hazrat Hakeem Sahib and are deceiving people and are 
looting their money with both hands. Kindly! Do not fall in their trap. If you find any such 
person, immediately inform the institution rather spread this announcement in other people 
also so that no one is deceived. 

Allama Sahib tells the solution of domestic problems 
Write down your domestic problems on the coupon given on page No. 56 of the magazine and 
send this coupon with your letters. Answer will not be given of the letters without coupon. 
Reply will not be given through returnable envelope, rather will be given through magazine. 

For much more mysterious instances and excellent wazaif and to read previous episodes, 
read the book “Born friend of Jinnat”                                                                                       
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Year old marriage issues and black magic:  
Respected Hakeem Sahab, Assalam-o-Alaikum. May Allah always keep you happy and bless you infinitely 

because we got a magazine like Ubqari because of you. My elder sister got married three years back, 15 

days after her wedding, the couple experienced severe headache and sister's clothes got torn as if 

someone's been cutting them with scissors.  She used to get sick all the time.  Went through several 

treatments but the illness became worse with the increasing proportion of the medicine.  Then on 

someone's advice we went to a holy man and he told us that the couple was a victim of black magic. He 

told an amal through which the spells on my sister were cast away. And that was recite 'manzil' every 

day 21 times with Surah- Baqarah and my sister achieved inner peace after reciting it. 9 months after 

marriage she was expecting and she kept reciting it for 9 months and Allah blessed her with a daughter. 

Then she stopped for a while and the jealous ones did it again. Masha'Allah my sister is an Islamic 

scholar herself and she observed hijab before her wedding too. When her daughter was 9 months old, 

she went into depression. She got paranoid and tried committing suicide. We brought her to our house, 

took her to several doctors for treatment, to psychiatrists too. Made no difference. then we found 

'Afahasibtum' amal in Ubqari. The whole family kept repeating it after every 2 hours and she was cured 

within 3 days and then she went back to her home and lived happily. 

 

Marriage issues and black magic spell ends: 

Respected Hakeem Sahab, Assalam-o-Alaikum! We're reading Ubqari since 1.5 years. By are being 

solved via this, by The grace of Allah, our spiritual and body problems. We've always encountered fights, 

arguments and problems in our since the start. But when our elder brother's wedding issue began, we 

searched for a suitable match for five years and every time he was about to get engaged some issue 

arose. Then somehow we got to know that all we siblings were a victim of black magic. Thus none of us 

got married. During this time period, we looked for others girl and guys for our siblings. One sister got 

nikkah-fied and then she got divorced within seven days. Nothing worked, anywhere, for any of us. If a 

proposal ever came, it ended in ways that made us cry. And then we sisters read in the newspaper and 

started reciting ayat 81 Surah Younus 1000 times and blew it on water every day and showered it in our 

house for 90 days. During the mean time, my brother got engaged and then married and that is how the 

environment of our house got better. (Hidden) 

 

 Readers! If you ever practiced aa'mal from Ubqari and got rid of black magic and wizards, write to us. 

Send your detailed experience, the incident, the results, to Ubqari office. It might help someone in 

distress and it will be your charity for life. 

 

 

Get rid of Headache:  if due to headache in front of eyes darkness comes, cut pumpkins and 

put in to the forehead, this disease will be cured and you will get relief from headache. 
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Make Your Own Fate:  

Other than this you have that power to change your current situation through this energy. If 
you keep whining about the problems in your life then remember you are responsible for 
whatever circumstances you are experiencing. You made your own fate. You past make your 
present and your present makes your future. Whatever you sow in your past is what you're 
cutting now.  Now if you want to make your future pleasant then stop cursing your problems in 
the present, face your problems bravely and truthfully.  Keep your own self responsible about 
your life and keep in mind your own words, actions and thoughts and keep in mind these are 
the basis of your future. This will bring a huge change in your own point of view.  

Other than this, you have the power and energy to change your present circumstances. You 
don't have to be a slave to your own destiny.  

Voicing your opinion out loud, standing up for yourself when needed, staying firm and acting 
mature will help you bring a change. This is how you will succeed. If you solely depend on Allah 
then you will be free from the struggles and hardships of destiny and HE will guide you through 
every difficult time.  

 Like this unluckily, being slave moving around to this is not necessary. You get out of this cycle 
and its control rather than being subjected to the same force. As soon as your level of 
consciousness wakes up at your grip becomes luck. That is why people with spiritual 
knowledge are not afraid of luck. They are on a level where they do not affect by the worldly 
things and situations, but they do affect them.  Unluckily rotate the handle is in the hands of 
the necessary conditions can change. Destiny is the servant and he is the master. Like us, they 
are not slaves of fate nor are destiny is their master. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now your entire problem solved (InshaAllah):  Respected Hakeem Sahib, Assalamo Alikum! I 

am writing a tested amal to the readers. When I did this amal my entire problem solved.  

Amal: Recite after Fajr, Zohar and Isha 2 rikat sunnat 6 surahs, in first Surah Kaferoon, Surah 

Nasar and Surah Lahab and in Second rikat Surah Ikhlas, Surah Falaq and Surah Naas. Whenever 

I did for any problem, my problem solved. Do this amal for any problem and remember me in 

your prayers. (Ain. S. Chakwal) 

Roohani Phakki Has Done What Nothing Else Could Do: 

Dear Hakeem Sahab! Assalam Alaikum! A friend of mine does job in Islamabad and he had an elder 

brother who had stomach pain. His elder brother said that please tell me about a doctor who can cure 

me because I have consulted famous doctors of this area for the last 10 years but I have not had any 

relief am extremely disturbed, I cannot even go to work and I also have become a patient of Diabetes. 

I told him about the Roohani Phakki which I happened to have with me at the time and I gave it to him 

and said that if you do not get relief from this then we will try to find some other solution. He took it and 

left. I called him after 4 days and asked him how his elder brother is and he said that He is perfectly fine 

now; he has left all medicines and is now sitting in the office thanks to the use of Roohani Phakki.                                

(Dr Tanveer Khan Islamabad) 
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SKIP AND JUMP TO GET EXCELLENT HEALTH 
(Muhammad Salman, Abu Dhabi) 

"It is not necessary that you skip rope with great expertise and only then it will be beneficial. Rather, in 

whatever way you skip rope, it will be useful, not only does it make your organs strong but it also 

improves the interconnectedness of the organs and a person becomes more active" 

SKIP ROPE FOR GOOD HEALTH:Skipping rope is not only an interesting hobby but it is also an excellent 

aerobic exercise. According to experts, skipping rope is a form of exercise in which all parts of the body 

move together in unison and all parts of the body get equal chance to get exercised. By skipping rope, 

the body remains active and the bones remain strong. According to an analysis, skipping rope for a few 

minutes daily is the best way in which women can protect themselves from brittle bones and to stay 

healthy. According to recent research carried out by Nottingham University, women who skipped rope 

50 times daily for a duration of six months, their hip bone density increased by 3 to 4 percent, while on 

the other hand similarly strong effects were not experienced by persons who walked or jogged. 

However, the benefits of skipping rope will be attainable only when you skip with both the feet 

together. Skipping rope is also a good exercise for the heart but heart patients should consult their 

physician before starting this exercise. After some studies it has also been observed that skipping rope 

burns more fat and calories as compared to other aerobic exercises. However in the start skipping 

should be done slowly and for shorter time duration. Later on the speed should be increased gradually. 

Since children are also interested in skipping rope, hence in this way parents can make their children 

interested in exercise in this way. 

Indeed skipping rope neither is a best exercise for all members of the household for which we neither 

need special measures to be taken nor needs money to be spent. 

It is quite possible that you might have skipped rope in your childhood. In our society although this was 

a game for girls, but sometimes boys also used to skip rope along with their sisters. Now this game has 

almost been discontinued, but in many Western countries, now it is being treated as a form of exercise 

instead of a game. In the decade of 1980s, an American footballer was advised that he skip rope for 15 

minutes daily in order to have good health and to stay active. This exercise benefitted that footballer a 

lot .One expert told that by skipping rope fast, the arteries behind the lower part of leg and the knee 

become stronger , while  skipping rope freestyle, is beneficial for the entire body especially chest, 

shoulders and arms. 

It is not necessary that you skip rope with great expertise and only then it will be beneficial. Rather, in 

whatever way you skip rope, it will be useful. Not only does it make your organs strong but it also 

improves the interconnectedness of the organs and a person becomes more active. It has also been 

claimed that skipping rope burns more calories than jogging, aerobic exercise and football. 

Amal for making a difficult task easy: Imam Boni has stated that if there is a task which is 

very difficult and you have lost hope after multiple attempts in vain, in such a situation, 

reciting Allah’s name ُ ِتْْی  ما  .in large numbers often becomes the cause of ease in the task َیا
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Some experts include skipping rope in exercise programs. They say that this exercise is excellent for 

heart rate and it reduces fat. People do not have an idea how hard this exercises it but it is true that it is 

beneficial and exercises the body well. The British heart foundation has accepted the importance of this 

exercise stating that skipping rope is a very beneficial exercise for the heart. Furthermore, it also makes 

the bone density stronger and the weight remains in control. 

ALSO FOR STRONG KNEES 

As compared to men, the knees of women are eight times weaker. This weakness is especially 

pronounced due to splitting of the cartilage in the Anterior Cruciate Ligament for which operation and 

physiotherapy for one year is also needed. Skipping rope also protects from this and it makes the 

ligaments of the knees strong and in this way their capability of bearing jerks and weight increases. 

* While revolving the rope, jump as much that the rope is able to pass under your feet. 

*Don’t try to land on your ankles on the feet in a bid to prevent pressure on toes. 

*In this duration don’t bend your body rather keep your body straight. 

*Bend your arms in such a way that the elbow is near your body and don’t spread your arms too much. 

Revolve the rope in this state. 

*To measure the correct length of rope, rake a rope and press it under your feet from its center and in 

this state the two ends of the rope should be under your armpits. 

*In the beginning you should keep speed and duration of skipping less and then gradually start 

increasing the speed and the duration. It is not necessary that you jump very high in this duration. 

Jumping for an inch or two above the ground is also enough. In the beginning jump 4 5 times, then you 

should aim to skip for continuous 30 seconds and rest one minute. Repeat this whole process 5 times. 

Then gradually increase the skipping duration of 30 seconds to one minute and then two minutes and 

then after a few weeks increase it to three minutes provided that you have that much stamina. In 

Western countries skipping rope is taught properly in clubs and different ways and methods are taught 

for skipping rope. For people who do not have these facilities available it is suitable for them that they 

try to skip rope in a simple manner and not try to strain them too much. 
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Alas! This Fragile Journey of Life 
Hazrat Maulana Kaleem Siddiqui is a great preacher of Islam upon whose hands almost more 

than 500,000 people have embraced Islam. His renowned and famous book "Naseem-e-

Hidaayet ke jhonkay" is worth reading. 

 

The friends sitting in a car who at once woke up due to something that came in front of the car 

at once, this person started asking that where were they going? Two of them said, that they 

were going with me. I asked where? They said Sooni patt. One person who had to get off on the 

way, they uttered the name of the destination. In order to remember this person asked that 

whether you people have faith in the Quran? Quran is saying, “No doubt they have to return to 

us, and they would be judged by us.” (Al-Ghaashiya 24, 25) During the journey from Sooni patt 

to Delhi the slight jolt of the car woke them up as if they were sleeping in oblivion. 

The suggestion of the people was sought in the Sooni Patt city. I called a responsible friend of 

mine. Please call the so and so people. They told about two people from amongst them that 

one of them had died 2 years ago and the other died 1.5 years ago. It jolted the mind at once. I 

started making a list in my mind about the companions and acquaintances in my mind those 

who used to plan the life according to us. And many among them used to make sketched about 

good plans. Then after having been to the nearby dwellings and meeting the people living there, 

the heart and the mind turned to my own town and relatives and companions those who used 

to live with us, and as if they used to make plans like us as if they would live in this world for 

long. But the journey of their lives ended. At once it felt as if the people who used to live with 

us were so loving and generous, so many dignified people, the ones who used to take pride in 

their wealth, ranks and honor, so many people who used to have a grace, glory and popularity in 

this world, became a part of this land. Now either their life has become a story of the past or 

their memories have become a source for spending their life. Hazrat Muhammad                

( وسلم علیہ ہللا صلی ) warned us, “Live in this world as if you are a passenger or a trespasser.” Alas! 

Such a fragile life and a life that would end like a dream that people have considered it like a 

permanent place to live as opposed to a journey. What a mistake is this? This fragile life of this 

world in which a person enters as if he entered in a passing train after taking birth and leaves it 

through the means of death. In this short life of half a century how many people entered it and 

how many left it. How many people we saw getting on and off of this life. And how many people 

we bathed ourselves for funeral, and put them in coffins and buried them and took part in 

funerals and even then a person lives as if he is a resident of this life. What a folly is this? And in 

Quality and Piety: Good qualities and piety are not born out of wealth; rather wealth is 

created from qualities and piety. Remember that not power but truth becomes successful. 
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a state of ignorance no wonder how many dreams a person knits about this fragile life. Lucky 

are those people who are awoken by a small jolt of a brake. And they consider this journey of 

life a journey and start preparing for the afterlife. These are the people who are alert. And these 

are the people whose life becomes a torch and a light house for others. The ones who prepare 

for the eternal life of hereafter and remain watchful of this illusory and fragile life. This is the 

key to keep the concepts about this life in order. Alas! We could be included among these alert, 

wise people! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mountains of Piety in Harmain 
Your shaving off of your head, every slice of hair is equivalent to one pious deed and 

absolution from sins and your circum-ambulation of the Kaaba afte that would be in such a 

state that there will be no sins.  

Hazrat Abdullah bin Umar ( عنہ ہللا رضی ) said that Prophet ( وسلم علیہ ہللا صلی ) was sitting in Minaa. 

Two people from the tribe of Saqeef and ansaar came to you and said, O Prophet                

( وسلم علیہ ہللا صلی ) of Allah! Please tell us about these affairs. Thus, you ( وسلم علیہ ہللا صلی ) 

understood their questions himself and said you have come for their answers? You              

( وسلم علیہ ہللا صلی ) said that when you leave your house with the intention of pilgrimage of the 

holy house of Allah, then how much your camel would lift its foot and rest it again on sand, a 

pious deed would be written for it, and sins would be forgiven and after the tawaaf a reward of 

two rakat equivalent to the reward of freeing a slave of the family of Ismaael. And the reward of 

the saii of Safaa and Marwaa will be equivalent to the reward of freeing 70 slaves. And at the 

time of waqoof-e-arfa Allah almighty comes down on the worldly sky and take pride in the 

angels because of you and says that after a long journey my slaves come to me while hoping for 

heaven from me. Thus, if your sins are equivalent to the sand or the drops of rain or scum of the 

sea (meaning that they are so much that they cannot be counted so) Allah will forgive them. 

Four Signs of the People of Heaven!  
1. Smiling face.  
2. Soft tongue.  
3. Merciful heart.  
4. Bestowing hand. 

 
Four Darknesses and Four Candles:  

1. Sin is darkness, remorse is its candle.  
2. Love of this world is darkness, piety is its candle.  
3. Grave is darkness, kalimah is its candle.  
4. Pulle Siraat is darkness; Certainty in belief is its candle. 
 (Maaida Batool, Siaal More) 
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Just go now. My slave you have been forgiven from Arafaat. And the one for whom you will 

intercede. And you’re throwing the stones. So every stone that you will hit is a mercy from many 

huge deadly sins. And your sacrifice, that is a treasure of rewards for you with your Lord.  And 

your shaving off of your head, every slice of hair is equivalent to one pious deed and absolution 

from sins and your circum-ambulation of the Kaaba afte that would be in such a state that there 

will be no sins. Angels will come and place hands between both of your shoulders and do 

whatever you want to do.  (Compilation and order, edition 2, P 176, Alqura p. 32, Tibraani, 

Kabeer, ibn-e-Hibaan) 

People going for Hajj should make their moments precious and give this priceless gift to 

others as well.  

Mountains of Piety in Harmain 

Acceptable worships, virtues, spiritual prescriptions and much more.... read in this book! 
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Call the Nature and Then See       (Hakeem Ghulam Yazdani Qureshi) 

Religion and medicine have a very firm binding. All the recommendations of the religion are 

beneficial for the humanity. Our creator and Lord has taken much care about our well being, 

because without health the chores of religion and world cannot be done satisfactorily.  

Body and spirit combine to form a movement in the body. The body without the spirit is useless. 

And only with the spirit the miracles of nature cannot be seen in the body. Allah Almighty has 

made the day for work and the night for rest. When we rest at night, the movements of the 

body become slow, they are not stopped. If there is no balance between rest and work then the 

health deteriorates, more or less sleep, to wake up again and again. Or to keep on being drowsy, 

all of them are unhealthy states of sleepiness. Unfortunately these days’ newer hobbies have 

made the man unprincipled. That is why one cannot see a person with remarkable health 

anywhere. One should be careful in striking a balance between work and rest. It is important for 

a person that he should sleep for at least 6-7 hours according to the age. A few people feel 

happier due to working for a long time. Sometimes this creates a disorder in the health and 

strength and power start slowing. A few students read books according to a plan and reading is 

a good habit. Continue the reading till the time you can focus attention. As soon as you feel 

tired and slowing of the mind, stop reading. And sleep for a while. Like this a person becomes 

fresh and becomes able to perform his work again. In the case of being tired reading cannot be 

done with concentration and attention. Neither does the mind retain the lessons. A few 

students read quite a lot on the night before the exam so as to effectively solve the questions. 

Such a reading is not useful in the examination hall. Sometimes one can even not write 

appropriate answers for easy questions. Reading and writing should be done with attention and 

calmly during the academic year. Definitely you will have adequate success. Religion and 

medicine have a very firm binding. All the recommendations of the religion are beneficial for 

the humanity. Our creator and Lord has taken much care about our well being, because without 

health the chores of religion and world cannot be done satisfactorily. As soon as the winter 

finishes our requirements begin to change. We start liking cold beverages and drinks. We use 

sherbet, squash, and lassi more. Nature provides us with lokaat, water melons, plums, faalsa, 

khobaani and aarou and leechis. And when the special fruits of summer, example, mangoes, 

and dates start coming then jaamun, lemons, pomegranate, and meethas are available. Severity 

of thirst and anxiety can be treated with medicines such as neelofer, sandal, Bazoori, garhal, 

rose, and baidshak. Thus, nature has provided us in every weather with warm, cold, balanced 

Years old piles cured in a few days! In bloody piles take extract of the leaves of 

karelas 12 grams in the morning and evening and the blood of piles stops coming. 

After a few days of use, years old piles completely heal. 
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and all types of foods and medicines so that we can use them according to our own needs and 

temperament and use them. Spiritual values also improve our health in the sense that in them 

as well in as much as care has been taken about our requirements of the afterlife, our worldly 

needs are also addressed. Such as Hazrat Abu Huraira ( عنہ ہللا رضی ) has said that hazrat 

Muhammad ( وسلم علیہ ہللا صلی ) said, that Allah almighty likes sneezing and has disliked yawning. 

The person among you who sneazes should say Alhamdolillah and every person who hears this 

response should say yarhamak Allah. And yawning is the deed of the devil. The one among you 

who feels like yawning should try to stop it as much as possible. Because when a person yawns, 

the devil looks at him and laughs. Yawning happens due to tired nerves and due to stomach 

disorder as well. That is why after having food takes Jawaarish Jaalinoos as much as possible. 

From the medical point of view the brain is a lively organ and controls the nerves of all the 

organs in the body. Knowledge of good or bad is attained through this. When the brain is 

affected by any internal or external source, then naturally in order to remove it through the 

nose one sneezes. Like this the person is saved from the pain. When the situation is this then 

why should not one thank Allah for sneezing. And upon this the people who listen to these 

words should also say the praying words of ہللا یرحمک . Similarly, whenever one has to yawn that 

is a sign of sluggishness and accumulation of toxic and filthy excretions inside the body. Opening 

the mouth a lot develops the signs of coma in the facial nerves. And sometimes the muscles are 

badly stretched. In ordinary circumstances or gathering development of such a state is a matter 

of disappointment and paves the way for some external thing to get inside the mouth. The 

principles of nature and sayings of the perfect guide ( وسلم علیہ ہللا صلی ) redeem us from all sorts 

of bad situations. At the time of yawning the devil also laughs due to the reason that to see the 

human being tormented is a matter of happiness for him. That is why it was said that in such a 

case try to open your mouth as less as possible and place a hand over the mouth so that a 

painful thing may not enter the mouth and neither should a secretion from the mouth make the 

external things dirty. And the devil, our original enemy should also not feel happy for our pain. 

Sometimes, a person becomes affected due to illness with these states. And it becomes 

important to take medicine. In the case of heaviness of the head or pain, the medicines that 

cause sneezing should be taken.  

 Nakk chakni, 10 grams, Kaaiphal, 10 grams,  Dry petals of rose, 10 grams. Make a :ھوالشافی

powder of all the medicinesand smell according to the need. Then you will sneeze and the head 

ache will also vanish. If the pain is there for a long time then.  

 Noshaader, 10 grams, Ann bujhaa hua choona, 10 grams. Put both the medicines in a :ھوالشافی

bottle with an open mouth and put a cork on it and at the time of need shake it and smell it. In 

order to eat use khameera Gaao zabaan anbari and Atraifal istakhdoos , equal amounts. Take 

one small teaspoon in the morning, similarly, take an equal amount at the time of asr with 
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water or gaaozabaan. If you sneeze too much then instead of saying alhamdolillah, seek refuge 

from God باہلل اال قوۃ وال حول ال  since this is an illness and use this medicine.  

 Atraifil kashnaizi 10 grams, kashta marjaan saada, 25 mg. Mix both of the medicines :ھوالشافی

and use them in the morning and at the time of asr with water. Appropriate prevention is also 

important. Soreness, oily foods and use of too much old water is also harmful. Harmony of body 

and spirit is extremely important because this can keep the health strong. And their harmony is 

dependent upon the ideology of the human and abiding by the principles of nature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During Hajj companion told successful formula for leucorrhoea 
 

Respected Hakim Sahib Assalam o Alaikum! During Hajj a companion told me about 
the cure for leucorrhoea while we were having a conversation. Whosoever I told this 
formula, Allah Almighty blessed her with health: 
 
HuwashShaafi: Take 125 grams Supari Pak, 500 grams ludh Pathaniand 250 grams 
phool dhaway and grind them together. Take one teaspoon each with milk in the 
morning and evening. Insha Allah after a few days this dangerous ailment will be fully 
cured. Furthermore, a formula from a neighbor from our old neighborhood is also as 
under: 
 
Take equal quantities of Cardamom, Bari Elaichi, Red Supari and White Supari. Grind 
them. Take half a spoonful each in the morning and evening and drink as much milk 
with it as possible.   (Concealed, DHA, Karachi) 
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Readers Present Amazing And Proven Tips: 
 

Readers repetitively tried and then revealed the secrets of their hearts for Ubqari. They are submitted 
to you for the service of millions of people. 
 
Excellent effect of 2 Rakaat Qaza-e-Hajat prayers:  
This is such a precious gift for which nobody can pay its price. Its effects are excellent. Incomplete works 
will be accomplished by offering this Qaza-e-Hajat (A prayer to seek needs). These are the secrets of 
hearts. This is not possible to be practiced by common people. Those who practice it attain numerous 
prizes from the empire of Allah Almighty.Such prizes which are beyond human thoughts. This is a priceless 
gift. It turns a non-practicing person into a practicing one, a dishonorable into honorable and a miser into 
a pious one. It can rather be termed as that if a person is seeking a comprehensive spiritual guide, he 
should start practice of this precious gift. He will find the true guide. A pious old man writes: ‘I offered 
two Rakaat of Qaza-e-Hajat and prayed to seek knowledge and wisdom. Then Allah Almighty blessed me 
with the wealth of knowledge and wisdom. After offering this prayer, not only the need you desire will be 
fulfilled but 10 more hidden needs will also be fulfilled in an unseen manner. It will not be possible for a 
person to get out of such trouble if they are revealed. 
 
Procedure for practice:  
Between the night of Thursday and Friday perform Ghusal (bath) and wear neat and clean dress. Then 
offer two Rakaat prayers in such a manner that in the first Rakatrecire Surah Al Kafiroon 10 times and 
Surah e Akhlas 11 times in the second Rakat. Then afte completion of prayers, perform Sajdah and recite 

DuroodShareef 11 times, third Kalma 10 times and (ُا ِر َ ُال ابا َا ُعاذا ِق ُو ا ناۃ  سا ِۃُحا ِخرا ُِِفُاْْلٰ ا ُو  ناۃ  سا ْنیا ُحا
َا ُِِفُالد   ِْ ُٰا

ٓ
َا  ا ّب   10 (را

times and then submit your need. Insha’Allah, all of your needs will be addressed.(Muhammad Imtiaz Khan, Burewala) 

 
Formulas proven since five generations:  
Respected Hakeem Sahib, Assalamo Alaikum! I belong to a family of Hakims since five generations. Today 
two effectively proven formulas are submitted. By the grace of Almighty, these treatments have never 
failed.Churan Pathri (A powder for stones): use of which removes kidney stones by the grace of Allah.   

 Take equal quantities of black pepper, Filfil Daraz, Black Himalayan Salt, Sajji Salt, Naushadar :ھوالشافی
Thekri and Suhaga Baryan. Grind all of these ingredients. This is quite powerful. Take 1 gram after meals 
and drink lukewarm water. If taken with cold water, it stops lose motions. Those suffering with stones 
should drink ample of water after taking this medicine. 
 
For impotency:  
 Take 50 grams each of SalabMisri, MosliSufaid Indian, Maghzina Dana and grind them into a fine :ھوالشافی
powder. Then add 50 grams of husk into this powder. Take a large tablespoonful every night before going 
to sleep for 40 days. During this, do not carry out intercourse with wife. After this always use a spoonful 
of powder of Mosli Sufaid Indian with a glass of warm milk after intercourse. No medicine will be required 
thereafter. During winters if a raw Desi (pure) egg is added to milk, it will be even more beneficial.    (Hayat 
urRaheem Khan, Sanghar) 
 

Amal (practice) for spiritual revelations: A person who is truly desirous to witness the spiritual 

observations of Allah Almighty, he should start reciting (ُ ْبِدیو  م   times daily after Fajr prayers 11000 (َیا

to seek Allah’s will. 
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A magical formula for joint pains: Respected Hakeem Sahib, Assalam o Alaikum! A magical formula is 
submitted for readers of Ubqari: 
 

 Take 250 grams of ginger, 250 grams of garlic and 500ml of pure butter oil. Chop ginger and garlic :ھوالشافی
and make their paste separately. Every day take one spoon each of ginger and garlic pastes put them in 
three spoonful of butter oil and heat them on slow flame so as to make a thick paste. Add salt as desired. 
When it cools down, recite SuraheYasin while observing ablution and when you reach      

ِحْیٍمُ   ُر ا ب ٍ
ُر ا ْ ُِِم  ُقاْوْل  لٰم  ﴾۱۸ُ﴿ٰیسْیسا recite this verse 40 times. After completion of Surah Yasin, carry out Dum 

(blow) over this paste. Prepare this paste every day in the same manner and eat it for 21 days. Insha Allah 
joint pains will be cured.  (Kalim Ullah Shaikh, Paharpur) 
 
Such quick relief which is unbelievable: Respected Hakeem Sahib, Assalam o Alaikum! I am reciting this 
magazine Ubqari for the last one year. It is an excellent magazine which is MashaAllah providing benefit 
to a lot of people. It contains very good Wazif and tips. I am also submitting my proven tips. 
 
Relief from itching: Whether the itching is dry or moist, it is effective for both types. When my younger 
son was one year old, he suffered from extreme itching. I was greatly worried as it had caused many scars 
to develop on his back. Due to the same, we also got affected with itching. We took many injections, used 
several ointments and took a number of medicines, but nothing was effective. I was exceptionally worried 
about my son that something bad might happen to him as he was very young. Then someone told me to 
apply powder of Amla Saar Gandhak dissolved in mustard oil. Insha’Allah it will be cured quickly. And then 
it actually happened as was told and the ailment was cured so quickly which was unbelievable. 
 
Immediate relief from lose motions: Whatever the type of lose motions may be, whether the cramps are 
bloody or otherwise, the tip is: Take some solid Husk and fry it with little ghee over a pan. When cool, add 
sugar and take it with tea or yogurt. Insha Allah it will provide relief.  
 
The third tip is that no matter how badly the heels are cracked; just apply mustard oil on them. Insha Allah 
they will be cured in a few days.  
 

Cancer is cured by رون

ص

ن

ی  :مح ال

Respected Hakeem Sahib, Assalam o Alaikum !I initially read the monthly magazine Ubqari from the 

website of Ubqari and also listened to the Dars from the same. I also read about the Amal of َحُْلُیَرصون 

 for the first time from the website of Ubqari as well. Respected Hakeem Sahib, my mother was suffering 

from cancer and all of us were very worried. I used to carry out the Amal of احفسبتم and Azaan (i.e 

recitation of last 4 verses of Surah e Mominoon and Azaan 7 times each) and first blew it in the right ear 
of my mother and then recited the same again 7 time each and blew in the left ear. My mother was 

operated once for the cancer. My mother recited َحُْلُیَرصون in abundance. Alhamdo Lillah, when the 

doctors saw her reports during a recently conducted checkup, the cancer was eliminated. They could not 
believe it and got the tests repeated. When these reports were checked again, there was no sign of cancer. 

My mother still recites َحُْلُیَرصون regularly.              (Sobia Salman) 
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My proven household tips: Respected Hakeem Sahib, Assalamo Alaikum! I am regularly reading the 
magazine Ubqari for the last few years. The tips and Wazaif in it have immensely benefited me. I have a 
few proven household tips which I am submitting for the readers of Ubqari: 
 
For bleeding nose: Take coconut slice of about 2 inches and soak it overnight in water in a raw clay bowl. 
Early morning drain the water and eat the coconut. Just practice this for 10-20 days and bleeding through 
nose will never occur throughout the life. 
 
To stop lose motions: Chew and eat 3-4 leaves of Jaman. It will stop lose motions. Eating a teaspoonful of 
tea leaves also stops lose motion. 
 
For cold, flu and mental weakness: Soak almonds in honey and put them aside for 40 days. Then use a 
spoonful of this honey and almonds with milk at breakfast. This is a matchless tonic. 
 
Elimination of pile warts forever: At time hail falls during rains. If there is hail falling with rain, collect the 
hail and put them on the pile warts. The pile warts will be eliminated. And there will be no need of 
operation. 
 
Wealth and help will arrive from Ghaib (the unseen):  
Respected Hakeem Sahib, Assalam o Alaikum! First of all I would like to thank you for publishing such a 
wonderful magazine Ubqari. Due to this we are getting a lot of benefits. May Allah bless all with the reward 
of this noble act, Ameen. I possess a proven Amal (practice) which I am submitting to the readers of 
Ubqari: 
 
If someone desire to obtain provisions and wealth from Ghaib (the unseen) then after Farz prayers, 

starting from right hand start closing fingers while reciting (ُِحْیِم ِنُالر ا ِْحٰ  Close all the ten fingers .(بِْسِمُہللاُِالر ا

and then start opening them one by one starting from left hand while reciting (ُ ِسط  ِبا  and then pray to (َیا

Almighty. Insha Allah help will be provided from Ghaib and one will not be dependent on anybody.  
 
For constipation:  I have an effective tip for constipation. If you have complained of gas, swallow a bit of 
Harmal. Insha’Allah it will be cured.  (Palwasha Rehmat, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa) 
 
Advantage of reciting Surah e Akhlas and Maozatain on Friday:  

It is related to Umm al Momineen Hazrat Ayesha Siddiqa عنہا ہللا رضی  that the Holy Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلصsaid: ‘ A 
person who recites Surah e Akhlas, Surah e Falaq and Surah al Naas seven times each after Friday prayers, 
then Almigty Allah will keep him safe from all evils till next Friday.  (Kanz al Amaal) 
 
Famous follower of Sunnah, Saeed Bin Mansoor علیہ ہللا رحمت  has further elaborated by narrating that if 
any person, who on Friday after carrying out Salam in prayers, without talking to anybody recites Surah e 
Fatiha, Maozatain and Surah e Akhlaas seven times each, then Almighty Allah will forgive all his sins 
between the two Fridays.  (Kanz al Amaal) 
 

Informing about bad deeds:  If a person cannot do anything good for another, he should at least 
inform others about his bad qualities and the one who does not fear Allah, fears everyone and the 
one who fears Allah does not fear anybody. 
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It is also quoted at another place that the Holy Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص said: ‘Anyone who recites Surah e Akhlaas 
and Maozatain seven times each after Friday prayers without talking to anybody, he himself and his 
belongings will become safe from this Friday till the next. (Muhammad Afzal Rehmani, Khushab) 
 
A patient since 15 years got cured with a small tip:  
Respected Hakeem Sahib, Assalam o Alaikum! May Allah Almighty grant you with his blessings. Ameen! I 
am a reader of Ubqari since two years. I was a patient of blood pressure. This is what doctors used to tell 
me. But I could not understand as to what kind of disease it was. All of a sudden I used to get breathless, 
heartbeat increased and understandable feelings used to arise in my brain. When such conditions 
occurred, my state got uncontrollable and I would turn pale. When I got checked up from a renowned 
Hakim, he said that one of the valves of my heart is blocked. I did not get any relief even then. Then a 
doctor administered me two tablets. I took them regularly. My condition used to improve upon taking 
these tablets. I was using these tablets for 15 years. Then I was introduced to Ubqari magazine. It had a 
formula which I prepared and used. By the grace of Allah my ailment entirely got cured. Earlier I used to 
take one tablet for blood pressure and another sedative every night. Now I do not even take them 
anymore.  
I took these tablets for three months. Two tablets are to be taken at night before going to sleep. These 
tablets are also very effective for general body ache and pain in feet. I pray for the person who has 
submitted this tip in Ubqari. The formula is as under: 
 

الشافی ھو : Take 100 fresh soft leaves of Neem and 100 grains of black pepper. Grind them together and 
make tablets of the size of black pepper from this compound. Take two tablets every night regularly. If 
desired, two tablets each can be taken in the morning, noon and evening. (Mrs. Yaqoob, Chistian) 
 
SafoofUmangJawani (Powder for maintaining youth):  
Respected Hakeem Sahib, Assalam o Alaikum ! I am a reader of Ubqari for the last 5 years from which I 
have prepared a number of formulas and got them used by patients. They were 100% successful. I pray 
from my heart that Almighty grant you with his blessings, health and faith. I am associated with the 
medical profession. I am submitting two experienced formulas for the benefit of the people: 
 
Safoof Umang Jawani: It is matchless for cure for blennorrhagia, nocturnal ejaculation, spermatorrhoea, 
tiredness and weakness.   

الشافی ھو : Take 1 tola (60 grams) each of cardamom, whole wheat, SalabMisri, Asaroon, Tajj, Asgand 
Nagori, Bhophli, Taal makhana, Mastagi Roomi and  Koza Misri double. Mix all of these ingredients and 
grind into a fine powder. Take a teaspoon twice a day. 
 
Formula No.2: Surat Band Safoof Special: Take equal quantity of Asgand Nagori, Mosli Sufaid, Kholanjan, 
Mosli siyah, Shaqatil Misri, Singhara chilka and phlai keekar. Make a fine powder of these ingredients. 
Take 6 masha with milk in the morning and evening.  (Noor Muhammad Ahair, Bhakkar) 
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Redressal Difficulties Through Wazaif By Allama Sahib 
 
“To perform this Amal, it is necessary to imagine that Allah is watching us. It feels as if the entire 
universe is in a state of peace. It gives great tranquility to heart and brain. While keeping the eyes 
closed, pray in your heart in such a manner as if talking to Allah Almighty.” 
 
Respected Hakeem Sahib, Assalamo Alaikum ! After reading the interesting letters of readers in Ubqari, I 
also had a longing to write as to how I got benefited from formulas and Wazaif of Ubqari. Respected 
Hakeem Sahib, I am a regular reader of Ubqari since 2009. I have all the previous editions of Ubqari 
preserved. Apart from being a reader of Ubqari myself, I have also introduced it to my family, relatives 
and friends and gave them my editions of Ubqari to read. This way they have also become regular readers 
of Ubqari. Ubqari is a vast treasure of knowledge. Even being at home we can get rid of our physical and 
spiritual problems. After getting Ubqari, a direction is now set as to what Amaal (practices) we have to 
perform, how to conduct our daily routine and what Aamal are to be practiced during difficulties, pains, 
worries and ailment of life. I practiced several Wazaif and formulas myself and got benefited from them. 
I also advised the same to people I know. When I adopted many Aamal, Wazaif and Formulas in my life 
from Ubqari, Allah Almighty relieved me from the worries in life. We do not need to go to an Aamil 
(spiritual healer) since Ubqari itself is an Aamil. We have to perform all the Aamal. Allah Almighty will 
certainly bless you all in this world and the after world for this noble effort. Ameen!  
 
Respected Hakeem Sahib, Respected Allama Lahoti Sahib and all personnel of the institution are 
undoubtedly serving the grieved humanity. May Allah Almighty bless you with his help in this noble 
mission, Ameen! 
 
Babyhood Friend of Jinnat is my most favourite subject. I performed Wazaif given in it and got benefited 
as well. I want to share the same with the readers. 
 

In 2103, a Wazifa ‘‘   ’’ُْوِح الر   ِۃُوا
ا
ِئک
ا
ُاْلماال ب   را َا ُوا ا ّب  ُرا ْوس 

ُق د   ب  ْوح  ُس  of Allama Lahoti Pur Asrari Sahib was published. 

Allama Sahib wrote about several benefits of this Wazifa. I started it for my ailment. I was suffering from 
Alergy, sneezing, cold, flue, pollen allergy and allergy from smells dust and sand. This turned to Asthma 
due to the atmosphere of Islamabad. During spring, the pollen allergy is at its peak here. I practiced this 
Wazifa for getting rid of Asthma. Alhamd o Lillah, I cannot express as to how much health I got benefited 
with. Now I am completely healthy. I performed the meditation mentioned in this Wazifa at a specific time 
in a peaceful manner. The environment used to be very calm so that the mind did not get distracted. The 
best time is at night. Due to this Amal, not only the Asthma got cured, but other physical ailments subsided 
as well. Before the Amal I used to pray not only for my health but also for the health of my family. I got 
amazing results. But firstly, there should be complete faith on the Wazifa and it should be carried out as 
per instructions.  
 
Husband’s problems resolved immediately: 
 I did the Amal of first 4 verses of Surah e Takweer also told by Allama Lahoti Pur Asrari Sahib. By the grace 
of Allah, there are great blessings in the holy book of Almighty. The work was accomplished safely. To 
perform this Amal, it is necessary to imagine that Allah is watching us. It feels as if the entire universe is 

To instantly digest rice: If somebody suffers from indigestion after eating rice, he should eat a little 
coconut after having rice. They get digested instantly. 
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in a state of peace. It gives great tranquility to heart and brain. While keeping the eyes closed, pray in your 
heart in such a manner as if talking to Allah Almighty. The Amal of Surah e Takweer is as follows: 
 

ْتُ را ِ و 
ُک  ْمس 
اُالش ا ْتُ oِاذا را دا

ا
ُاْنک ْوم  ج    َ اُال ُِاذا ْتُ o وا ا ْی ِ ُس 

 
با ل ِ
ْ
اُاْل ُِاذا لاْتُ oوا ِ ُع ط  اُاْلِعشا ر  ُِاذا ُ (4ات1التکویُ)o وا

These verses can be read in odd number quantities of 3,5,7,9 or 11. The more you recite them, more are 
the benefits. Do recite for a few days, few weeks or few months.  
 
Amal of 2 RakkatNafil:  
There is also great blessing in the Wazifa of 2 Rakkat Nafil whenever you are likely to do anything. Even 
when going to market for shopping, offer 2 Rakkat Nafil with Durood e Ibrahimi before and after the 
prayers followed by the pray 

ُاْلعا لاُ  ِب  ُِرا ّٰلِل ٰ اْمد 
ْ
ِظْیِمُااْل ْرِشُاْلعا ُاْلعا ِب  ُہللاُِرا ا نا ْ ُبُس  ِرْیم 

ا
ُاْلک اِلْیم 

ْ
ُہللا ُاْل
ُِاْل ا ُِٓاٰلہا ُْلا ُِِمْ ۃا ْیما َِ اْلغا ُوا ِْکا ْغِفرا ُما اِئما عازا ُوا ِْحاِتکا ْوِجبا ِتُرا ُم  کا

ل 
ا و
ُااْس  ِمْْیا

ُِاثُْ  ِ ُک  ُِِمْ
ۃا ما
ا
ال الس ا ُو ا َُِبٍ 

 ِ ُاک  ْیَتا ُقاضا
ُِرض  ُِاْل ا ُلاکا ُیِھا ۃ  ُحا جا ْلا ٗہُوا ْجتا ر ا ُفا

ا ُھام   ُِاْل  ْلا ْاٗہُوا ْر ُغافا
ْنب  ُِاْل ا ُذا ْعُِلْ ْادا ُ

ا ٍُمُْل  ْْیا اِِحِ اُالر ا
ُااْرَحا  . َُیا

 Then imagine in your heart about that need and pray to Allah. I submit all praises to Almighty that 
whenever I did any work after offering the Hajaat Nafil, it was accomplished in the most satisfactory 
manner and successfulness. Even if a minor need is there, you must offer Hajaat Nafil. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Itching on palate or boils in moth or tongue – All will get well: 

 

Respected Hakim Sahib Assalam o Alaikum! Hope that you are well. I read your magazine 
Ubqari. I contain useful and beneficial articles and I also follow them. You are serving people 
and for which Almighty Allah may bless you. Ameen! 
Once my mobile got defective, I sincerely recited Surah e Alam Nashrah and carried out Dum 
on my mobile. It became operational. Now I have full faith over Ubqari medicines and Amaal 
given in Ubqari. I would also like to mention here one of my experienced tip. The formula is 
as follows: 
If young or grown up children develop boils in their mouth or tongue, and at times itching 
starts on palate due to cold, then apply cold butter of any brand and preferably blue band 2 
or 3 times daily on the affected part. The ailment will be cured soon.    
(Erum, Rawalpindi) 
 

My tested prescription for many diseases: Respected Hakeem Sahib, Assalamo Alikum! I 

am Ubqari reader since last 3 years and waiting anxiously for the magazine every month. I 

have not written any letter before this is first time I am writing, I have a prescription of 

Hakeem Sabir Multani Sahib and the name of the prescription is also Hub- Sabir.  

 Hinzal, gandhak aamla saar, raei take all three things in equal amount and grind  :ھو الشافی

well then make balls or fill in empty capsule. This thing is good for stomache, sugar, thin 

blood, toothache, and many more diseases, this is my personnal experienced. May Allah 

grants you His blessings. 
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Episode 15 
From editor’s pen 
 
Readers! Every month read Hazrat Hakim Sahib’s unique account filled with Spiritual secrets.   

WAZIFA FOR FINDING LOST ITEM, PERSON AND WEALTH 
 

Daily I check post if I find any experiences regarding ُِحْیِم ِنُالر ا ِْحٰ ِْیمُبِْسِمُہللاُِالر ا
َُکا ِب  ُرا ُموٰٰسَُیا ِب  را  so iwrite for َیا

my readers. It  is my effort that I will tell you more and more advantages of this wazifa that if you would 
come across with any difficulty in life so you can do this and get benefits of it.  
 
Husband comes to the right path: 
 
Respected Hakim Sahib Assalamo Alaikum! First of all a lot of prayers for you, May Allah Almighty 
elongate your honourable presence for Ubqari readers and grant you Khizer’s age. I am reading ubqari 
for last 3 years and due to this magazine Allah Almighty filled my house with barkat blessing and rehmat. 
Every difficulty gets its solution after reading this magazine. I wait for this restlessly every month. 
Respected Hakeem Sahib, I had a problem and want to narrate that for long but later on I got a clear 

guidance in Ubqari in the form of ُِحْیِم ِنُالر ا ِْحٰ ِْیمُبِْسِمُہللاُِالر ا
َُکا ِب  ُرا ُموٰٰسَُیا ِب  را  My problem is that my husband . َیا

has illegal relationship with few women and has been longing for years, I think before marriage 8 years 
passed to my weding. I have 2 kids; my husband has his own business. I have peaceful environment, I 
have every thing at my home, no financial crises nothing only on this (my husband indulging in vices). 
We both keep on quarelling I try my best to ignore him but sometimes I couldn’t resist myself. I wish 
that I leave everything and ignite everything. Only this issue took the basis of my life, I only want peace 
and prosperity in my house and my husband on the right track and one more thing which was bothering 
me is that between 8am to 9am I see water droplets on the floor of my backyard this really made me 
depressed. I was sure enough that this is the magic casted by those women who are more interested in 
my husband’s business other than my husband. Those greedy women they want to marry him but he is 

not agreed. I did this wazifa with strong faith ُِحْیِم ِنُالر ا ِْحٰ ِْیمُبِْسِمُہللاُِالر ا
َُکا ِب  ُرا ُموٰٰسَُیا ِب  را  I did for 5 months َیا

continuously and still doing this after 5 months, I was satisfied; he changed a lot and got separated from 
those women. I can’t see those droplets now as well. This is the miracle of that wazifa that they did not 
get success in their evil mission. 
 
 
He came himself to handover one million: May Allah Almighty keep you happy and prosper your 
Tasbeeh Khana, Aameen. I listen to your bayans, what ever you told in your dars we take it and practice 
it. we had a problem that a person took one million unlawfully. It is almost a year and he is not returning 
our money. My husband doesnot have any evidence and proof, we were quite worried, I was listening 
your bayan and you were telling 

ِحْیِمُ  ِنُالر ا ِْحٰ ِْیمُبِْسِمُہللاُِالر ا
َُکا ِب  ُرا ُموٰٰسَُیا ِب  را  ,we thought it was all for us. We started to recite from that day َیا

after 4 months miracle happened, the person came to our house by himself and handed over one 

Cure for paralyse: the person who is suffering fromparalyse he should supplicate “ ُ حا    “  َیا

along with medicine. InshaAllah he will get soon like before. 
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million. I keep reciting Surah Kausar, Allah Almighty bestows a lot of blessings on us, Alhamdolillah we 
are not having any financial problems. 
Readers! I am giving you your belonging which was in my guardianship. If you attain any benefit from 
this Wazifa, please share with me as well. I will be waiting.               Editor  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Cure of 20 years old lecorrehea: 

Respected Hakeem Sahib, Assalamo Alikum! May Allah gives you long felicitous till 
Qiyamah. I had past 20 years lecorrehia problem, once you told in your dars about hidden 
disease that recite last verses of Surah Hashar, the disease will be cured. I did with full 
concentration and recite this ayat continuously thanks to Allah Almighty Imy problem 
solved I am cured and healthy now. (Z. B. wahcantt) 
 

Unique prescription of hair dye: 
Respected Hakeem Sahib, Assalamo Alikum! I have seen Ubqari magazine in a book store, 
and I saw it and bought it and bring it home when I started reading I was amazed, what a 
magazine is. This prescription was published in Ubqari I tried and tested it very effective 
prescription. 

الشافی ھو : mehdi for 10 ruppees, black stone for 5 ruppees, 7 clove seed, kalongi 5-6 pintch, 
mustard oil, egg yolk 2, mix all the ingredients in warm water after 2 hours apply on your 
head, after drying wash your hair.very good colour will be of your hair. (B. J) 
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